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The academic year that was –
embracing the future with hope
INTRODUCTION
The Grade 12 learners of 2020 will go
down in history as the learners who had
faced a particularly difficult academic
year. With numerous stops and goes
during the year there was an element of
doubt a few months ago as to whether
they would be ready for the exams.
Having a Grade 12 learner at home made
one appreciate the dynamics of shifting
things around to ensure that the year does
not get wasted. As they take their final
NSC/IEB exams during this exam season,
we wish them all the strength, wisdom
and energy they need to succeed. These
final exams have been combined with the
June exams (postponed earlier in the year
due to the pandemic), leading to a total
number of 1 058 699 learners writing the
exams, making it the biggest public exam
the department has ever administered.
The cocktail of factors (technological
challenges within schools; lack of resources, facilities and ethics; funding constraints; unionised labour, etc) has made
it difficult for the department to execute
its mandate, but focus is needed now to
go through the milestone of marking and
releasing exam results timeously.

EMBRACING THE FUTURE
The year has also accelerated the use of
technology, not only at schools, but also
in our work environments. The world is
still reeling from living through the unprecedented prevalence of the pandemic.
In his book Disruption Amplified: Reset,
Rewire and Reimagine, Abdullah Verachia
postulates that, “… whether we like it or
not we have been pushed en masse into
a discontinuous, disruptive digital world
on the back of fast-paced shifts impacting

almost every facet of society.” Humanity’s
way of life has certainly changed and will
continue to do so in the coming years –
the so-called “new normal”.
Also, in his book Closing the Gap,
Professor Tshilidzi Marwala (UJ ViceChancellor) emphasises that, “… across
the globe progress has been defined by the
ability of humans to adapt to change …
[but] here in Africa we have largely missed
the call and as a result have fallen behind
on the last three industrial revolutions. We
cannot therefore afford to miss the call
again with the 4th Industrial Revolution.”
It is in this context that more and
more learners at our schools should be
doing Maths, Science and IT to prepare
themselves for the knowledge-driven
digital economy of the future. It is widely
acknowledged that one of the pillars of a
flourishing economy is quality education,
a fact that should be borne in mind in a
country where the Grade 12 pass rates in
Maths and Science are very low. The 2019
pass rate of only 20% of the learners doing
maths and science passing with marks
higher than 50% indicates that more
work still has to be done before we can
compete globally.
It is further disturbing to still have
learners who try to cheat the system (it was
reported that some learners had access to
leaked Maths and Physical Science papers
beforehand). This of course is not in their
own best interest. Ethical conduct should
be taught early in the lives of learners as
it becomes a lifelong pillar of professional
behaviour in every sphere of life. The
Institute of Directors SA defines ethics (integrity and responsibility) as ethical values
applied to decision-making, conduct and
the relationship between the organisation,

its stakeholders and the broader society. It
talks to what is good and right for the self
and the other. CS Lewis says, “Integrity is
doing the right thing, even when no one is
watching.” We need to instil this culture
and values in our young ones for a better
and inclusive future.

IN CLOSING
Abdullar Verachia also reminds us that
we cannot be stuck in an environment
where our memories are stronger than
our vision, but our vision better be rooted
in the discernible realities that now
confront us. The business community in
South Africa has a great deal to contribute
as it takes a proactive role in managing
internally, as well as markets and the
broader environments, and most of all,
adopting the philosophy that South Africa
belongs to all who live in it.
2020 has indeed been an interesting
global experiment that forced humanity
to review its habits and its conduct, and
how business is done. We therefore need
to examine our personal and collective
decisions and chart a more sustainable
path that brings more hope for our future.
I would like to wish the class of 2020
all the success with their exams and may
the results in February 2021 be pleasing
to their eyes and become a
catalyst to turbo-charge
a bright future and
socio-economic
development across
our country.
Fana Marutla
SAICE President 2020
fmarutla@gibb.co.za

“… across the globe progress has been defined by the ability of humans to adapt
to change … [but] here in Africa we have largely missed the call and as a result
have fallen behind on the last three industrial revolutions. We cannot therefore
afford to miss the call again with the 4th Industrial Revolution.”
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Adopting a transdisciplinary
methodology to address
complex infrastructure problems
This article serves to get us thinking of
new approaches to solve old problems.
I elaborate in short on the following
(which may be untested hypotheses,
observations and/or perceptions of our
industry).
The first is a disconnect between infrastructure planning and infrastructure
spend which has seen a steady decline in
the last decade. We have not been able
to effectively maintain our much-needed
assets.
Secondly, in our non-egalitarian
society we have worsening inequality in
all forms despite our attempts at building
an inclusive economy for all. With all the
skills and funding in the last decade we
have not been able to address the safety
and security of our most vulnerable.
You may agree that these are but a
few of the many issues that prevent us
from feeling a sense of achievement when
so many of our fellow South Africans
have hardships that seem to have no end.
As indicated in previous articles,
SAICE supports the notion of a free, just
and inclusive society that allows access to
all South Africans. Therefore, each new
initiative allows for a rethink of the path
travelled by considering new approaches
to make good on that which we have not
been successful at. This article seeks to
do just that by considering alternatives
to addressing our main infrastructure
objectives as indicated in our Economic
Reconstruction and Recovery Plan
(ERRP), also referred to in our National
Development Plan. For illustration, I
choose to consider the inequality plight,
as the consequences of not addressing
inequality befall us all as South Africans.
The transdisciplinary methodology
is an inquiry-based method to explore,
describe a problem, and develop
solutions aligned to an overall goal.
Civil Engineering November 2020

As it pertains to this article, the topic
relates to exploring inequality, with a
focus on education and infrastructure
as sub-goals, to address inequality in
the South African context. Because
of the complexity of the topic and
the integrated nature of the solutions
required, a single-discipline approach
may sacrifice the additional constructs of
the problem and limit the solution, thus
creating blind spots, thereby defeating
the initial objectives.
As it applies to the narrative
of inequality in South Africa, four
disciplines have served to connect
the topics, namely geopolitics, social
dynamics, techno-economics, and earth
systems. The solution lies in ensuring
that the dynamics between the four are
appreciated and fully understood before
embarking on any initiative. Hence,
a transdisciplinary methodology will
assist in exploring and scoping each
discipline and its interconnectedness,
relationships, interactions and context
with other disciplines, ultimately leading
to sustainable solutions while new
disciplines are created in the future.
This contribution also dispels the notion
that we need to simplify issues with
a high level of granularity in order to
solve them. It postulates that we live in
an ever-increasing complex world, and
we need to address the complexity for
what it is to meet the stated objective
whilst not looking to silo ourselves in
the process.
It is proposed that complexity be
considered using a multiple-lens view,
i.e. we need to look at it from various
perspectives or disciplines of study.
More profound complexity comes to
the fore in the relationships between
the disciplines. Paradigms play out – for
example, toll-roads in South Africa have

stalled in response to resistance from
various stakeholders, which has halted
much-needed spending on roads in the
country for a few years. Stakeholders,
unions and the taxi industry opposed the
toll-road concept, yet many of the same
union members and taxi commuters are
now unemployed because of economic
contraction caused in part by lack of
spending on roads. All stakeholders
may have valid points, but it can be
argued that the objective of addressing
inequality was missed in this case.
The need to focus on efficient
and effective initiatives cannot be
overemphasised, especially given the
Covid-19 pandemic which allows us the
opportunity to rethink our stances on
issues, open our minds, reconsider our
worldviews and influence those within
our circles to think and act as a collective. No longer should one entity or
school of thought dominate another, as
it has become plain to see that constant
dissension has failed us all.
In conclusion, this article serves to
introduce the notion that we live in a
complex world with various schools of
thought that need to be respected and
incorporated into solutions. We have to
appreciate the complexity whilst working
on goal-based solutions, as postulated
in a transdisciplinary methodology, for
example. It requires working together
across disciplines. In next month’s
article I will explain further how we can
consider weaving the goal of addressing
inequality into infrastructure and education to bring about meaningful improvements to society, political ideologies,
climate and technology.
Vishaal Lutchman Pr Eng, PMP
vishaal@saice.org.za
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Africa’s premier
geotechnical contractor
CONTRACTING ACROSS A CONTINENT

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT

Stefanutti Stocks Geotechnical boasts
industry experience spanning more
than two decades, during which time
the company has completed countless,
and often challenging, projects for its
clients across sub-Saharan Africa. This
geotechnical contractor, which is a division of the multidisciplinary construction
group Stefanutti Stocks, offers the full
spectrum of geotechnical services to all
sectors within the industry. These include
building (residential, office, industrial,
etc), energy generation, industrial plants,
mining houses, transport infrastructure
(freeways, roads, bridges, rail infrastructure), and the construction of water
infrastructure.

“We specialise in designing and constructing sustainable deep pile foundations and lateral support solutions for
various industries, even in the most challenging geological environments,” says
the division’s commercial director Tiaan
Erasmus. “This capability allows us to
offer our clients innovative, substantially
cost-effective and time-saving designand-construct solutions.”
Stefanutti Stocks Geotechnical’s excellence in execution encompasses the following geotechnical contracting services:
QQ geotechnical investigations and reports, including diamond core drilling,
reverse circulation drilling, DPSH
testing and auger trial holes

QQ geo-thermal installations

QQ design and construction of various

types of piles

QQ lateral support

QQ rock anchoring
QQ shotcrete
QQ void fill

QQ grouting – including specialist con-

solidation, compaction and dolomitic
terrain handling
QQ sinkhole remediation and repairs.
Stefanutti Stocks Geotechnical’s
piling capabilities are supported by its
comprehensive fleet of state-of-the-art
equipment, including crawler-mounted
hydraulic piling rigs, percussion/rotary
drill rigs and investigation/exploration
rigs. This fleet is suited to work in even

Installation of Continuous Flight Auger (CFA) piles
for a new residential apartment block in Pretoria
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the most demanding and adverse ground
conditions.

SHEQ MILESTONE
“We pride ourselves on executing
technically challenging, high-risk
projects in sensitive environments while
maintaining the highest standards of
SHEQ (adherence to safety, health and
environmental regulations and quality
control), to the extent that, at the end
of September 2020, the division marked
three years of being lost-time-injuryfree,” says Erasmus. “Our track record
of high-quality delivery and innovative
solutions has resulted in us being a valuable construction partner to our clients.”

LANDMARK PROJECTS

Aerial photographs taken after the slope failure in front
of two luxury residential properties had been stabilised

Some of the more recent landmark
projects undertaken by Stefanutti
Stocks Geotechnical include the lateral
support, bulk earthworks and dynamic
compaction for the Exxaro Head Office
in Centurion (a high-risk dolomiteclassified area), numerous deep pile
foundations for road and river bridges
in South Africa and Namibia, the design
and supply of deep foundations for the
Kazerne Transit-Oriented Development
in the well-known Gauteng-based
Newtown precinct, the construction
of emergency lateral support work to
a slope failure in front of two luxury
residential properties, and the installation of load-bearing perimeter piles
to the double-storey basement of a
new building in Pretoria’s Innovation
Hub (also pictured on the cover of
this edition).

THE VERY BEST SOLUTIONS
“Our work is often not visible once
a bridge, road or building has been
built on top of the foundations that we
construct,” says Erasmus. “However, our
approach is to always deliver the very
best solution for the prevailing ground
conditions, in order to ensure a lifetime
of safety for any structure.”
Info
Tiaan Erasmus
Commercial Director
Stefanutti Stocks Geotechnical
+27 11 571 4300
tiaan.erasmus@stefstocks.com
www.stefstocks.com
https://geotechnicalcontractor.co.za
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The company owns a comprehensive fleet of stateof-the-art equipment suited to operate in even the
most demanding and adverse ground conditions
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My 45 years (almost) in
consulting engineering
Semi-retired SAICE member Carl Geldenhuys kindly set some time aside to share aspects of his interesting
engineering life with us. His career spanned a period of considerable change in how things were (and are)
done. The one thing that remained unchanged, though, is his passion for the profession, so herewith his story
in his own words.
7 APRIL 1971
I walked into the offices of Henny,
Aalbersberg and Reid in the SALUbuilding in Andries Street in Pretoria (the
street is now called Thabo Sehume Street,
and the building is now occupied by the
Master of the High Court).
I left Eskom (then Evkom) after a stunt
of five months as a young civil engineer
in the Braamfontein Head Office. I still
jokingly say: “I just could not take the
pace at Eskom anymore,” as I did virtually
nothing in those five months in the civil
engineering drawing office. A few weeks
earlier, Mr Charlie Trabucco, the Chief

Carl Geldenhuys Pr Eng
Director, Stugua Consulting (Pty) Ltd
stugua.consulting@telkomsa.net

Draughtsman and my immediate boss,
approached me and asked whether I would
be interested in working for a consulting
engineering firm.
I went for an interview the very
next day and was interviewed by Pieter
Aalbersberg, my boss-to-be in the Pretoria
office of Henny, Aalbersberg and Reid, to
be renamed later to Henny and Aalberberg,
and even later to Henny and Associates
(H and A). In April 2019 I was privileged to
visit Pieter (then 85 years of age) in Sitges,
Spain (just south of Barcelona). What an
experience that was to again chat to my
first boss of almost 50 years ago!

Carl and wife Santjie (standing) in Spain last year where they met up with Carl’s boss of 50
years ago – 85-year old Pieter (now Pedro) Aalbersberg and his wife Vergo (now Frances)
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A peaceful street scene in Homs, Syria,
captured on one of Carl’s trips abroad;
the city is in ruins today

I got the job on that day in 1971.
Having to repay my study loan to Eskom,
I was offered a salary of R400 per month,
which was an increase of R75 on my salary
at Eskom, and which would enable me to
repay my study loan. Wow!!

THOSE YEARS
So, what was the civil engineering industry like in the 70s and 80s? Let me give
you an example or two.
As a consulting company H and A was
heavily involved those days in the grain
silo and food processing industry. I clearly
recall receiving a telephone call from the
General Manager of a Cooperative on a
Friday afternoon to inform me that the Coop’s Board had approved the tender report
and that we can appoint the contractor. A
quick phone call to the contractor to meet
on site on Monday to peg out the site was
followed on Tuesday morning by flying
dust as excavations commenced.
A couple of months (and a few payment certificates and payments to the
contractor) later I received a call from
the Co-op’s Financial Manager asking me
whether there was not perhaps supposed
to be a signed Agreement between the
Co-op and the contractor. “Oops!! Oom
Jan, it totally slipped my mind. I will draft
the Agreement immediately.”
That was what the industry was all
about – total trust between the contracting parties!
The word “claims” did not appear in
the industry’s dictionary, and arbitration

Carl at one of the lakes at Seven Rila Lakes in Bulgaria

and adjudication were unheard of.
Differences between parties were sorted
out over a cup of tea. I suppose the procedure will be called “mediation” these days.
In January 1993 Henny and
Associates merged with Stewart Scott,
as the latter was known then. At that
point in time I was the CEO of H and A,
having been appointed as such at the age
of 35 when Pieter Aalbersberg left the
firm to emigrate to Spain, but being the
CEO was in fact just a title required by
the Companies Act. Board meetings were
very informal and were more of an opportunity to meet with one’s colleagues
from Johannesburg, Cape Town and
Pietermaritzburg.
I also recall the procedure if you needed
to go on an overseas work trip. It entailed
about four phone calls to your co-directors
and shareholders, and off you went.

TRAVELLING ALL OVER FOR WORK
I had the wonderful opportunity to
visit many countries during my career
as consulting engineer. My first trip
overseas was in 1981 visiting Denmark,
Sweden, Germany, Britain and the United
States to research the silo industry in
those countries.

Having spent 45 years of my life as a civil engineer in consulting
engineering, I can physically look back at all the structures
that went up across the country, and across the world, during
that time. Just counting the grain silos in South Africa totals
75 installations, and a further 23 outside the country.
Civil Engineering November 2020

During the years thereafter I
visited Namibia, Botswana, Lesotho,
Swaziland, Mozambique, Zimbabwe,
Zambia, Malawi, Angola, Ethiopia, Israel,
Mauritius, Greece and Syria as consultant. The latter trip (to Syria) included a
visit to Homs, a city in total ruins today.
I was also very close to visiting Kiev in
the then USSR, but the fall of the Iron
Curtain prevented the project from proceeding (and that after the South African
contractor had already set up his office
in Kiev).
I also had the opportunity to work
across the whole of South Africa covering all nine (previously four) provinces.
I covered close to 1.5 million kilometres
by car during all those years. Doing a
900 km trip to a site and back in a day
was not a problem at all. During the
mid-70s I was the Resident Engineer
(then called the Site Engineer) on a grain
silo project at Alma between Nylstroom
(now Modimolle) and Vaalwater, travelling there twice a week (a distance of
about 370 km there and back) for my
site experience to enable me to register
as a professional engineer. I was able to
register professionally exactly three years
and four months after graduating!

LOOKING BACK
Having spent 45 years of my life as a civil
engineer in consulting engineering, I can
physically look back at all the structures
that went up across the country, and
across the world, during that time. Just
counting the grain silos in South Africa
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Construction site in Addis Ababa,
Ethiopia (not much to report on OHS!)

Mill and grain silo in Port Louis Harbour,
Mauritius

Stewart Scott changed its name to
SSI Engineers and Environmental
Consultants, and later to SSI, a DHV
company when DHV obtained a
share in the company. When DHV
merged with Royal Haskoning in
the Netherlands, SSI became Royal
HaskoningDHV, thereby effectively
dropping its decades-long naming
history. That was the end of an era,
with an 80% Dutch shareholding.

totals 75 installations, and a further 23
outside the country. It was so sad to see
one of them, along with a mill building,
being imploded in Waltloo, Pretoria.
Although spectacular, it was a very
emotional moment, especially considering
that I was involved in virtually every
brick and cubic of concrete that went into
that site.
I suppose my older colleagues in the
consulting engineering industry will also
recall the project managers that we dealt
with at the Departments of Water Affairs
and Public Works, and the Provincial
Departments of Works and Roads, etc.
They were manned by highly competent
professionals who were still doing a
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lot of design and detailing work “inhouse”! I clearly recall visiting Mr Oxley
or Mr Freylink at the old Transvaal
Provincial Departments to have drawings
signed off. I usually did not sleep the
night before!
During my 23 years at the then
Stewart Scott, the industry went through
many changes – some for the better, some
for the worse.
Stewart Scott changed its name
to SSI Engineers and Environmental
Consultants, and later to SSI, a DHV
company when DHV (a Dutch consulting
engineering company) obtained a share
in the company. When DHV merged with
Royal Haskoning in the Netherlands, SSI

became Royal HaskoningDHV, thereby
effectively dropping its decades-long
naming history (from its original name
Stewart, Sviridov and Oliver before
merging with Scott and de Waal to
become Stewart Scott in 1992). That
was the end of an era, with an 80%
Dutch shareholding.
In theory I spent my entire career
with the same company, and must name
my colleague and friend, Koos Mol, with
whom I spent 43 of those 45 years, both of
us retiring at the end of 2015 – a lifetime
as colleagues!
During 2010, at the age of 61, I
furthered my studies in Contract Law, as
the legal world always had some attraction for me. This enabled me to practise
as adjudicator, arbitrator and mediator
during my last five years at the company
and is keeping me out of mischief to
this day.
What would I do differently if I could
have it all over again?
I would have completed my MSc thesis
after my Honours degree in 1972. I would
have furthered my studies towards an
LLB degree, and I would have grabbed the
November 2020 Civil Engineering

opportunity to spend two years working
in Calgary in Canada in 1978 when the
opportunity was offered to me.
I should perhaps also have considered
working for a contractor for a year or two.
just to be exposed to the “other side of the
fence.”
Beyond that, I have no regrets at all. To
quote Edith Piaf:
Non, je ne regrette rien!!

Implotion of the mill and grain
silo in Waltloo, Pretoria

AND NOW? AFTER THOSE 45 YEARS?
With two children and five grandchildren
living abroad (London and Auckland) my
wife and I have been travelling extensively
since my retirement from consulting
engineering. We have had the privilege of
visiting most of the European countries,
including “off-the-beaten-track” countries
like Russia, Poland, Hungary, Slovenia,
Bulgaria and Romania.
Our last trip (just before the Covid-19
lockdown and catching one of the last
Qantas flights out of Sydney) was a fiveweek visit to New Zealand and Australia.
The ten-day trip by car from Nelson on the
northern edge of the South Island of New
Zealand, right down to Milford Sound and
via the west coast back to Christchurch
was truly memory-making. The distance of
almost 3 000 km by car was perhaps a bit
too much for the 70-year oupa and his wife!
During September 2016, to the month
50 years after passing my final UNISA
violin examination, I started taking violin
lessons again. In addition to reading quite
a lot (travel and current political affairs)
the violin gives me immense pleasure. By

the way, Bill Bryson is my number one
travel author, along with our own Dana
Snyman. Except for two of Bill’s books I
have all the books of these two gentlemen
in my bookshelves, including William
(before he was Bill) Bryson’s The Palace
under the Alps.
And of course, part of my time goes
into building Lego with my three older
grandsons – training them to also be
engineers one day. I have pretty much
almost every Lego Technics set in my
collection.
As a retired professional I also firmly
believe that we should be involved somewhere on a pro-bono basis to partially give
back to the industry for what the industry

had given us. I also enjoy being involved
in pro-Deo work to thank God for all His
Grace during all these years.

LAST WORD
On 21 October 2020 I had the privilege of
lunching with Frans Barnard, the ex-MD
of CMGM Glybeton (Group Five Civils)
and Willie Meyburgh, the ex-CEO of
Stefanutti Stocks – two gentlemen who
I still respect highly as ex-contractors. I
often used to say that I would have given
my cheque book to them (today my credit
card with its PIN number), asking them
to just return it after completion of the
project. To their names I can also add that
of Geoff Irons of GD Irons.
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Quality Assurance Testing
Equipment for Driven Piles
•
•
•
•

High strain dynamic load testing and pile driving monitoring system (PDA)
Evaluation of load resistance behavior with the Static Load Tester (SLT)
Accurately calculate hammer stroke or hammer blows per minute (E-SAX)
Simulate static load tests with signal matching software (CAPWAP®)
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Figure 1 The innovative design of the Sydney Metro
Northwest project reduced the use of raw construction
material and labour onsite in favour of prefabricated elements

Local involvement in the award‑winning
Sydney Metro Northwest project
OVERVIEW
The Mott MacDonald, SMEC and KBR
Joint Venture (JV) design team’s contribution to the AU$7.3 billion (R88.9 billion)
Sydney Metro Northwest project received
the 2020 Engineering News Record (ENR)
Global Best Rail Project award. The JV
worked for the contractor (John Holland
Leighton JV) who was contracted to the
Sydney Metro Northwest Rapid Transit.
The JV delivered the detailed design for
eight new metro stations, which included
three underground stations, three new
open-cut suburban stations and two new
elevated stations. It was also responsible for
train-stabling maintenance facilities, 36 km
of new metro track, overhead power systems
and precinct civil works and car parks.
The project, delivered by Transport
for New South Wales (TfNSW), is the
first stage of the Sydney Metro, Australia’s
biggest public transport project. James
Phillis, CEO of SMEC Australia, says:
Civil Engineering November 2020

“The Sydney Metro Northwest is not only
the first metro train system in Australia,
but also Australia’s first fully automated
passenger service.”
The project was delivered by the original
tender programme date at AU$300 million below the budget. This was achieved
through a comprehensive paid tender
design process of two competing designand-build consortiums. The tender design
was extremely comprehensive and provided
a clear understanding of the entire scope
and schedule for the project that could be
managed throughout the six-year designand-build process. Furthermore, all the
designs were fully developed, coordinated,
integrated and approved by the JV and
independent certifiers before any work commenced onsite. This resulted in minimal
design changes during construction, which
allowed the construction to proceed within
the tender programme schedule and cost,
and to a high quality.

Marius Mostert Pr Eng
Structural Discipline Lead
SMEC South Africa
marius.mostert@smec.com

The six-storey project office was
situated in Macquarie Park, Sydney,
and housed the client, independent
certifiers, the JV, architects and the
contractor. Most of the design packages
were done in Sydney by more than 200
professionals. Owing to the tight time
frames, design packages were outsourced
to overseas design teams. SMEC South
Africa designed two of the open-cut stations from its Johannesburg office, and
the Mott MacDonald Singapore office
designed the deep underground stations.
The architects on the project, Hassell,
provided support in the project office and
from their Brisbane, Auckland and Hong
Kong offices.
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COORDINATION AND COMMUNICATION

Figure 2 Revit model of the
Bella Vista Station (June 2016)
Figure 3 Photo of the completed Bella
Vista concourse (September 2019)

Coordination and communication are key
on a project of this scale. Oracle Aconex
was the chosen communication and document control software for the project, while
Bentley’s ProjectWise was used to host the
shared data files. The client provided both
systems, which ensured the ownership of
the project data from start to finish. The
author, as SMEC South Africa’s Structural
Discipline Lead, visited the project office
every six to eight weeks for a duration of
one to two weeks at a time to coordinate
the design with the project office. This
was key to ensure the design coordination
between the various disciplines. For the
remainder of the time, coordination was
done via Skype between the various design
centres. The architects for the Bella Vista
Station were situated in Hong Kong, while
the architects for the Cherrybrook Station
were based in Brisbane, Australia. The
eight- to nine-hour time difference between
the South African office and the Sydney
project office required the South African
team to start work earlier than usual to
increase the overlap and communication
window between the two teams.

BUILDING INFORMATION MODELLING

Figure 4 Bespoke deep precast beams
being placed at Bella Vista Station
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Building Information Modelling (BIM) was
successfully applied to this major transport
infrastructure project and contributed to
minimising cost and schedule risk, while
enhancing constructability. The client
embraced the use of BIM and TfNSW/
Sydney Metro provided high-level BIM
requirements. Mott MacDonald developed
the BIM specification for the Client (NRT/
JHL) and hosted the Common Data
Environment which all the designers used.
The final deliverables for the project were
the fully integrated BIM models of all the
stations, tunnels and tracks. The client
would use the models for asset and facility
management (7D BIM), while the contractor used the models during the design
process for automated quantity takedowns
(5D BIM) from the modelling parameters.
Strict protocols were in place and each
discipline had to share their models on
a weekly basis. The BIM Manager created federated models every two weeks,
which were followed by clash detection
workshops. At this point, each discipline
had to coordinate design changes and
provide solutions to the clashes. All the
design models were delivered to Level of
Development (LOD) 300. The SMEC South
November 2020 Civil Engineering

Figure 5 Precast concrete façade
panels at the Cherrybrook Station

Africa team gained immense experience
of BIM international best practice on this
project and look forward to utilising the
knowledge on future projects.

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
The innovative design developed by the JV
reduced the use of raw construction material
and labour onsite in favour of prefabricated
elements, which in turn increased the efficiency and sustainability of the project both
in construction and in future maintenance
operations. The Australians favour precast
concrete for accuracy, speed and to reduce

the labour requirements onsite. Precast
concrete was used for the platforms, super-T
beams, retaining wall facing panels, façade
panels, floor slabs and bespoke items.
A good example of the effective use of
precast concrete was the construction of
two floors above the tunnel entrance at the
Bella Vista Station. Access to the tunnels
could only be interrupted for 12-days to
meet the programme requirements. Deep
45-ton bespoke precast beams were placed
over the tracks as shown in Figure 4. The
members were stabilised with temporary
props from the station trackside walls.

Solid precast planks were placed on the
receiving nibs, rebar couplers installed into
the precast beam, reinforcing placed and
the wet stitch concrete poured to form the
bottom-floor slab. The same process was
repeated for the second-floor slab.
Figure 5 shows the precast concrete
façade panels installed to the Cherrybrook
Station during construction.
Interesting design aspects included
safety in design workshops and addressing
constructability issues during the design
process with the contractor. The stations are designed for a 100-year design
life and required specialist input. Such
input varied from concrete mix design
requirements for durability, to earthing
and bonding requirements to mitigate
stray currents in the track slabs. SMEC’s
geotechnical engineers from the Sydney
office provided detailed FEM analysis of
the soil/structure interface to refine the
rock pressures on the structure (Figure 6).

IN SUMMARY

(a)

(b)

Figure 6 F EM analysis of the rock-to-structure interface at Bella Vista Station: (a) absolute
horizontal displacement, (b) absolute vertical displacement
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SMEC South Africa is proud to have been
part of this global award-winning project.
Our team members not only gained
immense international best practice experience on the effective use of BIM and
precast concrete, but were also exposed
to world-class project management.
Hence the SMEC South Africa team looks
forward to utilising the knowledge on
future projects.
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Building 5, which houses Arup and Sony, has a unique fitted curtain wall
installation with tree patterns reinforcing the urban green theme of Oxford Parks

Award-winning
Oxford Parks Phase 2
Meticulous coordination by Concor
on the Oxford Parks Phase 2 project in
Rosebank, Johannesburg, facilitated the
smooth and simultaneous construction of five different buildings, which
was one of the reasons Concor won
in the Building Contractor category
at Construction World’s Best Projects
2020. The project was also acknowledged

with a Highly Commended Award
in the AfriSam Innovation Award in
Sustainable Construction.
Oxford Parks is a focal point along
Oxford Road in Rosebank and on completion will house these five buildings on a
master basement structure. The buildings are designed to complement each
other, fitting together in a jigsaw puzzle
Building 5 while still under construction
before the Covid-19 lockdown
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configuration to optimise usage of this
prime precinct.
The project includes Building 2 (Life
Healthcare’s new 10 000 m2 head office),
Building 3 (a 4 000 m2 multi-tenanted
building housing inter alia Metier Private
Equity and G+D Currency Technology)
and Building 5 (3 400 m2 offices for Arup
and Sony Music).
Construction of Building 5 started
in February 2019. Initially designed as a
three-storey structure, these plans were
modified to meet the requirements of the
tenants, Arup and Sony. An additional
slab was added to accommodate a private
entertainment area, as well as recording
studios on the fourth level.
A number of energy-saving and
sustainability features were incorporated
on this project. A waste management
system maximises recycling, while
the buildings feature elements such as
air-cooled systems to eliminate water
usage, primary variable flow pumping,
distributed digital control for central
comfort monitoring, load control under
standby conditions and linear diffusion
to isolate the solar loads. Unique external
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Building 2 (Lifecare’s new head office) features performance-glazed
façades that provide added benefits in terms of energy usage of the building

façades provide aesthetic interest to
the individual buildings and optimise
energy usage.
The Covid-19 lockdown added new
challenges, but through Concor’s commitment to its values, one of which is

care, the contractor could nevertheless
produce an upmarket and modern
product while demonstrating care
towards all parties on site. Concor has
also clearly confirmed its agility value by
ensuring that practical completion dates

were achieved as per the contract, despite
construction delays, thereby mitigating
additional costs.
Both Sony and Arup engineers have
taken occupation of Building 5 which was
completed on time. Tenants in Building 3

Buildings 2 and 3 under construction
before the Covid-19 lockdown

Building 3 and Parks Boulevard under
construction before the Covid-19 lockdown
The first level of Building 3 extends onto a cantilevered slab which forms a
portion of Parks Boulevard, the new spine road of the Oxford Parks precinct
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The Oxford Parks buildings were designed to complement each
other and fit together in a jigsaw puzzle configuration, proportionately
occupying the site to optimise the usage of this prime precinct

took official occupation on 1 September
2020, a week earlier than the extended
practical completion date. Tenant installation in Building 2 started on 10 August
2020, with all other floor-level handovers
on track and practical completion being
2 November 2020.

Progressive snagging ensured that
works were signed off as completed by
each trade, thus minimising the snag list
considerably.
Oxford Parks Phase 2 is certainly an
impressive project to be added to the contractor’s portfolio of successful projects.
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Intersection Traffic Engineering: Part 6

Level of Service & Design of Traffic Signals
This is the sixth and final part in a series of articles covering the
practical design of intersections. The first five articles in this
series appeared as follows:
1. October 2019 pp 49–55: Basics of intersection control devices
and traffic stages
2. November 2019 pp 26–29: Traffic patterns and traffic counts
3. May 2020 pp 28–33: Capacity of priority control devices
4. September 2020 pp 24–25: Capacity of traffic signals
5. October 2020 pp 15–19: Delays and queues
In this last part the following will be covered:
QQ Level of service
QQ Design of traffic signals

LEVEL OF SERVICE
Level of Service range
The Level of Service (LoS) is defined by the Highway Capacity
Manual (HCM) (TRB 2000; 2010) and others as follows:
QQ Priority control, average delay (secs/veh): A<10, B<15, C<25,
D<35, E<50, F=50+
QQ Signal control, average delay (secs/veh): A<10, B<20, C<35,
D<55, E<80, F=80+
QQ Vehicular volume/capacity (V/C): A<0.5, B<0.8, C<0.9,
D<0.95, E<0.99, F=0.99+
QQ Pedestrian volume/capacity (V/C): A<0.1, B<0.3, C<0.4,
D<0.6, E<0.97, F=0.97+
QQ Pedestrian density (ped/min/m): A<7, B<23, C<33, D<49,
E<82, F=82+
QQ Pedestrian volume (ped/m/hour): A<400, B<1200, C<2000,
D<3000, E<4800, F=4800+
It can be seen therefore that LoS is not an independent criterion
but is based on other measures. The delay measure is a subjective
measure of driver comfort, while the V/C measure is a more accurate and scientific measure of actual traffic conditions. While
related, they do not always agree.

Measure of effectiveness
the performance of an intersection can be judged in different
ways. The user therefore must decide which of the following
measures of effectiveness (MoE), or combination, should be
used when optimising the intersection:
QQ Volume/Capacity ratio (V/C)
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QQ Average Delay

QQ Maximum Delay
QQ Total Delay

QQ Maximum Queue
QQ Total Queue

QQ Level of Service (based on V/C or delay).

If a movement is operating under heavy load, the volume-tocapacity ratio becomes important as you would not want any
movement to exceed capacity. Under lighter loads, the delay is
more important as capacity is unlikely to be of concern. If block
lengths are short, the queue may be the most important factor.
The HCM recommends average delay per vehicle as the
preferred LoS measure. While in light flow conditions this is
best, for reasons given above other LoS measures should also be
considered.
Having decided what measure should be used, the next decision is what to optimise:
QQ a movement
QQ an approach
QQ the intersection as a whole.
Finally, the period for the optimisation needs to be considered:
QQ quarter hour
QQ hour (AM, PM or other)
QQ period (e.g. 3 hours)
QQ 24 hours.
The following observations may assist the decision:
QQ For an intersection ideally no movement should exceed a V/C
of 1.0 and preferably should be not greater than 0.9, although
you may tolerate a V/C of close to 1.0 for a minor movement if
major movements benefit.
QQ An average delay per vehicle of 50 secs at a stop street is LoS
F (TRB 2010), while 57 secs or more are considered “intolerable” in stop street studies (Sampson 1992). Delay will exceed
57 secs in a single lane at a stop street if V/C > 0.95, hence
traffic signals may be specified even if overall delay at the
intersection is increased.
QQ Delays exceeding 50 secs are, however, common at signals
(LoS D), where LoS F is only reached when the average delay
per vehicle exceeds 80 secs (TRB 2010).
QQ The SARTSM 4Q queue length warrant specifies that when
a queue of vehicles or pedestrians exceeds an average of four
(total delay > 4 veh-hrs/hr) during any hour of the day, a signal
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is warranted. The average delay that will result in the warrant
being met depends on the approach volume. At 100 veh/hr on
the side street, average delay/veh = 144 secs, at 200 = 72 secs,
at 300 = 48 secs and at 400 = 36 secs, etc. Hence, delay LoS
cannot be used for warranting traffic signals.
QQ A warrant of 3.0 veh would reduce the average delay/veh
above to 108, 54, 36 and 27 secs, respectively. After extensive
experience in implementing the SARTSM warrant, the author
can confirm that this would be a more realistic warrant based
on public and political opinion. However, a roundabout is
becoming increasingly acceptable and would be a much better
alternative to installing signals.

Performance index
In AutoJ, the user can weight any of the criteria above, i.e.
V/C, delay, queues, movements, time periods or Levels of
Service to suit the intersection. The weighting determines the
performance index.
In general, a higher weighting to delay favours priority control,
particularly roundabouts, while a higher weight to V/C favours
signals. A higher weighting to movement V/C favours multi-stage
signals, while weighting intersection V/C highly favours 2-stage
signals.
After much experimentation, the following weightings
are recommended to optimise overall control performance
throughout the day and night (50% to V/C, 25% to delay, 25% to
queue):
QQ 18% The V/C of the worst movement in the AM peak
QQ 4% The V/C of the worst movement in the off peak
QQ 18% The V/C of the worst movement in the PM peak
QQ 10% The intersection average V/C during the worst period
QQ 4% The average delay/veh in the AM peak
QQ 7% The average delay/veh in the off peak
QQ 4% The average delay/veh in the PM peak
QQ 10% The average delay/veh of the worst movement in any
period
QQ 6% The queue of the worst movement in the AM peak
QQ 3% The queue of the worst movement in the off peak
QQ 6% The queue of the worst movement in the PM peak
QQ 10% The total queue (total delay) in all periods.
The greatest weight is given to the intersection’s V/C performance
during peak hours as this is likely to be the most critical measure
determining the optimal control. A higher weighting is given
to off-peak than peak delay, as capacity is less important during
that period.
The fact that pedestrians are not weighted does not mean they
have not been considered. They feature in the capacity calculations, and the signal timings have minimums that always ensure
that pedestrians have adequate time to cross. If, however, a weight
is put to pedestrian movements as part of the performance index,
the effect will be to favour all-way stops because pedestrians have
priority on all approaches and no delay. For reasons stated earlier,
this form of ICD cannot be recommended.

Conclusion
Because the HCM recommends delay as the preferred measure,
the other measures are regarded as less important, but delay is
only one measure of an intersection’s performance. It has been
demonstrated in the above examples that, if a combination of
Civil Engineering November 2020

measures and the times during which they are important are not
considered, the optimal result will not be obtained.

DESIGN OF TRAFFIC SIGNALS
The formulae for capacity, delay, queues, Level of Service (LoS)
and measures of effectiveness have been examined in this series.
In this final section of the series the way in which this knowledge
is combined to design a traffic signal staging and timing is
described.

Cycle times
Cycle times are generally in the range of 50 seconds to 120 seconds, although cycle times can be shorter or longer in special
circumstances. In general, cycle times are specified in 10-second
intervals, but it is possible for controllers to handle 5-second
intervals if necessary.
Cycle times are dependent on minimum greens and the
number of stages. These concepts are discussed below. In most
circumstances, however, cycle times should be kept as short as
possible to reduce delay. Longer cycle times may be justified
to reduce the percentage of lost time where traffic volumes are
high, and the need is to increase capacity, but this benefit is often
overestimated because the small gain in less lost time is cancelled
out by longer gaps in the traffic flow.
Cycle times are sometimes set based on system considerations, i.e. for synchronisation purposes all signals in the group
must have the same cycle time or an exact multiple thereof.

Minimum green, yellow and all-red times
Minimum green
In all cases, the minimum green time must at least be equal to the
time it takes for a pedestrian to safely cross. This is calculated as
the width of the crossing (or the width to a median shelter island)
divided by the walking speed of a pedestrian, as per Table 1.
Typically, a speed of 1.2 m/sec is used.
Table 1 Typical walking speeds of pedestrians
Category

(m/sec)

(km/h)

Slow (elderly)

1.0

3.6

Normal

1.2

4.3

Brisk

1.5

5.4

An additional consideration, however, is that the green time
must be long enough to give not only the first vehicle but also
the next few following vehicles time to enter the intersection.
The SA RTSM recommends a minimum of 11 seconds for
the green disc, with an absolute minimum of 7 seconds. For
flashing arrows, these times can be reduced to 7 and 4 seconds
respectively.

Acceleration and deceleration rates
Before determining the required yellow and all-red intervals,
typical acceleration and deceleration rates need to be established.
Table 2 gives some typical values, as well as the distances and
times required to accelerate to, or stop from, 60 km/h on a flat
0% grade.
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Table 2 Acceleration / deceleration rates with corresponding distances
distance
travelled
while
reacting
(m)

time to/
from
60 km/h
(sec)

dist-ance
to reach
60 km/h or
stop (m)

n/a

1.2

9.8

2.0

n/a

8.3

69.4

0.5

n/a

33.3

277.8

Slowing in gear

–0.7

0.75

12.5

23.8

Comfortable braking

–1.7

0.75

12.5

Limit comfortable braking

–2.5

0.75

Truck stop on yellow signal

–3.1

Car stop on yellow signal (SARTSM)

60 km/h and 0% grade with
reaction time from start of
yellow signal

accel (+),
decel (-)
rate (m/ s2)

react time
(secs)

warn time
to stop at
stop line

total dist
needed to
stop (m)

Formula 1 race car

14.2

Typical car
Typical truck

198.4

12.7

210.9

9.8

81.7

5.7

94.2

12.5

6.7

55.6

4.1

68.1

0.75

12.5

5.5

45.5

3.5

58.0

–3.7

0.75

12.5

4.5

37.5

3.0

50.0

Legal requirement for cars (SA)

–5.8

0.75

12.5

2.9

23.9

2.2

36.4

Cars, expert or with ABS

–9.0

0.75

12.5

1.9

15.4

1.7

27.9

Formula 1 race car, or crash into wall

–50.0

0.75

12.5

0.3

2.8

0.9

15.3

Acceleration

Deceleration

Minimum yellow and all-red
The yellow and all-red times are set using the speed, grade and
clearance distances from the RTSM formulae, with a minimum
yellow interval of 3.0 seconds and a minimum all-red interval of
2.0 seconds.
As can be seen in Table 2, a car can stop at a yellow signal if it
is at least 50 m back from the stop line when the yellow appears.
This is the same distance it will cover to reach the stop line at
60 km/h during the 3-sec yellow interval if it does not decelerate.
This is not a coincidence. It is designed so that whether the car
stops or goes, both can be done legally. If the car is further back
than 50 m when the signal turns yellow, it must stop or else it will
enter the intersection on red. If it is closer than 50 m when the
yellow appears, it must not stop because if it tries it will not stop
before the stop line.
In a standard situation (flat grade, 60 km/h), if the road
authority decides to extend the yellow beyond 3.0 seconds, a
situation occurs where a car can choose to stop or go. In general,
as motorists learn of this, they will choose to go rather than stop.
Hence, they will violate the legal requirement to stop on a yellow
light if they can safely do so. For this reason, the yellow interval is
kept as short as possible.
Consider, however, a truck. If the truck is between 50 m and
58 m from the stop line (Table 2), it cannot stop before the line,
but if it goes it will enter the intersection after it has turned red.
This is the dilemma zone.
To deal with the dilemma zone, an all red period is required.
This allows a vehicle that cannot stop on yellow to safely proceed
through and clear the intersection before the other side is given
the green light. For wide intersections the all-red is extended
beyond the 2 sec minimum.
The dilemma zone would also apply to light vehicles approaching at faster than 60 km/h or approaching on a down
grade. Therefore, in addition to all-red periods, SARTSM allows
for longer yellow times under those circumstances.
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Furthermore, because there are situations where a vehicle, e.g.
a truck, cannot stop during the yellow interval and will legally
cross the stop line after the signal has turned red, enforcement
should not start until the last second of the all-red interval.
The all-red interval is also used by right-turning vehicles
waiting in the intersection at the end of the green phase, but this
movement does not influence the duration of the all-red period.
Note that for leading greens the all-red clearance period can be
one second less than the main phase all-red in accordance with the
RTSM. This is because motorists turning right do not need to completely clear the intersection before the opposing green is displayed.
For safety and efficiency reasons, there should be no all-red
between a main stage and a lagging green flash in the same direction. This is to avoid the confusing time gap between these two
phases. If there is a gap, motorists waiting for the flash are not
sure whether it will be displayed. The uncertainty and confusion
can lead to collisions. Having no all-red in this situation is not
referred to in the RTSM, which means some authorities will
default to a minimum of two seconds. Users should use their own
engineering judgement when determining what is best.

Number of stages
At the beginning of this series, the standard signal staging options were described. A count of these will show that there are
21 sensible traffic signal options. There are other options, such
as double-leading right turns, or five- or six-stage options, but for
reasons explained elsewhere in this series these are less optimal.
The choice of which of these options to adopt will depend on
the traffic volumes, the capacity of each movement, and the LoS
that will result. To determine this, the calculations of these factors must be made.
There are however some simple considerations that can help
in the decision.
The first is that each additional stage will result in additional
lost time. This lost time is the inter-green time of 3 seconds of
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yellow plus 2 seconds of all-red, i.e. 5 seconds, or longer if the
yellows and all-reds are extended. Hence, a two-stage signal has
at least 10 seconds of lost time, a three-stage signal 15 seconds
and a four-stage signal 20 seconds of time lost in each cycle.
If more than four stages are used, there will be even more lost
time. Furthermore, if some stages are repeated in an unexpected
sequence, hesitation and uncertainty will result. Therefore, in
practice, providing more than 4 stages is inefficient, confusing
and counter-productive.
Another consideration is that if the cycle time is reduced, the
need for additional stages can be avoided. For example, with a
60-second cycle, there are 60 cycles and therefore 60 inter-green
periods per hour. With a 120-second cycle, there are only 30.
Typically, 2 vehicles can turn right at the end of each stage, hence
with a 60-second cycle, and 120 vehicles can turn on the intergreen, but with a 120-second cycle this is reduced to 60. Hence if
between 60 and 120 vehicles per hour turn right, they can comfortably do this during the inter-green if the cycle is 60 secs, but
they will require an additional stage if the longer cycle is adopted.

Signal timing design
The required steps to obtain accurate signal settings are described in this section.

Overflow vehicles
When auxiliary left and right turning lanes are too short, one
of two things can happen: (1) turning vehicles are blocked from

entering the lane by the straight vehicle queue, or (2) the turning
queue will spill back into the adjacent lane.
To avoid the problem of overflow, the length of the required
turning lane must not be less than the 85zth percentile queue. Based
on the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (TRB 2000) recommendations for priority control, this is taken as the volume arriving
in the turning lane every two minutes multiplied by an average
vehicle length (a passenger car length plus gap are typically 6.0 m).
In AutoJ this is then compared to the actual auxiliary lane
length available (defined as widened length plus half the length of
the taper). If the actual auxiliary lane (left- or right-turning lane)
length is more than the required length, no adjustment is necessary. If the actual length is shorter, the effective volume using the
adjacent lane is higher than the actual volume.
The formula used in AutoJ (Sampson 2016) for determining
the average capacity of a turning lane is the number of vehicles
that can fit into the lane per hour if they fully discharge every
minute:
Co = actual lane length * no. of lanes / vehicle length (default 6.0)
* 60 veh/hr.
The overflow volume, if any, is the actual turning volume less Co .
This overflow volume must be added to the adjacent straightlane volume to get an equivalent or effective volume for timing
calculation purposes, assuming the traffic signal does not have a
flash for that lane. In effect, if the capacity of the turning lane is
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inadequate, more green time will be required on that approach to
try and clear the overflow.
The reason why a one-minute discharge is used for capacity in
the formula above, and not two minutes as for the HCM recommendation, is because the 85th percentile length expected with
random arrivals is approximately double the average lane usage.

Effective number of lanes and lane balance
In a multi-lane situation, vehicles do not distribute themselves
perfectly equally in each lane, even when travelling straight
through. Furthermore, multiple turning lanes suffer from the
effect of an adjacent turner blocking visibility and freedom of
movement of the turner alongside.
The following formula, based on the HCM (TRB 2000)
method, is therefore applied for traffic distributing itself in lanes
in multi-lane situations at traffic signals:
Neff = (Nactual ) x
where N = number of lanes and x = (1+0.885)/2 = 0.94, (1+0.952)/2
= 0.98 and (1+0.971)/2 = 0.99 for left, straight and right turns
respectively.
For roundabouts, stops, yields and all-way stops, there are
no HCM figures. In earlier versions of AutoJ, the values for x
for these ICDs were set by the author at 0.92, 0.70, 0.70 and 0.92
respectively. The reason these were set at lower than the HCM
values is that at priority controls it can be observed that, when
visibility in a lane is obscured by adjacent vehicles, those lanes are
avoided.
The effects of these adjustments are shown in Table 3, but this
is for reference only, as later versions of AutoJ calculate capacity
on a lane by lane basis and do not use adjustment factors.

Mixed lanes
Mixed lanes (combinations of left, right and straight traffic in
the same lane) add another factor of imbalance. Straight-through
vehicles tend to avoid the lane used by turning vehicles, even if it
is legal to use it.
Where lanes are shared therefore, an adjustment needs to
be made. In a shared right and straight lane for example, it is
highly probable that straight-through vehicles will be held up
by vehicles waiting to turn right in the same lane. Where there
is not a flash, therefore, in AutoJ the capacity of the shared lane
was determined by the demand volume, with 90% of the volume

contribution allocated to the lower capacity movement and 10%
to the higher capacity.

Opposing volume adjustment
The way in which equivalent opposing volumes are calculated
was shown in the section dealing with Derivation of Vc (conflicting
flow) (page 28, May 2020 Civil Engineering). At a traffic signal,
however, the opposing volume is concentrated as it can only
proceed when the signal is green. To determine the availability
of gaps therefore, the opposing volume must be divided by the
green to cycle (g/c) ratio, which results in a much higher effective
opposing volume.
However, this gives rise to a difficulty. To determine the g/c
ratio, the volume to capacity (V/C) of the critical movement
is needed, but the capacity is in large part determined by the
number of vehicles that can take gaps. So, the number of gaps
cannot be determined until the g/c is known, and vice versa.
To overcome this difficulty, the planning method is used to
determine the initial g/c. This method assumes that a right-turn
vehicle is equivalent to two straight-through vehicles.

Critical lanes
Traffic signal splits are generally determined using the Critical
Lane Method. This simply means that, when determining the
green time, select the lane with the highest critical volume
which utilises each green phase, and use that to calculate the
green split.
Traditionally, critical volume was taken to be the actual
volume multiplied by the difficulty rating. In the “planning”
method, a right turn is assumed to be twice as difficult as the
straight or left, so the critical lane will be the highest of the
left, straight or two times the right volume per lane. This crude
but simple method can be used for the initial setting of signal
green times.
The more accurate and correct method is described in the
next section.

Volume per phase
Straight-through vehicles can only proceed when the green disc
is displayed. Left-turn vehicles similarly, unless there is a leftturn flash when they can also utilise that green time. Right turn
vehicles have three options: (1) taking gaps during the green disc
phase, (2) turning on the inter-green period, and (3) turning on
the flash if one is provided.

Table 3 Effective number of lanes

Power x
penalty
Actual
lanes

Lrr

Ly

stop

L only

LS

S only

L(S)R

SR

R only

0.92

0.92

0.70

0.94

0.92

0.98

0.90

0.90

0.95

8.0%

10.0%

4.0%
Effective number of lanes
L r/about

L slip

stop

L only

LS

S only

L(S)R

SR

R only

1

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.96

1.00

0.93

0.91

1.00

2

1.89

1.89

1.62

1.92

1.82

1.97

1.73

1.70

1.93

3

2.75

2.75

2.16

2.82

2.64

2.92

2.49

2.44

2.84

4

3.58

3.58

2.64

3.69

3.44

3.87

3.22

3.17

3.73
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For signal-setting purposes, the right-turn volumes utilising
each of these options are allocated as follows:
QQ The number of vehicles that can turn during inter-green is
calculated. This is then multiplied by the V/C ratio on the
assumption that, with spare capacity, most right-turners
will take gaps whereas, as capacity is reached, the intergreen capacity will be fully utilised.
QQ This number is subtracted from the number of vehicles
turning right. The reason for doing this is that these
vehicles will be able to turn right regardless of the signal
green time. If they are not subtracted, AutoJ will assume
they are still waiting and would allocate more and more
green time for that movement. The problem of allocating
excessively long green times for minor movements is
therefore avoided.
QQ If there is no flash, the volume utilising the green disc
phase is therefore the demand volume less those turning on
inter-green.
QQ If there is a flash, the volume using the flash is taken as
the demand volume less the inter-green turners less 95%
of those vehicles that can take a gap. The 95% is assuming
some vehicles that might have taken a gap will prefer to wait
for the flash.
Note that the above procedure was used only to determine
signal timing. When calculating the actual V/C the full rightturning volume is divided by the inter-green capacity, plus the
taking-gaps capacity multiplied by the green disc g/c, plus the
flash capacity multiplied by the flash g/c.

Volume per lane
In earlier versions of AutoJ the volume in each lane was
calculated. A one-step iterative process was followed whereby
all movements were initially allocated equal volumes in each
available lane. The V/C of each lane is then calculated. As some
lanes will have a higher V/C than others, some of the movement
volume was reallocated to the lane with the lowest V/C until
the V/C in each lane was approximately equal. The reallocated
volume per phase and per lane was then used to calculate the
critical volume.
This method was abandoned, however, when it was found
to be more accurate to calculate the total capacity available to
each movement, including the share of mixed-lane capacity,
and to take the total movement demand volume and divide
that by capacity. This calculation also means that each movement can have different levels of service, as happens in practice, whereas the previous calculation method would allocate
the same level of service to all movements sharing a lane.

Optimisation method
The downside of the critical-lane method is that a minor flow
with a very low capacity (and hence high V/C) may be given a
disproportionate amount of green time. In practice this means
that, while the V/C of each critical movement is approximately
equalised by sharing out the green time in that proportion, it can
result in reduced green time for higher volume movements with
additional delay and a higher V/C for the intersection as a whole.
To overcome this, a method to favour higher volume critical
lanes was experimented with (Sampson 2016). An optional
formula for critical lanes is:
Civil Engineering November 2020
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CL = V / (C / S) x
Where:
CL = critical lane volume
V = actual volume
C =	“capacity” with 100% green time, calculated as described
above
S = saturation flow, 2 000 per lane by default
x = power factor.

Restricted green for pedestrians

The formula was developed using simulation. Its effect using
x = 0.67 is contrasted with the traditional method in Table 4
(relative, not absolute values are listed).
Table 4 Relative V/C versus C/S multipliers for critical lane volumes
V/C
(C/S)^1.0

1.0

1.5

2.0

3.0

4.0

5.0

10.0

(C/S)^0.67

1.0

1.3

1.6

2.1

2.5

2.9

4.7

If the V/C is 10.0, the critical volume using the V/C multiplier is
10 times the original volume. Using the amended method with
x = 0.67, this is reduced to 4.7 times.
A power factor of 0.67 was used in earlier AutoJ versions, but this
approach was abandoned to avoid the problem of unequal V/C ratios
on different approaches. The critical lane formula now used is:
CL = V / (C / S) = V/C * S

Weighting favoured movements
In AutoJ (Sampson 2016) a weighting factor is provided to allow
the user to force the program to give more (or less) green time
to chosen movements, for example to favour a bus lane. The
weighting factor is multiplied by the actual volume to give a
higher (or lower) effective volume for the weighted movement.
This, however, will only work if the favoured lane was a critical
lane or, after weighting, it becomes a critical lane.
Alternatively, the user can adjust the green times manually to
favour the preferred movements. In both cases the V/C ratio and
the delay to the non-favoured critical movements will increase if
this is done.

Pedestrian signals
Requirement for pedestrian heads
Pedestrian signals (green man, flashing red man, steady red man)
reduce the time available to pedestrians to enter a crossing. When
crossing on a green disc, pedestrians get the same green time as
vehicles. When pedestrian heads are installed, they are restricted
to only enter the crossing during the green man time.
Pedestrian heads therefore are not normally needed at a
two-stage signal unless the crossing distance is so long that the
vehicle-yellow and all-red provide insufficient warning time for
pedestrians to clear safely.
Also, pedestrians are notorious for ignoring the pedestrian
signals, so installing pedestrian heads may be fruitless in situations where they will be disregarded.
For the above reasons, pedestrian heads for 2-stage signals need
not be provided, unless crossing with the vehicle displays is unsafe.
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When a flashing right- or left-turn green arrow exists, however, pedestrians may assume that they will get the next green so
they may start to cross without realising that motorists have the
right of way. Hence pedestrian heads should always be provided
on all the approaches affected when the flash gives motorists the
right of way, particularly if the flash is leading.
An alternative to pedestrian heads is to ban pedestrians from
crossing where the flash conflicts by using “no pedestrians” R218
signs and to not paint pedestrian crossing lines.

Pedestrians should be given as much green man as possible. This
means the green man should be the total time available less the
pedestrian crossing time. The practice of providing a deliberately
short green man (followed by the minimum flashing red man and
then a steady red man while the green disc for vehicles is still displayed) is not encouraged. This attempt to give turning vehicles
more time to turn (a) does not work very well, (b) will probably
be ignored, and (c) the steady red man is meant to prevent pedestrians crossing when it is illegal and unsafe, not to allow vehicles
priority over pedestrians.

Early start for pedestrians
Another practice with doubtful benefits is to start the pedestrian
green man between one and three seconds before the green disc for
motorists. Pedestrians in any event have priority and giving them
an early start is not necessary. Furthermore, if the practice of giving
pedestrians an early start becomes widespread, it could almost be
taken as encouragement to motorists to not give priority to pedestrians where the early pedestrian start is not provided.

Coordinated fixed time or vehicle actuation
For a variety of operational reasons, the rule for deciding whether
fixed time or vehicle actuated signals are better is simple:
QQ If a traffic signal is isolated (further than one kilometre from
the next nearest signalised intersection) or if it is not on a
Class 1, 2 or 3 arterial mobility road, it should be fully vehicle
and pedestrian actuated.
QQ In all other cases, it must be coordinated/synchronised with
a fixed cycle time.
On occasions where unwarranted signals exist on arterials (an
unfortunate situation often found when a developer pays for a
signal) or when the signal is only needed during part of the day
(e.g. near a conference centre), then the side road signal must be
semi-actuated in addition to being coordinated. The arterial
stays green unless there is a demand from the side street; on demand the side street must wait for the coordination pulse so that
the side street, and not the arterial, is delayed.
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F O C U S O N SA I C E N E T W O R K I N G

1 – T h e w or l d accor d i n g to S A I C E

Introduction
The NOVEMBER 2019 edition of our
magazine was the eleventh attempt at
presenting the formidable network of
engineering bodies that SAICE liaises
with on behalf of its members. As the
response from our readers remains encouraging, we have decided to continue
with this initiative. For this year we have
updated the information where necessary, and where possible, and retained
the list of all the tertiary institutions in
South Africa where civil engineering
can be studied (this list seems to be
particularly popular with our readers).
As time goes by more and more bodies
and affiliations will be added to the different sections, and we also invite readers
to let us know of relevant bodies that we
might have overlooked.
The feedback from our readers seems
to indicate that this set of networking
articles indeed serves as a handy reference document, which is not surprising,
considering that SAICE continually
liaises, networks and affiliates with many
groupings across a broad engineering and
related playing field.
There are many reasons why SAICE
interacts with these related bodies. As the
voice of the civil engineering profession
in South Africa, the Institution has a
responsibility not only to represent the
interests of every one of its approximately
15 000 members, but also to promote
the value that civil engineering adds to
the economy through the building and
maintenance of infrastructure, thereby
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improving the daily lives of communities
and individual citizens.
Explaining to our colleagues and
fellow citizens what SAICE and the
profession stand for is no simple task.
Creating a network involves years
of liaising, and of building trust and
credibility. Fortunately engineers are passionate about what they do, and this enthusiasm goes a long way towards getting
the message across, but it nevertheless
remains a complex task.
One could summarise the reasons why
such interaction is so valuable:
QQ An understanding of the role of the
civil engineering profession promotes
informed decision-making at all levels
of interaction. To mention but one
example – informed decision-making
facilitates effective service delivery at
local government level.
QQ Knowledge and insight gained through
interaction encourage appropriate
membership groupings, and eventual
professional registration for individuals. This has long-term positive
effects for the engineering profession
in particular, and for the country and
its citizens in general.
QQ Meaningful interaction results in the
integration of effort and the alignment
of objectives, both of which in turn
broaden the skills and knowledge base,
thereby facilitating capacity building,
again with obvious benefits to the
country as a whole.
QQ Interaction on an international level
exposes the Institution to global

thinking, while at the same time
offering SAICE the opportunity to
contribute to the global debate. It
also ensures that our members are
enabled to practise engineering across
a wide front, thereby gaining valuable
experience that can be ploughed
back into our own country and our
own continent. What should also
not be underestimated is that our
African experience furnishes us with
extremely valuable knowledge that we
can share with and contribute towards
other African countries and other
developing countries elsewhere in the
world. The value of our contribution,
however, goes beyond developing
countries and is also appreciated in
developed countries with similar
problems and challenges.
The bodies that SAICE networks with can
be grouped into:
QQ Statutory bodies and associated structures (see page 33)
QQ Discipline-specific bodies (see page 43)
QQ International bodies (see page 56)
QQ Tertiary institutions (see page 60)
There are overlaps in this method of
grouping, but for the sake of clarity the
various bodies will be discussed under
these headings.
This set of articles attempts to describe and illustrate the scope of SAICE’s
network. We have gone to great lengths
to ensure that the information presented
here is as accurate as possible. However,
should any inaccuracies have slipped
through, we apologise for those.
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Bodies discussed in networking articles
AfDB
Agrément SA

African Development Bank
Agrément South Africa
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Bodies discussed in networking articles

Page

FAEO

Federation of African Engineering Organisations

57

FIDIC

International Federation of Consulting Engineers

57

GIGSA

Geosynthetics Interest Group of South Africa

45

HRDC

Human Resource Development Council

37

ICE

Institution of Civil Engineers (UK)

57

IDT

Independent Development Trust

38

IEI

Institution of Engineers India

59

IFPA

Installation and Fabrication Plastic Pipe
Association

49

ILASA

Institute for Landscape Architecture in South
Africa

44

IMESA

Institute of Municipal Engineering of Southern
Africa

51

IPET

Institute of Professional Engineering
Technologists

46

39
38

ASAQS

Association of South African Quantity Surveyors

54

ASCE

American Society of Civil Engineers

57

ISSMGE

International Society for Soil Mechanics and
Geotechnical Engineering

59

ASOCSA

Association of Schools of Construction of
Southern Africa

54

IStructE

Institution of Structural Engineers

57

ASPASA

Aggregate and Sand Producers Association of
Southern Africa

48

ITC-SA

Institute for Timber Construction South Africa

51

Bargaining Council for the Civil Engineering
Industry

IWMSA
40

Institute of Waste Management of Southern
Africa

52

BCCEI

MBSA

Master Builders South Africa

46

BEPEC

Built Environment Professions Export Council

39
NHBRC

National Home Builders Registration Council

35

CBE

Council for the Built Environment

33
NPC

National Planning Commission of South Africa

37

CCSA

Cement & Concrete SA

48
NRCS

National Regulator for Compulsory Specifications

36

CESA

Consulting Engineers South Africa

45
NSTF

National Science and Technology Forum

53

CETA

Construction Education and Training Authority

35

International Council for Research and
Innovation in Building and Construction

PROTEC

Programme for Technological Careers

53

CIB

59
RAE

Royal Academy of Engineering

58

CIDB

Construction Industry Development Board

35

RedR

RedR International

58

CIOB

Chartered Institute of Building

59

RSR

Railway Safety Regulator

35

CMA

Concrete Manufacturers Association

47

SAAE

South African Academy of Engineering

46

COET

Chamber of Engineering Technology

46

SABITA

Southern African Bitumen Association

52

CSIR

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research

38

SABS

South African Bureau of Standards

36

CSSA

Concrete Society of Southern Africa

48
SABTACO

South African Black Technical and Allied
Careers Organisation

47

SACAP

South African Council for the Architectural
Profession

34

SACLAP

South African Council for the Landscape
Architectural Profession

34

DBSA

Development Bank of Southern Africa

39

EAP

Engineers Against Poverty

58

ECSA

Engineering Council of South Africa
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SACNASP

South African Council for Natural Scientific
Professions

37

SACPCMP

South African Council for the Project and
Construction Management Professions

33

SACPVP

South African Council for the Property Valuers
Profession

34

SACQSP

South African Council for the Quantity
Surveying Profession

34

SAFCEC

South African Forum of Civil Engineering
Contractors

46

SAFEO

Southern African Federation of Engineering
Organisations

57

SAGI

South African Geomatics Institute

44

SAIA

South African Institute of Architects

43

SAIAE

South African Institute of Agricultural Engineers

SAICE

Bodies discussed in networking articles
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SALI

South African Landscapers Institute

44

SANCOLD

South African National Committee on Large
Dams

49

SANCOT

South African National Committee on
Tunnelling

50

SANRAL

South African National Roads Agency SOC
Limited

40

SAPMA

South African Paint Manufacturing Association

50

SAPPMA

Southern African Plastic Pipe Manufacturers
Association

49

SARF

South African Road Federation

52

SASSDA

Southern Africa Stainless Steel Development
Association

51

55

SASTT

Southern African Society for Trenchless
Technology

50

South African Institution of Civil Engineering

43

SAT

Society for Asphalt Technology

52

SAID

South African Institute of Draughting

44

SEIFSA

Steel and Engineering Industries Federation of
South Africa

51

SAIEE

South African Institute of Electrical Engineers

43

SEWPACKSA

49

SAIEG

South African Institute for Engineering and
Environmental Geologists

Small Wastewater Treatment Works Suppliers
Association

45

TCI

The Concrete Institute

48

SAIIE

Southern African Institute for Industrial
Engineering

45

UNESCO

United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation

56

SAIMechE

South African Institution of Mechanical
Engineering

43

WB

World Bank

40

SAIMM

Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy

50

WFEO

World Federation of Engineering Organisations

56

SAISC

Southern African Institute of Steel Construction

50

WISA

Water Institute of Southern Africa

49

SAIW

South African Institute of Welding

55

WRC

Water Research Commission

36
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The complete structural engineering design
software solution for large and small offices, from
analysis and design to drafting and detailing.
Tel: (011) 476-4100 | Email: dagmar@ally.co.za
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Concrete

Steel

Composite

Timber

Masonry

Retaining

Drafting

Lite Suite

strength / stability / support

2 – T h e w or l d accor d i n g to S A I C E

Statutory bodies and
associated structures

The engineering profession approached government in the 1960s
to request legislation to regulate the
profession. The result was that the
South African Council for Professional
Engineers (SACPE) was established
in 1969.
Although this structure served the
profession very well, it became clear that
the changing world and the changing political dispensation in South Africa would
necessitate substantial modifications.
In 1992 SAICE approached SACPE to suggest a way forward in the new democratic
dispensation that would be coming about
in 1994. The main thrust was to ensure
that South African engineering education
and professional status would be recognised in subsequent years.
The Institution of Civil Engineers
UK (ICE) was extremely helpful, and a
delegation visited South Africa to facilitate understanding of the international
professional engineering world of that
time. ICE indicated that they would be
willing to sign reciprocity agreements
with SACPE if South Africa would accept
the standards and models that they were
using in the UK.
SAICE took the lead in providing
input, and by the year 2000 a brand new,
modern set of Acts was promulgated,
which enabled South African built environment professionals to be compared to
and compete with the best in the world.
In the process two new additions also
came about – an overarching Council for
the Built Environment was established,
and a new profession saw the light,
namely that of Project Managers and
Construction Project Managers.

CBE – THE OVERARCHING
STATUTORY COUNCIL
The Council for the Built Environment
(CBE) is the umbrella body for the six
Civil Engineering November 2020

statutory councils for professionals discussed below. The Act according to which
the CBE came into being (Act No 43 of
2000) mandates the Council to, among
other tasks:
QQ Ensure uniform implementation of
mandated policy amongst the six
councils that regulate the various built
environment professions.
QQ Advise government on issues relating
to the built environment based on
relevant research, knowledge and
information.
QQ Support government’s National
Development Plan, specifically in the
infrastructure delivery programme.
QQ Drive transformation by priori
tising skills development and
equity i mplementation in the built
environment.
QQ Act as an appeal body on matters of
law regulating the built environment
professions.
QQ Promote and protect the interests
of the public by supporting work
performed by appropriately registered
persons.
Please also see page 40 for an update on
Identification of Work, as supplied by the
CBE.

education and practising standards of the
particular profession that it represents.
Hence these Councils all have Codes of
Conduct that registered persons have to
abide by.
In this article all six statutory councils
are discussed, with emphasis on those
that have particular significance to the
civil engineering profession.

CBE

ECSA

PO Box 915, Groenkloof, 0027

Private Bag X691, Bruma, 2026

T: +27 12 346 3985, VOIP: +27 87 980 5009

T: +27 11 607 9500, F: +27 11 622 9295

E: info@cbe.org.za, W: www.cbe.org.za

E: engineer@ecsa.co.za, W: www.ecsa.co.za

169 Corobay Avenue, Menlyn, Pretoria

1st Floor Waterview Corner,

ECSA (Engineering Council of South Africa)
ECSA regulates the entire engineering
profession, including civil engineering,
mechanical engineering, electrical
engineering, industrial engineering and
related engineering disciplines. ECSA’s vision is to ensure that South Africa enjoys
all the benefits of a strong, competent,
growing, sustainable and representative
engineering profession able to provide
all the expertise necessary for the socioeconomic needs of the country, and to
exert a positive influence in South Africa.
Consequently, ECSA is the only body in
South Africa that is authorised to register
engineering professionals and bestow the
use of engineering titles on persons who
have met the requisite professional registration criteria. Three Fellows of SAICE
have so far served as presidents of ECSA.

Bruma Lake Office Park,

THE SIX STATUTORY
COUNCILS FOR PROFESSIONALS
The six statutory councils listed below
were established through Acts of
Parliament to regulate the various built
environment professions. Generally
speaking, the main statutory function
of each of these Councils is to protect
the public by effectively controlling the

2 Ernest Oppenheimer Ave, Bruma,
Johannesburg

SACPCMP (South African Council
for the Project and Construction
Management Professions)
In order to protect public interest and
advance construction and project
management education, the SACPCMP
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provides professional certification,
registration and regulation of project and
construction management professionals.
The SACPCMP was established by
Section 2 of the Project and Construction
Management Act of 2000 (Act No 48
of 2000).
The SACPCMP is mandated by this
Act to, among other tasks:
QQ Keep a national register of registered
professionals and candidates in
Construction Management and
Construction Project Management.
QQ Identify the type of project and
construction work which may be
performed by registered persons.
QQ Conduct accreditation visits to tertiary
institutions that offer Construction
Management and Construction
Project Management.
QQ Consult with the South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA) and
Voluntary Associations to determine
competency standards for the purpose
of registration.
QQ Investigate charges of improper conduct by registered persons.
SACPCMP
PO Box 6286, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 318 3402, F: +27 11 318 3402
E: registrations@sacpcmp.org.za
W: http://mycouncilonline.sacpcmp.org.za
International Business Gateway,
1st Floor Gateway Creek,
cnr New Road & 6th Road, Midrand

SACAP (South African Council for
the Architectural Profession)
SACAP, established under the
Architectural Profession Act 44 of 2000,
is responsible for the regulation of the architectural profession, thereby protecting
the public. It is the vision of SACAP to
develop highly competent architectural
professionals compliant with international
best practice and serving the special
needs of developing economies.
SACAP’s mission is to ensure excellence in performance and service delivery
and to foster collaborative relationships
with role players in order to:
QQ Be responsive to the needs of the
public.
QQ Maintain a quality and sustainable
skills base in the profession.
QQ Ensure good governance which results
in a positive impact on built environment practice.
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QQ Grow the information and knowledge

SACQSP (South African Council for the
Quantity Surveying Profession)

QQ Promote transformation and diversity

The SACQSP came into being through
Act 49 of 2000. Broadly speaking, quantity
surveyors are the financial consultants of
the construction industry whose training
and experience qualify them to advise
on budgeting, costs and contractual
arrangements and to prepare contract
documents, from concept to completion. They act in liaison with architects,
consulting engineers and contractors
to safeguard the client’s interests. The
Council performs similar functions to
those of the aforementioned councils,
obviously with its focus on the quantity
surveying profession.

hub.

within the built environment.
Through the Act, SACAP is mandated to:
QQ Keep and maintain a national register
of professional and candidate categories of registration.
QQ Accredit higher learning institutions
offering architectural qualifications.
QQ Investigate complaints and violations
of the Code of Professional Conduct by
registered persons.
QQ Facilitate renewal of registrations
through Continuing Professional
Development (CPD).
QQ Provide professional fees guidelines.
QQ Identify the scope of work and competencies of each of the categories of
registration.

SACQSP
PO Box 654, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 312 2560/1, F: +27 11 312 2562

SACAP

E: admin@sacqsp.co.za, W: www.sacqsp.org.za

PO Box 1500, Rivonia, 2128

Unit C27, Block C, Lone Creek, Waterfall Office

T: +27 11 479 5000, F: +27 11 479 5100

Park, Bekker Road, Vorna Valley, Midrand

E: info@sacapsa.com, W: www.sacapsa.com
51 Wessel Road, Right Wing, Rivonia

SACLAP (South African Council for the
Landscape Architectural Profession)
SACLAP evolved from the Board of
Control for Landscape Architects which
had functioned under the previous
Council of Architects (now SACAP – see
aforementioned). It performs functions
similar to those of SACAP, but with a
specific focus on landscape professionals.
Since November 2016, SACLAP no longer
only registers landscape architectural
professionals and candidates, but also
landscape management professionals
and candidates. The former registers
individuals with qualifications and
competencies in the field of landscape
architecture, whereas the landscape
management categories make provision
to register individuals with qualifications
and experience in either landscape
construction or maintenance or both.
For more information, please refer
to the download page of the website
where all the SACLAP policies can
be found.
SACLAP
PO Box 868, Ferndale, 2160
T: +27 87 980 9846
E: registrar@saclap.org.za, W: www.saclap.org.za
169 Corobay Ave, Block A 2nd Floor,
Waterkloof Glen, Pretoria

SACPVP (South African Council for
the Property Valuers Profession)
The SACPVP registers persons
operating in the property valuers
profession according to the Property
Valuers Profession Act 47 of 2000.
Generally speaking this Council’s
function and modus operandi are the
same as those of the aforementioned
five statutory councils. Registering
categories are: Professional Valuers,
Professional Associated Valuers, Single
Residential Property Assessors, and
Candidate Valuers.
SACPVP
PO Box 114, Menlyn, 0063
T: +27 12 348 8643, F: +27 12 348 7528
E: info@sacpvp.co.za, W: www.sacpvp.co.za
77 Kariba Street, Lynnwood Glen, Pretoria

Voluntary Associations
associated with
Statutory Councils
Each of the aforementioned six statutory
councils has jurisdiction over groupings
of voluntary associations that fall within
its frame of reference. Those voluntary
associations with which SAICE has closest
ties, and which are recognised by and
fall under ECSA’s jurisdiction, are listed
below. These associations are covered in
more detail in the section dealing with
discipline-specific bodies (page 43).
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IMESA	Institution of Municipal
Engineering of Southern
Africa
CESA	Consulting Engineers South
Africa
SAFCEC	South African Forum of Civil
Engineering Contractors
SAIMechE	South African Institution of
Mechanical Engineering
SAIEE	South African Institute of
Electrical Engineers
IPET	Institute of Professional
Engineering Technologists
COET	Chamber of Engineering
Technology
WISA	Water Institute of Southern
Africa
SANCOLD	South African National
Committee on Large Dams
SAISC	Southern African Institute of
Steel Construction
CSSA	Concrete Society of Southern
Africa
SARF	South African Road
Federation
SAT	
Society for Asphalt Technology
SASTT	Southern African Society for
Trenchless Technology
SAIIE	Southern African Institute for
Industrial Engineering
SAIMM	Southern African Institute of
Mining and Metallurgy
ITC-SA	Institute for Timber
Construction South Africa
SAIAE	South African Institute of
Agricultural Engineers
SAID	South African Institute of
Draughting
SAIW	South African Institute of
Welding

ASSOCIATED STATUTORY BODIES
The statutory bodies discussed below
were also established through Acts of
Parliament. These bodies regulate and
guide various construction and related
engineering activities. This list includes
only some of the associated statutory bodies related closely to the civil
engineering profession.

CIDB (Construction Industry
Development Board)
The CIDB was established by Act No 38 of
2000 to provide leadership to stakeholders
and to stimulate sustainable growth, reform
and improvement of the construction sector
for effective delivery and the industry’s
enhanced role in the country’s economy.
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The Board of the CIDB comprises
private and public sector individuals
appointed by the Minister of Public
Works on the strength of their industry
knowledge and expertise. Board members
represent the following sectors:
QQ public and private sector clients
QQ public entities
QQ contractor and employer associations
QQ professions
QQ financial institutions
QQ materials suppliers
QQ organised labour
QQ academic institutions.
Board members are non-executive and
rely on the executive capacity of the CIDB
to implement the Board’s mandate, which
includes the following:
QQ The establishment of a national register of contractors and construction
projects to systematically regulate,
monitor and promote the performance
of the construction industry for
sustainable growth, delivery and
empowerment.
QQ The improvement of the uniform
application of procurement policy
throughout all spheres of government.
QQ The improvement of performance and
best practice by public and private
sector clients, contractors and other
participants in the construction
delivery process.
QQ The promotion of sustainable participation by the emerging sector.

training by accredited training providers.
CETA also ensures that people who have
aquired construction skills, but who do
not have the necessary qualification,
are included in the Recognition of Prior
Learning assessment process.

CIDB

E: thenhbrc@nhbrc.org.za, W: www.nhbrc.org.za

PO Box 2107, Brooklyn Square, 0075

5 Leeuwkop Road, Sunninghill, Johannesburg

CETA
Midrand Builders Centre, 183 Kerk Street,
Halfway House, Midrand
T: +27 11 265 5900
E: jabulanij@ceta.co.za, W: www.ceta.org.za

NHBRC (National Home Builders
Registration Council)
The NHBRC was established in 1998
in terms of the Housing Consumer
Protection Measures Act, 1998 (Act No 95
of 1998) as amended, and is mandated
to protect the interests of housing consumers and to regulate the home building
industry. The objectives of the NHBRC
are to:
QQ Grow, protect and sustain the warranty fund.
QQ Provide innovative quality products
and services that satisfy the customer.
QQ Strengthen operating processes, systems and procedures.
QQ Create a learning environment and
build capabilities that deliver NHBRC
value products and services.
NHBRC
PO Box 461, Randburg, 2125
T: +27 80 020 0824

T: +27 12 482 7200
E: cidb@cidb.org.za, W: www.cidb.org.za
Block N&R, SABS Campus, 2 Dr Lategan Road,
Groenkloof, Pretoria

CETA (Construction Education
and Training Authority)
CETA, which was established through the
Skills Development Act of 1998 to develop
and improve the skills of the South
African workforce, is accredited by the
South African Qualifications Authority
(SAQA). CETA’s prime objective is to influence training and skills development in
the construction sector by initiating skills
development projects and learnerships
which will empower construction workers
with skills recognised by the National
Qualifications Framework (NQF). CETA
does not do any training itself, but
accredits and monitors the delivery of

RSR (Railway Safety Regulator)
The RSR was established in terms of the
National Railway Safety Regulator Act
No 16 of 2002 (amended), to establish a
national regulatory framework for South
Africa and to monitor and enforce compliance in the rail sector.
It provides safety assurance to all sectors of society interacting with the country’s national railway system in a manner
consistent with human and ecosystem
health and wellbeing. In providing safety
assurance, the RSR ensures that investments in rail infrastructure, rolling stock
and technologies are protected. The RSR’s
functions include, inter alia, to:
QQ Issue safety permits to operators
who demonstrate the existence of a
comprehensive Safety Management
System, in accordance with the
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QQ

QQ

QQ
QQ

QQ

provisions of the South African
National Standard: Railway Safety
Management, Part 1: General (SANS
3000-1/ RSR 001).
Undertake planned audits and inspections to verify the existence of an
operator’s Safety Management System.
Undertake ad hoc inspections where
unsafe conditions or activities are
reported.
Issue notices and directives where unsafe conditions or activities are found.
Undertake occurrence investigations,
either by an independent board of
inquiry or by RSR personnel.
Develop regulations and standards
to ensure consistency, efficiency and
improved safety performance.

RSR
T: +27 12 848 3000
E: helpdesk@rsr.org.za, W: www.rsr.org.za
Waterfall Point, corner Waterfall Drive &
Woodmead Drive, Waterfall City, Midrand

SABS (South African Bureau of Standards)
The SABS is the only entity in South
Africa with the legislated mandate
(Standards Act No 24 of 1945) to develop,
maintain and promote South African
National Standards (SANS). The organisation exists in accordance with the
Standards Act No 08 of 2008 to:
QQ Promote quality in connection with
commodities, products and services.
QQ Render conformity assessment services
and matters connected therewith.
SABS offers the following services:
QQ Development, maintenance and promotion of standards for commodities.
The standards are aligned to national
priorities and should facilitate meaningful socio-economic impact in South
Africa and the region.
QQ Assurance, through management
system certification schemes, of a
client’s management system(s) in
terms of quality, environment, safety
and good governance requirements.
QQ Third-party assurance of quality,
safety and reliability of products,
through product certification schemes
(such as the SABS Mark), to the
consumer. Products that have met requirements specified in South African
National Standards (SANS) are
awarded the SABS Mark, which can be
used to support claims of conformity
to standards.
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QQ Testing of a wide spectrum of

products across industry sectors
and technologies at the SABS’s
dedicated test laboratories, situated
in Pretoria, and at various strategic
locations throughout South Africa.
These services remain the most
comprehensive offered by any
single organisation in the southern
African region.
QQ Third-party consignment inspection services to external purchasing
bodies. This assists in their purchasing
operations, including the production
of item descriptions, the preparation
of tender documents, the adjudication
of contracts and the inspection of
deliverables.
QQ Developing and offering structured
training courses for Standards and
Specifications.
Other services that the SABS provides to
support socio-economic growth include:
QQ The promotion of the value of design
and innovation as a route to growing
competitiveness in the economy,
through the dissemination of design
knowledge and practice and the
demonstration of success from the
use of design-based methods and
intervention. This function is particularly focused on applying design
tools to support the growth of the
Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises
(SMME) sector and youth entrepreneurship to create jobs.
QQ Appointment by government to
conduct local content verification services in accordance with Preferential
Procurement Policy Framework Act
(PPPFA) regulations. This supports
government policy to encourage
industrial development through
increased preferential procurement of
products and services designated to be
constituted of a specified amount of
local content.
SABS

Private Bag X191, Pretoria, 0001
T: +27 12 428 7911 / 0861 27 7227
E: info@sabs.co.za, W: www.sabs.co.za
1 Dr Lategan Road, Groenkloof, Pretoria

Division of SABS and all regulatory
functions of SABS were transferred to the
NRCS. The NRCS is an autonomous institution of the DTI (Department of Trade
and Industry) that administers technical
regulations (compulsory specifications)
based on national standards in the interests
of human health, safety and protection of
the environment. The regulated products
include cement and treated structural
timber, and a wide range of automotive,
electrical and food products. The NRCS
also administers the Legal Metrology
regulations governing measurements used
in trade.
Sections 4–7 of the National Building
Regulations and Building Standards Act
(Act 103 of 1977) empower local authorities to administer the National Building
Regulations. Building control officers are
empowered and required to review and
approve building plans and designs, including rational designs. The Act requires
the Board and CEO of NRCS to perform a
number of statutory functions, including
advising the Minister regarding building
regulations, inspections, the appointment
of building control officers, and acting as
secretariat to a Review Board that provides
a dispute settlement service for the benefit
of owners, developers and local authorities.
NRCS
Private Bag X25, Brooklyn, 0075
T: +27 12 428 8700
W: www.nrcs.org.za
SABS Campus, 1 Dr Lategan Road,
Groenkloof, Pretoria

WRC (Water Research Commission)
The WRC operates in terms of the Water
Research Act 34 of 1971. This Act mandates the WRC to, among other tasks:
QQ Promote coordination, cooperation
and communication in the area of
water research and development.
QQ Stimulate and fund water research
according to priority.
QQ Promote effective transfer of information and technology.
QQ Enhance knowledge and capacity
building within the water sector.
WRC

NRCS (National Regulator
for Compulsory Specifications)
The NRCS was established by the National
Regulator for Compulsory Specifications
Act No 5 of 2008, whereby the Regulatory

Private Bag X03, Gezina, 0031
T: +27 12 761 9300
E: info@wrc.org.za, W: www.wrc.org.za
Bloukrans Building, Lynnwood Bridge Office Park,
4 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria
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SACNASP (South African Council for
Natural Scientific Professions)
SACNASP is a registration and regulatory
body for natural science professionals and
was established in terms of the Natural
Scientific Professions Act No 27 of 2003
(hereby referred to as the NSP Act) as
amended by the Science and Technology
Laws Amendment Act No 7 of 2014.
The primary role of SACNASP is to
provide protection to the public in the
natural science space, and natural science
professions. SACNASP’s focus is to:
QQ Proactively advise government and
relevant stakeholders on the contributions and role of the Natural Scientific
Professions in South Africa.
QQ Register and regulate natural science
professionals.
QQ Promote SACNASP and the natural
science professions in South Africa.
QQ Promote the professional development
and transformation of the natural science sector of South Africa.
QQ Foster a culture of good corporate
governance.
SACNASP
Private Bag X540, Silverton, 0127
T: +27 12 748 6500, F: +27 86 206 0427
E: sacnasp@sacnasp.org.za
W: www.sacnasp.org.za
Management Enterprise Building,
Mark Shuttleworth Street, Innovation Hub, Pretoria

GOVERNMENT AND OTHER
STRUCTURES ASSOCIATED WITH
THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT
SAICE has a unique position in the sense
that it represents individual members of the
civil engineering profession whilst many
other bodies represent a focused vocational
or industry-specific sector and often have
only company membership. This means
that SAICE is seen mostly as an organisation that has a broad and independent constituency and can operate from a particular
viewpoint and/or independent basis.
In order to promote the profession,
create understanding and facilitate credible and trustworthy relationships and
support systems, SAICE has since 1994
engaged extensively with government
structures on a scale that has never
been seen before in the long history
of the Institution. Regular meetings
with Ministers and Departments have
been a feature of the SAICE annual
calendar since the middle 1990s.
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SAICE liaises mainly with the following
government departments:
QQ Department of Public Works
QQ Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs
(previously the Department of
Provincial and Local Government)
QQ Department of Transport
QQ Department of Water and Sanitation
QQ Department of Environmental Affairs
QQ Department of Trade and Industry
QQ Department of Human Settlements
(previously the Department of Housing)
QQ Department of Basic Education
QQ Department of Higher Education
and Training
QQ Department of Science and
Technology
SAICE representatives have also made
meaningful presentations to the Portfolio
Committees of a number of these government departments, not only to explain
the contribution that the civil engineering
profession can make, but also to alert the
various Committees to the current state
of conditions within those particular
government sectors, as seen from an engineering perspective. SAICE’s liaison with
government departments is of extreme
importance to the future of the profession
and the country alike.

HRDC (Human Resource
Development Council)

NPC (National Planning Commission
of South Africa)

The HRDC aims to develop institutional
synergies for an integrated Human
Resource Development Strategy towards
2030 of South Africa, which will stimulate
a culture of training and lifelong learning
at individual, organisational and national
levels to transform South Africa into a
knowledge economy.

The NPC was tasked with developing
a vision for South Africa in 2030, and a
road map to take the country there. They
produced the National Development
Plan (NDP), adopted in 2012. A new
Commission was appointed in 2015
with a broad mandate to promote and
advance the implementation of the NDP
across different sectors of society. The
Commission is currently chaired by the
Minister in the Presidency, Mr Jackson
Mthembu. Two SAICE Fellows – past
president Trueman Goba, and Prof Mike
Muller – were appointed as commissioners (2010–2015) to offer insight on the
engineering challenges facing the country
and to guide the development of solutions.
NPC
Union Buildings, Private Bag X1000, Pretoria, 0001
T: +27 12 312 0234/5, F: +27 86 683 5479
E: ellen@dpme.gov.za
W: www.nationalplanningcommission.org.za
: @NPC_RSA
: https://www.facebook.com/NDP2030

The HRDC of South Africa is a multistakeholder advisory body under the
leadership of the Deputy President of South
Africa. It is managed by the Ministry
of Higher Education and Training.
Membership is based on a five-year tenure
and consists of representatives from a
number of Government Ministries, organised labour and organised business leadership, as well as academia and civil society.

Vision:
Partnering to innovatively develop South
Africa’s human potential.

Mission:
QQ Advise the government on the HRD

Strategy and its priorities.

QQ Identify blockages, provide solutions to

unblock them and monitor implementation thereof.
QQ Coordinate the efforts of government
departments and social partners in the
implementation of the HRD Strategy.
QQ Monitor and report on the implementation of the HRD Strategy.
QQ Evaluate the impact of the HRD
Strategy against agreed indicators.

Aim:

The role of the HRDC and its
structure of delivery includes the following:
QQ Monitoring the implementation of

the Human Resource Development
Strategy towards 2030.
QQ Commissioning research in the field of
human resource development.
QQ Encouraging organised business, civil
society, government and organised
labour to invest in education and
training, and to take responsibility for
human resource development issues
within their areas of competency.
QQ Promoting knowledge management
and benchmarking at enterprise
and national levels with a view to
improving the effectiveness of human
resource development.
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QQ Leading an effective programme of

advocacy and communication to
build support and gain buy-in for
the Human Resource Development
Strategy towards 2030 of South Africa
(HRDSA) objectives, and to ensure
effective feedback from and consultation with stakeholders.

Five strategic goals that the HRDC has
adopted to be achieved by 2030:
QQ Strengthened basic education and

QQ
QQ
QQ
QQ

foundation programmes in Science,
Technology, Engineering, Maths
(STEM), Languages and Life Skills
Expanded access to quality postschooling education and training
Improved research and technological
innovation outcome
Production of appropriately skilled
people for the economy
A developmental/capable state with
effective and efficient planning and
implementation capabilities.

The HRDC has the following five programmes
to achieve its strategic goals:
QQ Science, Technology, Engineering,

Maths, Languages and Life skills

QQ TVET and the rest of the college

system

QQ Higher education and training,

research and innovation

QQ Skills for the transformed society and

the economy

QQ Developmental/capable state.
HRDC
Private Bag X174, Pretoria, 0001
T: +27 12 943 3188
E: ramataboe.l@dhet.gov.za
W: www.hrdcsa.org.za
6th Floor, 178 Francis Baard Street, Pretoria, 0001

CSIR (Council for Scientific and
Industrial Research)
The CSIR regards infrastructure and the
entire built environment as crucial to the
development of South Africa, which will
help with poverty alleviation. SAICE reported in its 2011 and 2017 Infrastructure
Report Cards that serious problems are
experienced with certain aspects of South
African infrastructure.
These problems are due to a number
of factors, including constrained funding
to manage, plan, design, construct and
maintain the infrastructure assets; a
shortage of skilled resources; and a lack
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of appropriate technological solutions for
the problems experienced. The importance of infrastructure is recognised by
government, as is evident in the investment of billions of rands (government
only) into infrastructure such as roads,
energy generation, water infrastructure
and public buildings over the next
number of years.
The CSIR reports under the
Department of Science and Technology
(DST), through which a parliamentary
grant is provided to the CSIR. This comprises about 30% of its income, with the
rest earned in collaborative R&D efforts
with other appropriate government departments and the private sector, as well
as work with international partners.
The CSIR has a strong focus on and
experts in the built environment field,
collaborating with multidisciplinary
colleagues within and outside the
organisation. The broad areas that are
addressed by built environment experts at
the CSIR are:
QQ Building science and technology
(building materials, construction
industry innovation, and architectural
engineering including public facilities
such as schools and health facilities)
QQ Hydraulic infrastructure engineering
(coastal engineering and port infrastructure, water supply and wastewater treatment infrastructure)
QQ Spatial planning and systems (urban
dynamics modelling and integrated
planning, housing options and urban
development, land and housing market
analysis, environmental criminology,
and statistical and systems modelling)
QQ Transport infrastructure engineering
(pavement design and construction,
accelerated pavement testing, and
advanced materials development and
testing)
QQ Transport systems and operations
(transport economics, transport
infrastructure management systems,
public transport system design, logistics system analysis and supply chain
engineering).
Given South Africa’s unique built
environment, the country cannot simply
import technologies from abroad and
expect them to solve our problems. The
CSIR views the character of the built
environment (such as urban, peri-urban
and rural areas) as distinct on account
of, for instance, the apartheid legacy, our

specific conditions in terms of climate,
geographical location and geology, availability and nature of materials, and our
African heritage.
CSIR
PO Box 395, Pretoria, 0001
T: +27 12 841 2911
E: callcentre@csir.co.za, W: www.csir.co.za
Meiring Naudé Road, Brummeria, Pretoria East

Agrément South Africa
Agrément South Africa is an independent
and internationally recognised technical assessment organisation. It was
established in 1969 and operates under
a ministerial delegation of authority
from the Minister of Public Works. The
organisation is managed by and located at
the Council for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR) in Pretoria. The organisation establishes performance criteria and
assesses the fitness-for-purpose of innovative and non-standard construction products and systems. Agrément certification,
which lists uses and conditions where
necessary, offers assurance to specifiers
including engineers, regulators, financial
institutions and end users of fitness-forpurpose and quality assurance, thereby
facilitating the introduction of new
products into the market. Certification is
also deemed to satisfy the requirements
of the National Building Regulations.
The organisation is a founder member
of the World Federation of Technical
Assessment Organisations.
Agrément South Africa
PO Box 395, Pretoria, 0001
T: +27 12 841 3708
E: info@agrement.co.za, W: www.agrement.co.za
CSIR Building 2, Meiring Naudé Road,
Brummeria, Pretoria

IDT (Independent Development Trust)
As one of the country’s leading development agencies, the primary function of
the IDT is to add value to the national
development agenda of government. It
does this through its business model that
is grounded in the delivery of innovative
and sustainable development programmes
that will make a measurable difference to
the levels of poverty and underdevelopment. The IDT works and interfaces
with government and communities to
alleviate and eradicate inter-generational
poverty, provide social infrastructure,
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meet empowerment targets, create
employment opportunities and build
capacity in core areas. Generally the IDT
works in rural areas, especially those
characterised by high levels of poverty and
unemployment. A key challenge, due to
decades of under-development, remains
the high levels of poverty, especially
amongst women and the youth. The IDT
has made a strategic shift to ensure that all
development initiatives cater for women
and their benef iciaries, and has women
organisations as primary target groups.
IDT
PO Box 73000, Lynnwood Ridge, 0040
T: +27 12 845 2000
E: info@idt.org.za, W: www.idt.org.za
Glenwood Office Park, cnr Oberon & Sprite St,
Faerie Glen, Pretoria

DBSA (Development Bank
of Southern Africa)
The DBSA is a leading development
finance institution working across the
African continent. Established in 1983,
its purpose is to promote economic and
social development, growth and regional
integration through infrastructure
finance and development.
The DBSA plays a catalytic role in
delivering infrastructure in the transport,
energy, water and ICT sectors, with a
secondary focus on health and education.
It operates across the infrastructure value
chain, offering clients services and capabilities in planning, project preparation,
financing, implementation, delivery and
maintenance.
At the core of the DBSA’s mandate is
its vision of a prosperous and integrated
resource-efficient region, free from
poverty and dependency. The Bank’s
mission is to advance the development
impact in the region by expanding access
to development finance, and integrating
and implementing sustainable
development solutions. This mission
will ultimately improve the quality of
life through the development of social
infrastructure, and supports economic
growth through the investment in
economic infrastructure.
DBSA
PO Box 1234, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 313 3911
E: webmaster@dbsa.org, W: www.dbsa.org
Headway Hill, 1258 Lever Road, Midrand
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BEPEC (Built Environment Professions
Export Council)
BEPEC is a not-for-profit membershipbased organisation in a Public-Private
Partnership (PPP) with the Department of
Trade and Industry (DTI), and supports
built environment companies to export
their professional services into Africa
and beyond.
BEPEC’s vision is to be the enabling
export platform for South African built
environment expertise. It also offers a
one-stop shop for international clients
who are in the market to employ South
African built environment professionals.
BEPEC membership is currently
conditional on membership of one of
five supporting bodies or voluntary
associations: Consulting Engineers South
Africa (CESA), Association of South
African Quantity Surveyors (ASAQS),
South African Institute of Architects
(SAIA), Association of Construction
Project Managers (ACPM), and the
Institute for Landscape Architecture in
South Africa (ILASA). This private sector
professional services export council,
currently represented by BEPEC, is
furthermore in the process of broadening
its membership base to also include other
built environment disciplines, such as
contracting services, town planners, land
surveyors, etc. Building towards the same
vision, the private sector (export council
members) and the public sector (the DTI)
are combining their strengths, capabilities
and influences to create a new pathway
for South Africa Incorporated (SA Inc)
moving into the future and into Africa.
BEPEC’s main value proposition to
its members is to facilitate exposure and
access on an on-going basis to relevant
and strategic projects and project opportunities in Africa, as well as to the
project funding programmes of the major
development finance institutions. In
short, joining BEPEC offers its member
companies the following:

Ease of trading opportunities
QQ Removal of trade barriers such as

working requirements, financial regulations, logistical problems, etc.
QQ Creating consortia of combined disciplines and expertise for competitive
bidding on projects.
QQ Early intelligence reporting of upcoming projects and opportunities in
Africa.

QQ Invitations to Show me the Projects

workshops to gain strategies on how to
attain market access.
QQ Project funding opportunities through
Show me the Money workshops.
QQ Sector and project-focused outward
selling missions to target markets and
countries, and development funding institution project financing programmes.

Networking opportunities
QQ Through featured workshops.

QQ International and African associate

bodies of CESA, SAIA and ASAQS.

QQ Access to other networks such as

groups of African member associations of consulting engineers, i.e.
GAMA and FIDIC.

Support while contracting
in a foreign country
QQ Members enjoy access to any South

African embassy or high commission
across the world.
QQ Access to business-facilitating agencies
in targeted countries.

A voice in government for the private sector
QQ Allowing for collaboration in the

pursuit of increased exports.

QQ Platform for discussions on export

promotion policy development.

BEPEC
No 7, First Street, Menlo Park
T: +27 12 362 0522
E: con@bepec.co.za or sarah@bepec.co.za
W: www.bepec.co.za

AfDB (African Development Bank)
The African Development Bank is a
regional multilateral development bank,
engaged in promoting the economic
development and social progress of its
regional member countries (RMCs), thus
contributing to poverty reduction. As the
continent’s premier development finance
institution offering a knowledge and research centre, it is the pre-eminent voice
for African development issues. The bank
mobilises and allocates resources for
investment in RMCs, and provides policy
advice and technical assistance to support
development efforts.
AfDB
339 Witch-Hazel Avenue, Eco Park Estate,
Centurion, 0144
T: +27 12 003 6900, W: www.afdb.org
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World Bank
The World Bank provides financial
and technical assistance to developing
countries for capital programmes
and development through policy
advice, research and analysis, and
technical assistance. Its main goal is to
reduce poverty.
The World Bank Group comprises the
following five institutions managed by
their member countries:
QQ International Development
Association (IDA)
QQ International Bank for Reconstruction
and Development (IBRD)
QQ International Finance Corporation
(IFC)
QQ Multilateral Investment Guarantee
Agency (MIGA)
QQ International Centre for Settlement of
Investment Disputes (ICSID).
These support a wide array of investments
in areas such as education, health, public
administration, infrastructure, financial
and private sector development, agriculture, and environmental and natural
resource management.
WORLD BANK
PO Box 12629, Hatfield, 0028
T: +27 12 742 3100
W: www.worldbank.org
442 Rodericks Street, Lynnwood Road,
Pretoria, 0081

SANRAL (South African National
Roads Agency SOC Limited)

SANRAL

and the process it follows is mandatory
and legislated. It is funded through levies
paid equally by employers and employees.
There are currently five collective agreements, concluded under the auspices of the
BCCEI, in place between the employees’
representatives, BCAWU (Building,
Construction and Allied Workers
Union) and NUM (National Union of
Mineworkers), and the employer representatives, SAFCEC (South African Forum
of Civil Engineering Contractors) and CEO
(Consolidated Employers Organisation).
Please also see page 41 for more information about the relevance of the BCCEI
in difficult economic times, as supplied by
the Acting Secretary General.

PO Box 415, Pretoria, 0001

BCCEI

T: +27 12 844 8000, F: +27 12 844 8200

PO Box 2699, Bedfordview, 2008

E: info@nra.co.za, W: www.nra.co.za

T: +27 11 450 4963/66, F: +27 86 550 4995

48 Tambotie Avenue, Val de Grace, Pretoria

E: info@bccei.co.za, W: www.bccei.co.za

SANRAL was established in April 1998
as an independent statutory company in
terms of the Companies Act.
The agency is responsible for the management of South Africa’s national road
network, including financing, planning,
design and construction, provisioning,
operating and maintaining national
roads. SANRAL manages a national road
network of approximately 22 000 km. At
the request of the Minister of Transport,
who is the sole shareholder of the agency,
SANRAL also provides technical assistance to authorities in other countries.

1 Kramer Road, Bedfordview, Johannesburg

BCCEI (Bargaining Council for the
Civil Engineering Industry)

CREDITS

The BCCEI is a sector-specific bargaining
council created in terms of the Labour
Relations Act, 1995 (LRA), and is responsible for overseeing the funds and benefits
administration, compliance, enforcement
and exemption of the various collective
agreements concluded within the BCCEI.
Completely independent, the BCCEI
is a statutory body bound by the LRA,

We acknowledge with appreciation that
some of the information in this article
was taken from the websites of the
various bodies discussed. Please see the
contact details underneath each body
for the relevant website address. We also
acknowledge with thanks the assistance
received from senior staff members of
these bodies.

A P P ENDI X T O S TAT U T O RY B O DIES A ND A SS O C I AT ED S T R U C T U R ES
Page 33:
CBE (COUNCIL FOR THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT) –
UPDATE ON IDENTIFICATION OF WORK
Background
The Council for the Built Environment (CBE) is impelled by the
Council for the Built Environment Act (Act 43 of 2000) (The Act)
to identify the scope of work for each category of registered persons (see Section 21(2) of The Act). The process is referred to as
the Identification of Work (IDoW) and the scoping of the work is
determined after consultation with the Competition Commission
(CC) and in consultation with the six Councils for the Built
Environment Professions (CBEPs).

Purpose
The purpose of this update is to keep stakeholders informed
of the process followed, the progress made since the previous
update (30 December 2019) and the next steps in the
process. It became obvious that there was a need to place the
Identification of Work in proper context vis-à-vis the regulation
of professions.
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Contextualisation of Scope of Work and the Regulatory Mechanisms
The Scope of Work
The CBE has during 2019/20 identified and published for information the scope of work for the categories of registration for all
six CBEPs.
The scope of work is defined as “the range or extent of the
work to be performed by a person registered in that category”. This
mechanism is strongly directed towards informing the user of
built environment professional services. The different categories
of registration indicate, first and foremost, the path to registration
followed by the relevant registered person and include academic
qualification and experience gained.

Regulating the Built Environment Professions
It is common cause that the CC rejected all applications for
exemption from the provisions of the Competition Act. The
CC, in its reasons for rejecting the exemption applications,
acknowledged the mandate of the CBEPs to regulate their
respective professions. There are deemed to be various
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mechanisms, which, if applied in combination, will form a
mechanism for the regulation of professions (hereafter referred
to as regulatory mechanisms). The regulation of the professions
should include mechanisms to ensure seamless entrance into
the professions. Regulation therefore by no means suggest the
exclusion of competent persons from the performing of work.
Regulatory mechanisms are not intended to be restrictive, but
rather enabling.

Explanatory Note
An explanatory note was developed to contextualise the
Identification of Work and the other mechanisms required to
regulate the Built Environment Professions. The note is to be read
with the revised CBE IDoW Policy (see the next section below).

The Revised CBE IDoW Policy
The CBE distributed a draft IDoW Policy Framework for input by
the CBEPs. This policy is to replace the policy issued by the CBE
in 2008. The Policy focuses strongly on mechanisms to regulate
the Built Environment Professions and to ensure fair entrance
into the Built Environment Professions. These mechanisms are:
a. Special Consent: This is a mechanism for a CBEP to grant, on
application, permission for a registered person to undertake
a type of project that is not identified for his/her particular
category of registration.
b. Limited Special Dispensation: Any registered person, who
intends to undertake work outside his or her category of
registration, may apply for Limited Special Dispensation by
submitting a portfolio of evidence to prove skills and competence in order to be specifically exempted.
c. Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL): This is the process
through which the previous learning and experience of a
learner, however obtained, are measured against the learning
outcomes required for a specific qualification and the acceptance for the purposes of qualification of that which meets
those requirements.
d. Candidacy: A process during which a person, registered in
the candidate category, receives training and gains experience
through employment with the intention of attaining the competence required for professional registration.
e. Transitional Arrangements: Persons registered in categories
and who are performing work not identified in the scope of
work of that category, may continue to perform such work
until an effective date determined and published by the
relevant CBEP.
f. Protection of Professional Title: The CBEP must prescribe
mechanisms to protect the use of authorised titles only by
persons registered in the applicable category.

Engagement with the Competition Commission (the CC)
The CBE recognises the CC’s role in transformation. Engagement
with the CC will continue, seeking contribution from the CC
on the revised CBE’s Identification of Work policy and the
Identification of Work policies of the CBEPs. The Competition
Act of 1998 encourages formal arrangements between the CC and
other regulators on shared jurisdiction, but also on the enhancement of the principles of the Competition Act. The CBE formally
proposed to the CC a commencement of discussions towards a
Memorandum of Understanding.
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Discussions with the CC are ongoing and a workshop
between the CC, CBEPs and CBE was arranged for November
2020. The outcomes pursued with this workshop will solicit the
input of the CC on the identification of work policies of both
the CBE and the CBEPs, and to work towards a Memorandum
of Understanding with the CC in terms of the provisions of the
Competition Act.

Enquiries
Queries and further information may be directed to:
meltonia@cbe.org.za

Page 40:
BCCEI (BARGAINING COUNCIL FOR THE CIVIL
ENGINEERING INDUSTRY) – UPDATE FROM THE
ACTING SECRETARY GENERAL, KEVIN MOODLEY
With economic conditions remaining tough across the civil
engineering and construction sectors, the role of the BCCEI is
more relevant than ever. The depressed economy – worsened by
the Covid-19 pandemic – has placed unprecedented strain on the
relationship between employers and employees. The BCCEI is
showing itself to be a valuable platform for these stakeholders to
find solutions to ever more pressing challenges.
The BCCEI’s role has always been to facilitate stability and
harmony in the sector, so that enterprises can grow sustainably
in a compliant manner, creating more jobs in the process. The
industry is now facing very taxing times, and we have stepped up
to help our members – employers and employees – to manage the
difficulties in the most constructive way possible.
Since it was established in 2013, the BCCEI has helped create
a level playing field where all players must meet the agreed
minimum wage rates and compete fairly in the marketplace. It
has facilitated annual wage negotiations to the satisfaction of
both employer organisations and union bodies. This is vital to
ensure that daily operations in the sector run as smoothly and
efficiently as possible. Disruptions arising from wage disputes,
for instance, only serve to undermine the competitiveness of the
industry, which in the long run erodes the country’s economic
growth potential.
It is important to remember that a bargaining council is empowered to have this stabilising effect because it has a mandate
from the majority of the sector. In terms of the Labour Relations
Act, the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) can recognise
a bargaining council if its members represent more than 60% of
employees in that industry. The DTI then extends the agreement
to non-parties, ensuring that all players follow the agreement.
This means that everyone must follow the same rules, so that
the rights of both employers and employees are respected. The
significance of this is that civil engineering is a labour-intensive
market, with 50 to 60% of project costs linked to salaries and
benefits. So, it is vital to set and enforce these rates to avoid unfair
undercutting practices.
The total number of companies registered with the BCCEI at
the end of 2019 was 1 690, representing over 60 000 employees.
The situation since the March 2020 lockdown has created a range
of hardships and has further eroded the profitability of contractors, with many struggling to pay the agreed 7.5% wage increases
to employees, for example. Here too, the BCCEI has a role, namely
to adjudicate exemption applications by employers.
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We are seeing many companies embarking on Section 189
procedures to retrench staff, which is not good for employment
in the sector. We would encourage employers to rather apply for
an exemption to the BCCEI, which hopefully would help to retain
jobs, even if the full wage increases cannot be met.
The BCCEI works to find ways of assisting companies hard-hit
by the pandemic. Although rules are in place that need to be followed, there is also flexibility in the system to support both sides
of the employment relationship. Especially in difficult times like
now, the BCCEI is there to not only help create stability, but also
to create and retain jobs and skills within the industry.
Staff at the BCCEI responded quickly after the initial
lockdown in March, working remotely to help members deal
with the Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF). This included
assistance with applications for emergency assistance through
the Temporary Employer-Employee Relief Scheme (TERS).
Many companies came to us for assistance and advice, and we
were able to help them apply correctly and avoid hold-ups in the
payment of benefits from UIF, despite a number of challenges
that had to be overcome.
The scheduling and hearing of cases and disputes were
ramped up from June 2020, including the use of virtual platforms

to accommodate stakeholders who could not travel to the BCCEI
offices. The aim was to continue offering value-added services,
with agents operating from home. Many companies were also
assisted telephonically.
The Covid-19 environment is leading to many new ideas about
how we might engage virtually with our members in the future.
However, we must recognise that the BCCEI’s market includes
many semi-skilled labourers who are not well-equipped with
digital technology for this purpose. While workers have access to
digital tools like cellular phones, this level of technology may not
be optimal for conducting hour-long conciliation meetings.
A bargaining council remains a vital element of the industry’s
health and stability – even, and perhaps especially, in hard times.
This is a period where fairness, a level playing field and collaboration between parties could help pave the way to recovery.
It requires all players in the civil engineering space to register
with the BCCEI, so they can become active participants in this
dynamic field. Challenging times like these make it even more
imperative that we all pull together.

Enquiries
www.bccei.co.za
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3 – T h e wor l d accor d i n g to S A I C E

Discipline-specific bodies
SAICE (South African Institution
of Civil Engineering)

SAIMechE (South African Institution
of Mechanical Engineering)

We place ourselves in this group of bodies
for the sake of completeness, and also for
the benefit of those readers who are not
familiar with our Institution and would
like to read about us in context. SAICE,
whose forerunner was established in 1903,
represents the civil engineering profession
in South Africa, and is a voluntary association with approximately 15 000 members. The Institution provides technical
leadership in support and enhancement of
poverty alleviation, sustainable development, and the development and maintenance of infrastructure. Its specialist
divisions include water-, t ransportation-,
railway and harbour-, marine-,
geotechnical-, structural-, environmental-, fire- and municipal engineering,
information technology, and project and
construction management. SAICE has a
worldwide liaison network and links with
many international bodies. There are also
numerous local and international bodies
that are specifically associated with our
various technical divisions, such as the
Geosynthetics Interest Group of South
Africa (GIGSA), the International Society
for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical
Engineering (ISSMGE), the Institute of
Waste Management of Southern Africa
(IWMSA), the South African National
Committee on Large Dams (SANCOLD),
and so forth. More information on these
bodies is available via our technical divisions, but we also expand on these and
similar bodies in this edition.
SAICE also distributes the GCC 2015
(General Conditions of Contract) and its
Guide, as well as the Simplified Form and
the Subcontract Form. In addition SAICE
acts as agent for books from Thomas
Telford and ASCE (American Society of
Civil Engineers).

SAIMechE, which was established in
1892, is the senior body representing the
discipline of mechanical engineering in
South Africa. It covers all fields of application as diverse as automobile, energy
generation, process engineering, heavy
manufacture, design, management, research, mining and education. SAIMechE
is a voluntary association of mechanical
engineers, technologists and technicians
who have access to various grades of
membership and the associated benefits.
The SAIMechE objectives are:
QQ To serve the needs and interests of its
members.
QQ To advance the science, art and practice of mechanical engineering.
QQ To promote and maintain high standards in the profession of mechanical
engineering.
The SAIMechE motto is ‘Scientia Progre
dimur’ – ‘By Knowledge We Advance’.

SAICE
Private Bag X200, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 805 5947, F: +27 11 805 5971
E: civilinfo@saice.org.za, W: www.saice.org.za
Building 19, Thornhill Office Park, Bekker Road,
Vorna Valley, Midrand
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SAIMechE
PO Box 511, Bruma, 2026
T: +27 11 615 5660
E: info@saimeche.org.za
W: www.saimeche.org.za
SAIMechE House, 18A Gill Street, Observatory,
Johannesburg

SAIEE (South African Institute
of Electrical Engineers)
SAIEE, formed in 1909, has approximately
7 000 members. Members are professionally engaged in the full range
of engineering activities, including
academic research, manufacturing,
electronics, telecommunications, measurement and control, mining and power
infrastructural services.
SAIEE members make meaningful
contributions to the quality of life in communities and to the steady advancement
of technology.
The SAIEE contributes to the common
interests and welfare of the whole
engineering fraternity through close
cooperation with the Engineering Council
of South Africa (ECSA).

SAIEE strives to be a leading and
respected learned society of electrical
engineers through:
QQ Promoting electrical science and
its applications for the benefit of its
members and the southern African
community.
QQ Close contact with appropriate national and international organisations.
QQ Recognising achievement by advancement of individual members to higher
grades of membership.
QQ Being apolitical and
non-discriminatory.
SAIEE
PO Box 751253, Gardenview, 2047
T: +27 11 487 3003, F: +27 11 487 3002
E: reception@saiee.org.za, W: www.saiee.org.za
SAIEE House, 18A Gill Street, Observatory,
Johannesburg

SAIA (South African Institute of Architects)
SAIA and its regional institutes are
committed to maintaining the highest
standards of professionalism, integrity
and competence in architecture. Members
of the Institute, as defined in the
Constitution, are required to:
QQ Continually enhance their professional
skills.
QQ Ensure that their work promotes
sustainable development goals to the
benefit of the South African community and the natural environment.
QQ Improve the standards of health and
safety for the protection and welfare of
all members of society.
Members of the Institute, registered as
professional architects, subscribe to a
Code of Ethics with established principles
which remain core as members conduct
their business.
To continually elevate the architectural profession and support members as
they strive to attain the highest standards of workmanship, SAIA ensures they
are educated and trained appropriately,
equipping them to provide leadership
and critical judgement, while also
exercising their specialist knowledge,
skills and aptitude for the betterment
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of design and development in the built
environment.
SAIA
Private Bag X10063, Randburg, 2125
T: +27 11 782 1315, F: +27 11 782 8771
E: admin@saia.org.za, W: www.saia.org.za
Bouhof (Ground Floor), 31 Robin Hood Road,
Robindale, Randburg

ILASA (Institute for Landscape
Architecture in South Africa)
ILASA is a national not-for-profit
voluntary association that represents the
profession of landscape architecture in
South Africa, specifically the role this
profession plays within the South African
environment – both built and natural. As
a voluntary association, recognised by the
South African Council for the Landscape
Architectural Profession, ILASA actively
participates in government policy and
guideline development – particularly
with regard to spatial planning, openspace planning and design, and built
environment standards. ILASA, which
was founded in 1962 by a small group
who motivated for the recognition of the
profession in South Africa, is a member of
the International Federation of Landscape
Architects (IFLA). Their commitment
towards balancing the built, social and
ecological systems through design is
expressed in their support for the IFLA
Central Global Accord on Climate
Change, and biodiversity standards that
support sustainable landscape design. The
primary goals of ILASA are to:
QQ Advance the dignity and competence
of the profession.
QQ Uplift previously disadvantaged
societies.
QQ Advance professional competence
through education.
QQ Support sustainable ecological planning and management.
QQ Support public involvement in planning and design processes.
QQ Promote excellence through peerreview recognition.
QQ Increase visibility of the profession to
government and society.
QQ Promote the landscape architecture
profession in general.
ILASA
PO Box 868, Ferndale, 2160
T: +27 11 061 5000
E: ilasa@ilasa.co.za, W: www.ilasa.co.za
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SALI (South African Landscapers Institute)
SALI was formed in 1984 by a group of
likeminded landscapers who believed
that the true potential of the landscaping
industry could only be realised if landscapers showed unity, produced excellent
work and worked with professionalism
and integrity. Over the years SALI has
grown consistently and remains the only
standards body, national representative
and voice for landscaping professionals
in South Africa. SALI consists of a vast
network of landscaping companies and selected suppliers, throughout South Africa,
who are guided by their Constitution
and Code of Conduct. SALI members
endeavour to improve the standard of
the landscaping industry by adhering to
the Minimum Specifications laid down
by SALI, and by so doing ensuring that
clients get trusted value and professionalism. SALI members offer many services,
including turnkey, irrigation, commercial
and residential landscaping. The client of
a SALI member has security in knowing
that behind every landscaper is a responsible Institute.
SALI
Plot 14, Summit Road, Knoppieslaagte, Midrand
T: +27 67 246 3092
E: info@sali.co.za, W: www.sali.co.za

The Institute is recognised as a voluntary association by the South African
Council for the Architectural Profession
(SACAP) and the Engineering Council of
South Africa (ECSA). The Department of
Home Affairs recognises the Institute as a
Professional Accreditation Body.
Various draughting colleges have been
registered as a ‘Member – College’ of the
Institute, which is beneficial to both the
colleges and their students.
The Institute has had representation
on the South African Qualifications
Authority’s (SAQA’s) Consultative Panels
and the Standard Generating Bodies
(SGBs) in the fields of building construction, civil and generic manufacturing
engineering and technology. In addition,
it has been represented on the Council
of the South African Council for the
Architectural Profession (SACAP) and on
many of SACAP’s committees.
In the extremely competitive
employment market of today and with
the implementation of and the strict
adherence to the Statutory Acts of the
Architectural and the Engineering
Councils, a draughtsperson or designer
cannot afford to be complacent and
not be registered as a member of a
recognised institute.
SAID

SAID (South African Institute of Draughting)
SAID is an independent professional
body established in 1953 to promote the
interests of all members in all professions
constituting the built environment.
The Institute’s core objectives are to
promote the practice of draughting and
design; ensure that the integrity of the
profession is adhered to by maintaining
a disciplinary process through the Code
of Conduct; and manage all business in a
fair, transparent and respectful manner.
SAID is the “Voice of the Draughts
person” and strives to serve its members,
interacting with all role players and
associated industries, being mindful and
conscious of necessary changes in the
environment to transform and promote
the profession and to fulfil its vision.
The Institute undertakes to promote
the career of draughting and design as
specialised occupations that may rightfully
claim the privilege of professional status. It
also endeavours to ensure that the integrity
of the profession is adhered to by its members with a strict Code of Conduct.

PO Box 387, SONEIKE, Cape Town, 7583
T: +27 66 446 5676,
E: admin@saidraughting.co.za
W: www.saidraughting.com

SAGI (South African Geomatics Institute)
SAGI is a voluntary organisation of
geomaticians (surveyors and GISc practitioners) who focus on business aspects of
the survey and mapping industry.
SAGI’s main purpose is to promote
excellence and reliability in the geomatics
profession, address matters of concern
to clients and surveyors, and facilitate
peer discipline in order to maintain high
standards.
SAGI represents approximately 1 000
members spread across South Africa
and some neighbouring countries.
Membership of SAGI is restricted to those
who are registered with the South African
Geomatics Council.
The Institute represents cadastral
procedures, engineering, mining, construction, photogrammetry, cartography,
hydrographic surveying and GISc.
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SAGI
PO Box 201446, Durban North, 4016
T: +27 31 563 9481, F: +27 86 684 1353
E: admin.officer@sagi.co.za, W: www.sagi.co.za

SAIIE (Southern African Institute
for Industrial Engineering)
SAIIE’s vision is to be a vibrant, learned
society, representing and promoting
industrial engineering in southern Africa.
Modern industrial engineering is concerned with the integration of resources
and processes into cohesive strategies,
structures and systems for the effective
and efficient production of quality goods
and services. It draws upon specialised
knowledge and skills in the mathematical,
physical, behavioural, economical and
management sciences, and fuses them with
the principles and methods of engineering
analyses and design to find optimal and
practical solutions which contribute to the
success and prosperity of an industrial undertaking, thereby making a fundamental
contribution to the creation of wealth.
SAIIE
PO Box 96002, Waterkloof, 0145
T: +27 12 420 6478, F: +27 86 697 5976
E: admin@saiie.co.za, W: www.saiie.co.za

SAIEG (South African Institute for
Engineering and Environmental Geologists)
SAIEG is a national voluntary association which represents natural scientists
practising in the field of engineering and
environmental geology. It has gained
recognition as a Natural Scientific
Voluntary Association from the South
African Council for Natural Scientific
Professions (SACNASP). Its aims include:
QQ The promotion and advancement of
the profession of engineering geology.
QQ The promotion of education in geology
and engineering geology.
QQ The adherence to the principles of integrated environmental management.
QQ The adherence to the principles of
sustainable development.
SAIEG

development of geosynthetics and associated technologies in South Africa.
GIGSA was founded in 1994 by a
group of suppliers, installers, consultants,
a regulator and an academic at the Faculty
of Engineering of the University of the
Witwatersrand. The founding of GIGSA
coincided with the publication of the first
edition of the Minimum Requirements Series
by the then Department of Water Affairs
and Forestry. The intention of the Minimum
Requirements was to regulate waste management as a whole, but also waste disposal
by landfill in South Africa, which made
the use of geomembranes mandatory. This
reinforced the need for an organisation like
GIGSA, as geosynthetics were, at that time,
largely unknown construction materials.
GIGSA was furthermore founded as the
South African Chapter of the International
Geosynthetics Society (IGS). The IGS was
established in 1984 with, in broad terms,
the same objectives as GIGSA. The IGS became the first non-founding member of the
Federation of Geo-Engineering Societies
(FedIGS) in 2011. The founding members
of the FedIGS are the International Society
for Soil Mechanics and Geotechnical
Engineering (ISSMGE), the International
Society for Rock Mechanics (ISRM)
and the International Association for
Engineering Geology and the Environment
(IAEG). The aim of the FedIGS is to
facilitate collaboration and provide means
of structured and formal communication
between the organisations.
GIGSA is actively involved in the development of geosynthetics specifications
within the working groups of the SABS
sub-committee on geosynthetics, with
the ultimate goal to provide a complete
set of national standards. This will aid in
standardising the specification and use
of geosynthetics in South Africa. Given
that the use of geosynthetics is likely to
increase significantly with the promulgation of the National Standard for Disposal
of Waste to Landfill, such standardisation
will be beneficial to clients, engineers,
suppliers and installers involved in
geosynthetics projects.

all sizes and disciplines. It is one of the
largest members of the International
Federation of Consulting Engineers
(FIDIC), based in Geneva. CESA promotes
the business interests of the consulting
engineering industry in South Africa,
with a member base of some 560 firms
which employ around 21 000 people. The
association therefore represents considerable capacity, and probably accounts for
80% of the consulting engineering sector
in the country. It promotes the interests of
its members and their clients by (among
other things):
QQ Ensuring that members provide professional services of quality and with
integrity.
QQ Representing the industry on matters
which affect the wellbeing of the
industry.
QQ Publishing a range of contract documents relevant to the profession and
the industry.
QQ Providing clients the comfort of
dealing with companies affiliated to a
credible industry association, to whom
they can make representation.
QQ Providing advisory notes and sustainability guidelines on professional
practice matters.
QQ Organising relevant seminars and
industry networking opportunities.
QQ Conducting ongoing client liaison
sessions.
QQ Ensuring a pipeline of future leaders
through its vibrant Young Professionals
Forum.
QQ Promoting international business development through its support of the
Built Environment Professions Export
Council (BEPEC).
QQ Providing training through its School
of Consulting Engineering, noting
in particular its flagship, Business of
Consulting Engineering Programme,
designed to accelerate the development
of future industry leaders.
QQ Providing a platform for partnerships
between member companies.
QQ Conducting relevant benchmarking
and salary surveys for the industry.

T: +27 82 323 3910, F: +27 86 260 7024

GIGSA

CESA

E: secretariat@saieg.co.za, W: www.saieg.co.za

PO Box 8720, Edenglen, 1613

PO Box 68482, Bryanston, 2021

E: secretary@gigsa.org, W: www.gigsa.org

T: +27 11 463 2022, F: +27 11 463 7383
E: general@cesa.co.za, W: www.cesa.co.za

GIGSA (Geosynthetics Interest
Group of South Africa)

CESA (Consulting Engineers South Africa)

GIGSA is a non-profit organisation dedicated to the scientific and engineering

CESA is a voluntary association representing consulting engineering firms of
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Balvenie Building, Kildrummy Office Park,
Cnr Witkoppen & Umhlanga Roads,
Paulshof, Johannesburg
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IPET (Institute of Professional
Engineering Technologists)
IPET strives to improve the image and
status of professional engineering technologists of all disciplines by representing
them, and promoting matters affecting
them, on a national and international
basis. IPET consults with and provides
ECSA with information and advice on all
matters affecting engineering technologists. IPET members get a discount on
their ECSA registration fee higher than
their annual IPET membership fee.
IPET promotes the education and
training of engineering technologists
through liaison with educational
institutions and employers, and
encourages continuing professional
development amongst its members.
It promotes and rewards academic
achievement among BTech students of
all engineering disciplines by annually
awarding IPET medals to the highest
academic achievers at all the universities
of technology in South Africa, also
encouraging gender equity with special
medals for the highest achieving female
students.
Because IPET strives towards a unified
engineering profession, the Institute actively pursues communication and liaison
with other societies who have engineering
technologists amongst their members.
IPET is the home for professional engineering technologists of all engineering
disciplines in South Africa.
IPET
142 Celebration Estate, 21 Northgate Street,
North Riding, Randburg, 2162
T: 062 585 7022, F: +27 11 787 9706
E: engineer@netactive.co.za, W: www.ipet.co.za

COET (Chamber of Engineering Technology)
COET, which (also under previous names)
has been active since 1984, strives to
improve the image and status of professional engineering practitioners of all
disciplines by representing them, and
promoting matters affecting them, on a
national basis.
COET is recognised by ECSA as a voluntary association, and consults with and
provides ECSA with information, advice
and person power on matters affecting
engineering practitioners. COET members receive a discount on their ECSA
registration fee which is currently higher
than their annual COET membership fee.
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COET promotes the education and
training of engineering practitioners
through liaison with educational institutions and employers, and encourages
continuing professional development
(CPD) amongst its members.
Because COET strives towards a unified engineering profession, the Chamber
actively pursues communication and
liaison with other engineering societies.
Hence it is also a member of the recently
established South African Forum for
Engineering Practitioners (SAFE).
COET membership is open to
engineers, technologists, technicians and
persons associated with engineering in a
professional capacity, including specified
scope practitioners. This includes students, graduates and persons in training.
COET
142 Celebration Estate, 21 Northgate Street,
North Riding, Randburg, 2162
T: 062 585 7022, F: +27 86 664 7963
E: engineer@netactive.co.za
W: www.engineeringchamber.yolasite.com
W: http://engineersdirectory.co.za

SAAE (South African Academy
of Engineering)
The South African Academy of
Engineering is a non-profit, independent
institution which promotes excellence in
the science and application of engineering
for the benefit of the South African
nation. The Academy comprises South
Africa’s most eminent engineers of all
disciplines, and related professionals
with proven ability and achievement,
and draws on their wealth of knowledge
and experience to achieve the Academy’s
main objective – providing expert
advice on matters pertaining to global
competitiveness and quality of life for
the nation. Election to the Academy
is by invitation. The activities of the
Academy include:
QQ Providing a forum for discussions on
issues relevant to the formulation of
public policies for engineering-based
activities.
QQ Organising projects, symposia, meetings and discussions to make best
possible use of the multi-professional
expertise of its Fellows in support of
national goals.
QQ Promoting the innovative application
of engineering in South Africa to
improve the quality of life of its people.

QQ Promoting the recruitment, educa-

tion and training development of
engineering and technical persons
from previously disadvantaged groups
to increase the technological base of
the nation.
QQ Establishing and maintaining relations
with overseas engineering academies
and the International Council of
Academies of Engineering and
Technological Sciences (CAETS).
SAAE
PO Box 13071, Hatfield, 0028
T: +27 72 594 1441
E: office@saae.co.za, W: www.saae.co.za

SAFCEC (South African Forum
of Civil Engineering Contractors)
With over 75 years of experience,
SAFCEC is a member-focused and
member-driven employers organisation, which is ISO9001 certified. It is a
civil engineering contracting industry
knowledge and information repository
through, inter alia, its regular State of the
Industry Report, and highly specialised
support and advisory services; and
is demographically representative of
the diverse interests of its members,
empowering them to ensure readiness to
deliver on the country’s infrastructure
developmental goals.
SAFCEC
PO Box 644, Bedfordview, 2008
T: +27 11 409 0900
E: info@safcec.org.za, W: www.safcec.org.za
3rd Floor, SAFCEC House, 12 Skeen Boulevard,
Bedfordview

MBSA (Master Builders South Africa)
Master Builders South Africa is a federation of registered employer associations
representing contractors and employers in
the construction industry, and is regulated
in terms of Section 107 of the Labour
Relations Act 66 of 1995. The Federation’s
eight Master Builders Associations, and
three Affiliate Associations represent
more than 4 000 contractors and employers in the industry.

Education and training
Master Builders offers training
programmes for learners at all levels,
which are informed by industry requirements, and aligned to the Construction
Education and Training Authority’s
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Sector Skills Plan. Training programmes
are designed to:
QQ Ensure that employees possess the
necessary technical qualifications,
knowledge and practical experience.
QQ Impart skills that will create opportunities for sustainable employment.
QQ Assist employees to achieve personal
growth and develop a positive work
ethic.

Construction occupational health and safety
Master Builders has programmes to
promote a positive OH&S culture,
which contributes to the reduction and
elimination of occupational injury, disease
and loss, and the prevention of damage to
the environment. Compliance with the
law and the wellbeing of both employer
and employee is the Association’s
foremost concern. To this end, the
Association administers the National
Construction Occupational Health
and Safety Competition, the industry’s
flagship competition that culminates
in an annual awards dinner hosted at
the Association’s Congress every year.
The Association has also developed
a construction industry occupational
health and safety manual, which is
available in print and CD formats, for
use by members. Training programmes
are conducted on a regular basis and are
designed to:
QQ Inform members of new OH&S
legislation.
QQ Improve members’ OH&S programmes and procedures.
QQ Assist members with incident investigations and reports.

Contractual and legal matters
Master Builders offers its members and
the general public useful constructionrelated contracts for use in a variety of
situations. These include construction
contract templates for house building and
small contracts, domestic subcontracting,
labour-only subcontracting, and agreements for renovation and refurbishment
work to existing premises, among others.

Promoting transformation
Members of Master Builders have
declared their support for and commitment to sustainable and meaningful
socio-economic transformation of the
construction sector in particular, and the
country in general. This is to broaden
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economic participation, drive growth, job
creation, skills development and transfer,
poverty alleviation and capacity building
for social cohesion and nation-building.
The Association has developed the Small
Builders Manual, a step-by-step guide
that covers all aspects of running a smallto medium-sized contracting business,
meant to assist emerging contractors with
information on how to professionalise and
grow their businesses.
Please visit the Master Builders website,
for your region, for details on the above
services provided to members, as well as
for information on upcoming training and
networking events in your region.
MBSA
PO Box 1619, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 205 9000, F: +27 11 315 1644
E: info@masterbuilders.org.za
W: www.masterbuilders.org.za
No 1, Second Road, Randjespark, Midrand

SABTACO (South African Black
Technical and Allied Careers Organisation)
SABTACO was founded in 1990 and has
grown into a body currently representing
thousands of members (students, graduates, practitioners, technicians) countrywide in the built environment, engineering
and science disciplines. SABTACO’s vision
is to be a leader in advocating and ensuring
the advancement of black professionals
in the built environment and allied fields,
and the optimal realisation of the skills
potential in South Africa. It is therefore the
mission of SABTACO to:
QQ Lead the transformation of the built
environment and related technical
fields in such a manner as to reflect
the commitments of the relevant
charters and the B-BBEE codes.
QQ Facilitate the creation of an environment that is conducive to the development of science and engineering skills
in the historically disadvantaged
communities.
QQ Increase the level of participation of
black professionals and service providers in the mainstream economy.
SABTACO
PO Box 30960, Braamfontein, 2017
T: +27 11 403 2165 / 2938 / 3727
F: +27 86 672 6735
E: sabtaco1@iafrica.com, W: www.sabtaco.co.za
87 De Korte Street, 9th Floor, Room 901,
Braamfontein, Johannesburg

CMA (Concrete Manufacturers Association)
The CMA is the primary representative
of the precast concrete industry. Now in
its 47th year, it initiates standards in close
cooperation with the SABS Standards
Division and collaborates with its members
in developing new products and services.
The CMA’s promotional activities
target architects, engineers, developers,
contractors and property owners, and
the pooled knowledge and expertise of its
members foster an environment which
encourages the development of innovative, environmentally and community
friendly products.
The Association’s prime focus is on
ensuring that its members’ products are
applied correctly. A CMA mark serves as
a guarantee of quality and the CMA takes
responsibility should a problem arise.
Members are encouraged to hold
accredited product certification, such as
the relevant SANS standard, or to manufacture to specifications laid down by the
CMA. Should a problem arise, the CMA
will carry out an investigation, and, if the
product does not conform to the required
standard, the member company is obliged
to rectify the situation.
Down the years the CMA has
published numerous manuals, brochures
and audio visuals on the practical
application of precast concrete, and this
material is available at a nominal charge.
It also runs refresher courses and holds
seminars to introduce new technology
and methodology, often featuring
overseas experts.

CMA Certification Services
The construction industry and its
financiers in South Africa are becoming
increasingly aware of the value of using
products that have been specifically
manufactured for construction projects
under strictly controlled conditions.
For this reason the CMA has set goals
to play a leading role in promoting the use
of quality-approved precast products, and
is taking proactive steps in the introduction of the CMA Mark of Approval as a
means of verifying compliance of precast
concrete products with various local
standards.
For end-users, specifiers and those
involved in the procurement of precast
concrete products the scheme marks an
end to guesswork and provides them with
verifiable proof of the quality of products.
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CMA Certification Services (CMACS) offers system auditing,
product testing and certification services, identified by the CMACS
‘Mark of Approval’ according to SANS specifications applicable to
the precast concrete industry.
CMA
Postnet Suite 334, Private Bag X15,
Menlo Park, 0102
T: +27 11 805 6742
E: admin@cma.org.za, W: www.cma.org.za
440 Hilda Street, Hatfield, Pretoria

A membership-driven business model will provide a wide
range of options for participation by various stakeholders, be it as
individual, institutional or business partners.
CCSA is set to deliver technical solutions through advice,
education, information, publications, seminars, consulting and
regulatory services in South Africa. The School of Concrete
Technology will continue to offer a range of training courses,
and the prestigious Fulton Awards will still be hosted every
second year to recognise and honour excellence in concrete
construction.
CCSA

TCI (The Concrete Institute)
Please see new entry under CCSA below.

CSSA (Concrete Society of Southern Africa NPC)
Please see new entry under CCSA below.

CCSA (Cement & Concrete SA)
Cement & Concrete SA, the only official, unified voice of the cement
and concrete industry in South Africa, is set to launch on 1 March
2021. This body will consolidate the widely known services of TCI (The
Concrete Institute), CSSA (Concrete Society of Southern Africa) and
ACMP (Association of Cementitious Materials Producers) into one
functional organisation.
CCSA will align its activities around the three strategic pillars of
leadership, growth and sustainability, towards defending and promoting the industry, driving growth and delivering shared value.

PO Box 168, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 315 0300
W: www.cemcon-sa.org.za
Block D, Lone Creek, Waterfall Park,
Bekker Street, Midrand

ASPASA (Aggregate and Sand Producers
Association of Southern Africa)
ASPASA is a non-profit body corporate with its own legal identity separate from that of its office bearers and members. It is
constituted and incorporated with perpetual succession, so that
it continues to exist notwithstanding changes in the number or
identity of its members from time to time.

ASPASA has the following objectives:
QQ To study, research and implement solutions to any opera-

tions, logistics and other matters affecting the industry, including, but not limited to, those in the scientific, technical,
documentary, skills, environmental, legal, health and safety,
and institutional domains.
QQ To act as a forum for its members to ensure ethical and legal
compliance, but to ensure that discussions are not in breach
of competition legislation.
QQ To influence the legal framework for the industry and its
application in the fields of mining licences, rehabilitation,
health and safety and product quality, skills development,
technical and quality.
QQ To generally represent the interests of the participants in
the industry.
In order to implement its objectives, ASPASA seeks in particular:
QQ To monitor and actively influence legislative, regulatory and
other developments affecting the industry.
QQ To collect and disseminate information about legislative,
regulatory and other developments in the industry.
QQ To play an active role for members and other stakeholders in
order to identify and debate key issues facing the industry.
QQ To cooperate with similar associations worldwide.
QQ To maintain a membership base which is as wide and
representative of the industry as possible, as well as to
foster the exchange of information and technology between
companies and other relevant bodies.
QQ Where applicable, to develop and disseminate technical
standards and codes, and also identify, codify, promote
and disseminate best practice regarding health and safety,
environmental, economic and technical issues.
QQ To represent the collective views and interests of its members and, when appropriate, to act on behalf of its members
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as a principal point of contact with the
industry’s key constituencies in South
Africa and overseas.
ASPASA’s focus remains largely on
creating an environment that is fair and
equitable, and gives their members space
to manoeuvre. Simultaneously, ASPASA
requires its members to comply with
all relevant legislation, and uphold the
strictest standards in quality, health,
safety and environmental issues.
Annual audits are in place to assist
members to achieve set requirements
and to ensure that they comply with the
relevant legislation.
The categories of ASPASA membership are as follows: Producer Members
(quarries, rock dumps, mobile and rubble
crushing, ash and coal, borrow pits, etc),
Affiliate Members (aggregate and sand,
clay brick, salt, granite, etc), and Associate
Members (for these please refer to
www.aspasa.co.za).
Legal compliance applies to both
Producer and Affiliate Members and
covers Environmental MPRDA, MHSA,
Water Act and others.
The following are the ASPASA focus
areas: legal compliance, government
liaison, skills development, technical,
transport, health and safety, environmental, international and local liaison,
public relations, and some general issues.
All these important issues are
represented through expert committees,
with senior and knowledgeable specialists serving to give informed input on
all matters. Through these committees,
programmes are developed to assist the
industry in meeting development objectives and improve overall standards.
In keeping with its world-class
standards, ASPASA is also a highly regarded member of the Global Aggregates
Information Network (GAIN).
ASPASA
PO Box 1983, Ruimsig, 1732
T: +27 11 791 3327
E: office@aspasa.co.za, W: www.aspasa.co.za
Unit 8, Coram Office Park, Ferero Road,
Randpark Ridge, Gauteng

WISA (Water Institute of
Southern Africa)
WISA keeps its members informed about
the latest national and international developments in water technology and research,
and provides a forum for the exchange of
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information and views to improve water
resource management in South Africa.

E: wisa@wisa.org.za, W: www.wisa.org.za

and socially sustainable manner.
SANCOLD provides forums for local and
regional interaction between interested
participants in the dam industry. SAICE
has one of the four reserved positions on
SANCOLD’s Management Committee.

1st Floor, 5 Constantia Park 546,

SANCOLD

16th Road, Midrand

6 Daventry Street, Lynnwood Manor, Pretoria

WISA
PO Box 6011, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 86 111 9472, F: +27 11 315 1258

T: +27 44 533 0818

SEWPACKSA (Small Wastewater Treatment
Works Suppliers Association)
SEWPACKSA was established in 2010 and
its main objectives are:
QQ To provide a unified non-
governmental representative body
of suppliers of package plants in the
country to create a sustainable and
self-regulated industry.
QQ To create a sustainable, self-regulated
package plant industry that can treat
wastewater on site in remote areas, or
where authorities do not provide sewer
connections, or where additional
capacity to the wastewater treatment
facilities of various government bodies
is required, whilst complying with
legislative requirements for discharged
water quality.
QQ To enable the supply of compliant
package plants and management
services of such package plants on
the basis of best corporate governance practice and a Code of Ethics as
adopted by the Association.
SEWPACKSA
E: liaison@sewpacksa.co.za
W: www.sewpacksa.co.za
15 William Nicol Drive, Fourways, Johannesburg

SANCOLD (South African National
Committee on Large Dams)
SANCOLD was established in 1965
to represent South Africa on the
International Commission on Large Dams
(ICOLD). Since then it has broadened
its activities to create and promote an
awareness and understanding amongst
South Africans of the role of dams in
the benef icial and sustainable development of South Africa’s water resources.
Its primary technical role is to advance
the knowledge and skills relating to the
science and art of the planning, design,
construction, management, operation,
maintenance, rehabilitation and decommissioning of dams amongst its members
in a safe, financially sound, ecologically

E: secretary@sancold.org.za
W: www.sancold.org.za

SAPPMA (Southern African Plastic
Pipe Manufacturers Association)
Launched in 2004, SAPPMA is an association of leading companies in the plastic
pipe manufacturing industry in South
Africa. The vision of the Association
is to create absolute quality, trust and
integrity throughout the value chain
of the southern African plastic pipe
industry, hence all its objectives are in
line with this. Pipes produced by member
companies carry the registered SAPPMA
logo. SAPPMA is a voluntary association
registered as a Section 21 Company and is
affiliated to Plastics|SA.
SAPPMA
Private Bag X68, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 314 4021, F: +27 86 550 7495
E: admin@sappma.co.za, W: www.sappma.co.za
18 Gazelle Avenue, Corporate Park, Midrand

IFPA (Installation and Fabrication
Plastic Pipe Association)
IFPA was formed to expand regulation
of the plastic pipe industry in southern
Africa. The formation of this association
is an initiative of SAPPMA. A well-
engineered pipe system is dependent
on good design, high pipe quality, and
minimum standards at the downstream
end (fabricated fittings and pipeline
installation). In order to achieve this goal,
SAPPMA created this subsidiary association to attend to fabrication and installation matters. The objectives of IFPA are
to ensure:
QQ A consistently high standard of fabrication and installation
QQ Commitment to honest business
practices and ethical standards
QQ Support and assistance to consulting
engineers and customers who specify
or use these products and services
QQ A reliable database of approved
installers
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QQ Compliance with the Competition

Act 89 of 1998

QQ Members’ compliance with all envi-

ronmental laws and regulations.
IFPA is open to all fabricators and
installers of plastic pipe, as well as to suppliers of pipe fittings and related equipment, and interested companies can apply
for membership. Membership approval
is dependent on passing an audit of their
systems and standards (audit checklist
available upon request) and the payment
of the specified membership fee. In addition a Code of Conduct needs to be signed
by the managing director of the business.
The benefits to members are substantial and numerous, and include matters
such as marketing exposure through
publicity and marketing campaigns, being
part of a regulated association and free
access to SABS standards.
Cooperation between IFPA and
SAPPMA ensures a quality offering
to the client, which is to the benefit
of the entire industry. Specifiers and
consulting engineers are increasingly
insisting on the IFPA mark. Members are
therefore strongly encouraged to only
use SAPPMA-approved pipe and IFPAapproved fittings.

of ethics. In addition, the Institute is
active in bringing together the mining
and metallurgical fraternity in terms of
research, shared experiences, education,
personnel and students.
SAIMM
PO Box 61127, Marshalltown, 2107
T: +27 11 834 1273, F: +27 11 838 5923
E: sam@saimm.co.za, W: www.saimm.co.za
5th Floor, Minerals Council South Africa Building,
5 Hollard Street, cnr Pixley Seme & Marshall Streets,
Marshalltown, Johannesburg

SANCOT (South African National
Committee on Tunnelling)

General contact details as for SAPPMA

SANCOT is a division within the
Southern African Institute of Mining and
Metallurgy (SAIMM). Members of the
Committee collate information on both
civil and mining tunnelling. SANCOT
was originally established as a result of
the extensive infrastructure developments
during the late 1960s, such as the Orange
River Project and the Hex River Valley
Tunnel. SANCOT was also a founding
member of the International Tunnelling
Association. Due to the decrease in tunnelling in South Africa from around 2003,
SANCOT reformed first into a committee
of the SAIMM, and later into the current
division within the SAIMM.

Chairman: Mike Swart

SANCOT

E: admin@ifpa.co.za

c/o SAIMM, PO Box 61127, Marshalltown, 2107

IFPA

W: http://www.sappma.co.za/ifpa-intro.htm

After more than 125 years the SAIMM
continues to serve its members. This
learned society started in 1894, a few
years after the invention of the cyanide
process which had saved the gold mining
industry in South Africa. The previously
used technology of gravity separation
could not economically recover gold from
the fine-grained ores of the Transvaal
gold fields. The Institute’s Journal
recorded this process and other major
developments in the industry, and has
disseminated the Institute’s knowledge
ever since.
SAIMM is a professional institute with
local and international links aimed at assisting members to source news and views
about technological developments in the
mining, metallurgical and related sectors,
as well as embracing a professional code
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SASTT
PO Box 738, Raslouw, 0109
T: +27 82 551 7458, F: +27 86 602 7472
E: director@sastt.org.za, W: www.sastt.org.za

SAPMA (South African Paint
Manufacturing Association)

5th Floor, Chamber of Mines Bldg,

SAPMA, established more than 80 years
ago, has as its objective the promotion
of the coatings industry as a responsible
supplier of products and services
beneficial to the country. SAPMA’s
manufacturing members produce more
than 90% of the volume of paints and
coatings manufactured in South Africa.
In its quest to remove all harmful leaded
paint from South Africa, SAPMA is now
also attracting an increasing number of
retailers and contractors as members.
The Association, through its training
arm, SA Paint Industry Training Institute
(SAPITI), provides a wide range of paint
technology courses.

5 Hollard Street, cnr Sauer & Marshall Streets,

SAPMA

Johannesburg

PO Box 751605, Gardenview, 2047

T: +27 11 834 1273/7, F: +27 11 838 5923
E: camielah@saimm.co.za

SAIMM (Southern African Institute
of Mining and Metallurgy)

disruption. SASTT encourages its
members to arrange their professional
and business affairs in accordance with
the objectives of SASTT’s mission statement and is aware of the necessity for
maintaining a healthy environment while
addressing the changing needs of the
community. This is promoted by issuing
press releases, arranging promotional
activities, advising on available solutions,
providing technical literature and supporting research for the benefit of the
public, authorities, designers and specifiers, suppliers and contractors.

W: www.saimm.co.za/sancot

T: +27 11 615 1195

SASTT (Southern African Society
for Trenchless Technology)
Trenchless technology (TT) is technology
for the servicing, rehabilitation and
replacement of existing, and the construction of new, public utilities and other
services underground without the digging
of trenches. It also includes the development of all kinds of underground condition assessment and mapping techniques,
tunnelling devices, specialist machinery,
materials and equipment.
SASTT’s mission is to promote, from
an ethical and neutral base, the use of
trenchless technology for providing and
maintaining underground services with a
minimum of surface and environmental

E: sapma@sapma.org.za, W: www.sapma.org.za
16 Nicol Road, cnr Arbroath Road, Bedfordview

SAISC (Southern African Institute
of Steel Construction)
Founded in 1956, the SAISC represents all
facets of the steel construction industry,
as well as those with an interest in the
use of steel in all sectors of business and
society as a whole. The mission of the
SAISC is also to promote the holistic
vigour and prosperity of the people and
companies in South Africa that provide
steel-related products or services to the
construction and related industries.
The SAISC has a number of member
associations, namely the Southern African
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Light Steel Frame Building Association
(SASFA), the Powerline Association of
South Africa (POLASA), the Steel Tube
Export Association of South Africa
(STEASA), the Association of Steel Tube
and Pipe Manufacturers (ASTPM), and
the Southern African Metal Cladding and
Roofing Association (SAMCRA).
SAISC members include the steel
mills; merchants and value-added
processors and service centres; steelwork
contractors; companies that provide
services (such as fabrication, galvanising
or painting) or products such as fasteners,
paint and a variety of other products;
client bodies; architects; specifiers;
consulting engineers; project managers;
quantity surveyors; engineering procurement and contract management contractors; and assorted others.
SAISC
PO Box 291724, Melville, 2109
T: +27 11 726 6111
E: info@saisc.co.za, W: www.saisc.co.za
The Whitehouse, Haggie Office Park,
Lower Germiston Road, Hariotdale, 2094

SEIFSA (Steel and Engineering Industries
Federation of Southern Africa)
As an industry body that is the voice of
the metals and engineering sector, SEIFSA
engages with various stakeholders in
government, business and labour, among
others, to represent the interests of its
members and the industry as a whole.
Based on an impeccable track record
driven by cumulative decades of experience, SEIFSA continues to increase value
for all the parties it represents, ensuring
an amicable business environment and
further enhancing opportunities in
the sector.
SEIFSA is the umbrella body for
around 26 independent employer associations representing the diverse metals and
engineering industry.
Member companies range from
giant steel-making corporations to
micro-enterprises.
Over the years, SEIFSA has helped to
promote a business environment in which
associations and member companies can
operate and achieve its mandate through
training, consultancy and advocacy.

Training
As part of its training, SEIFSA offers a
comprehensive and interactive range of
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courses and workshops to meet member
companies’ training needs. Courses are
offered across all divisions. In order to
cater for an organisation’s unique needs,
SEIFSA offers this range as in-house
training or public training.

Consultancy
For tailor-made consultancy, SEIFSA
provides professional advisory services
through experts in each of its divisions.
SEIFSA’s consultancy offering is based on
many years of knowledge in the industry
and an impeccable record in advising
companies on pertinent and critical
issues. SEIFSA offers these services and
products through its four divisions:
QQ Economic and Commercial
QQ Industrial Relations and Legal Services
QQ Safety, Health, Environment and
Quality
QQ Human Capital and Skills
Development.

Small Business Hub
To add value to the metals and engineering sector, SEIFSA also runs the
SEIFSA Small Business Hub for enterprise
development.

SEIFSA Training Centre
To improve the number of artisans in
the country and help the youth with
skills development, SEIFSA manages,
in partnership with Gijima, the SEIFSA
Training Centre.
The Centre is a state-of-the-art training
facility that has the resources of industry
experts and equipment to offer specialised
skills training. Trainees are prepared to
meet the demands of industry, with aspects
of productivity, problem-solving and safety
included in the training.
SEIFSA
PO Box 1338, Johannesburg, 2000

its members to collectively promote the
sustainable growth and development of
the industry, with the main emphasis on
stainless steel converted within the South
African economy.
SASSDA
PO Box 4479, Rivonia, 2128
T: +27 11 883 0119, E: ask@sassda.co.za
W: www.sassda.co.za
1st Floor, Block D Homestead Park,
37–41 Homestead Road, Edenburg, Sandton

ITC-SA (Institute for Timber
Construction South Africa)
As a professional body, the ITC-SA’s v ision
is to create and maintain the highest
standards in the engineered timber roof
construction industry by monitoring its
membership, continuously improving
standards, promoting and marketing
engineered timber roof structures, and
overseeing the training and development
of its members.
The ITC-SA is a South African
Qualifications Authority (SAQA) accredited professional body with a professional
membership and therefore must comply
with the requirements as set out in the
National Qualifications Framework Act
(NQF Act 67 of 2008 – as amended). The
ITC-SA is also a Category B Recognised
Voluntary Association in terms of the
Engineering Profession Act, 2000 (Act 46
of 2000).
The Institute was established over 45
years ago to self-regulate the engineered
timber roof structure industry and to
provide design, manufacturing, erection,
inspection and certification for compliance with inter alia SANS 10400 and
SANS 10243, where engineering rational
designs are applicable.
ITC-SA
PO Box 686, Isando, 1600

T: +27 11 298 9400, F: +27 11 298 9500

T: +27 11 974 1061, F: +27 11 392 6155

E: info@seifsa.co.za, W: www.seifsa.co.za

E: enquiries@itc-sa.org, W: www.itc-sa.org

Metal Industries House, 42 Anderson Street,

SAFCA Building, 6 Hulley Road, Isando

Marshalltown, Johannesburg

SASSDA (Southern Africa Stainless
Steel Development Association)
SASSDA is an association of members
who distribute, market, manufacture
and fabricate products and services
relevant to stainless steel. With more
than 400 members in sub-Saharan
Africa, SASSDA provides a platform for

IMESA (Institute of Municipal
Engineering of Southern Africa)
IMESA is a voluntary association of
engineering professionals and associates
who aim to better the quality of life
of all citizens through infrastructure
engineering excellence at local government
level. IMESA promotes the interests of
municipal engineers and their profession
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by creating a platform for the exchange
of ideas and viewpoints, and by providing
guidelines, training and support to expand
knowledge and best practices in all aspects
of municipal infrastructure engineering.
Established almost 60 years ago,
IMESA’s core focus remains the same,
namely to support professional engineers
to execute the best possible municipal
infrastructure solutions for communities
and the environment.
IMESA
PO Box 2190, Westville, 3630
T: +27 31 266 3263
E: admin@imesa.org.za, W: www.imesa.org.za
IMESA House, 2 Derby Place, Westville

IWMSA (The Institute of Waste
Management of Southern Africa)
IWMSA is a multi-disciplinary, non-profit
association that is committed to supporting
professional waste management practices.
The organisation comprises voluntary
members who promote environmentally
acceptable, cost-effective and appropriate
waste management practices. It strives
towards protecting the environment
and people of southern Africa from the
adverse effects of poor waste management
by supporting sustainable best practice
environmental options.
The Institute contributes to the improvement of waste management standards
and legislation, supports international,
national and regional trends in best environmental practices, promotes the science
and technology of waste management, and
practises affordable, cost-effective waste
management. Education and training in the
realm of effective and efficient waste management is also a key focus for the IWMSA.
When the IWMSA was established
over 30 years ago, it was the vision of the
founders to provide South Africa with a
clean and healthy environment. Today this
vision is still at the core of the organisation.
IWMSA
PO Box 79, Allens Nek, 1737
T: +27 11 675 3462, F: +27 11 675 3465
E: info@iwmsa.co.za, W: www.iwmsa.co.za
2 Rinyani Avenue, Allen’s Nek, Roodepoort

SABITA (Southern African
Bitumen Association)
SABITA is recognised as the centre of excellence for bituminous products through
technological advancement and the
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promotion of the cost-effective and sustainable use of these products. SABITA’s
main objectives are to:
QQ Identify the need for and develop and
advance best available technology and
practice in bituminous material in
southern Africa.
QQ Engage stakeholders to promote the
social and economic value of road
provision, thereby strengthening the
argument for the provision and preservation of roads.
QQ Develop and promote the use of environmentally sound products and practices in
the bituminous product industry.
QQ Advance best practice in southern Africa
with regard to worker health and safety.
QQ Provide education and training
schemes to develop skills and competencies that are sustainable and
aligned to industry needs.
QQ Assist members in meeting the
demand of clients through engaging
authorities on relevant regulatory or
commercial matters that fit within the
ambit of competition law.
SABITA
Postnet Suite 56, Private Bag X21,
Howard Place, 7450
T: +27 21 531 2718, F: +27 21 531 2606
E: info@sabita.co.za, W: www.sabita.co.za
5 Lonsdale Building, Lonsdale Way, Pinelands,
Cape Town

SAT (Society for Asphalt Technology)
SAT was inaugurated in 1994 at the
Conference for Asphalt Pavements in
Southern Africa (CAPSA’04) as a learned
society of individuals as opposed to an association of companies, such as SABITA.
SAT is governed by its constitution
and is committed to fostering technical
and professional excellence in all aspects
of the manufacture and use of asphalt
and bituminous products. SAT maintains
an active association with South African
and international professional bodies and
organisations to provide a conduit between
local practitioners and global developments
in technology. Of particular relevance is
the close working relationship between
SAT and the Asphalt Academy, which focuses on the development, production and
presentation of training material relevant
to and required by the asphalt industry.
Membership is made up of individuals
ranging from students, laboratory assistants, technicians, asphalt plant operators

and technologists, to engineers, company
managers, directors, construction personnel and researchers.
Either independently or in association with related bodies, SAT promotes
continuing professional development by
organising and staging conferences, seminars, workshops, lectures and other events
to ensure that relevant technology is
exchanged, advanced and communicated
throughout the asphalt and bituminous
products industry. SAT may also produce
and distribute relevant papers, periodicals, books and circulars to ensure that
the latest technology is accessible to the
full spectrum of its membership.
SAT is managed by a national Executive
Committee comprising the President,
Honorary Secretary and Honorary
Treasurer. The balance of Council is made
up of the four elected regional chair
persons, as well as the CEO of the Asphalt
Academy and the Executive Director of
SABITA, both of whom are appointed to
the Council in an ex officio capacity.
The aims and objectives of SAT focus
on member development by:
QQ Promoting the knowledge of asphalt
technology and ensuring that this technology is accessible to all members.
QQ Stimulating discussion, debate and
interaction between members on all
questions affecting the asphalt industry.
QQ Supporting and protecting the status
of SAT members.
SAT
Postnet Suite 56, Private Bag X21,
Howard Place, 7450
T: +27 21 531 2718, F: +27 21 531 2606
Operations: John Onraet
(john.onraet@telkomsa.net)
Administration: Hazel Brown (hazel@sabita.co.za)

SARF (South African Road Federation)
SARF is an organisation dedicated to the
promotion of the road industry in South
Africa through the dissemination of information, the promotion of sound policies
and by education and training. As such
it provides a representative forum for the
provision and management of roads, and
the road sector.
The Federation is a point of contact
for South Africa’s various road industry
sectors, and facilitates the distribution of
expertise throughout the diverse disciplines which impact and have application
on the industry.
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SARF is linked to the International
Road Federation (IRF), and by liaising
with this organisation’s programme centre
in Washington, the latest developments in
road technology, policy and management
worldwide are made available to the local
industry. SARF’s objectives include:
QQ The promotion of roads, road transportation and road safety.
QQ The provision of education and
training to all those engaged in the
road transportation industry.
QQ The promotion of the economic, social
and environmental benefits derived
from developing and maintaining road
networks, road transport systems and
road traffic control.
QQ Supporting and encouraging the
design and construction of environmentally sound road networks and
allied systems.
QQ Disseminating information to members and other stakeholders.
QQ Promoting an effective road transport
policy at all levels of government.
QQ Originating and promoting improve
ments in road transport policy.
QQ Gaining support by cooperation with
the IRF.
QQ Advancing the southern African
economy by means of a sound road
transport industry.
QQ Holding road-related seminars and
conferences.
QQ Providing SARF bursaries and administering IRF Fellowships.
QQ Presenting courses that offer CPD
points and which are ECSA- and
SACPCMP-accredited.
SARF
PO Box 8379, Birchleigh, 1621
T: +27 11 394 5634/1459, F: +27 11 394 7934
E: operations@sarf.org.za, W: www.sarf.org.za
48 Gladiator Street, Rhodesfield, Kempton Park

NSTF (National Science and
Technology Forum)
The NSTF is a non-profit company that
was established in 1995 as a result of the
findings and recommendations of the
CODESA Convention (Convention for a
Democratic South Africa) in 1991. NSTF
was initiated by government together
with key stakeholders and role-players.
Its membership consists of organisations, and it represents wide-ranging
expertise and experience in the SET
(Science, Engineering and Technology)
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and innovation community. SAICE has
been a member for many years, and has
been particularly active in proSET, which
was preceded by SETAG (Scientific,
Engineering and Technological Societies
and Allied Professions Group of South
Africa) – SAICE chaired this group for a
number of years and still is a member.
The main aims of the NSTF are to
influence and promote dialogue of public
science, engineering and technology (SET)
and innovative policies with the SET and
innovation community and to provide
independent and neutral platforms to:
1. Influence the development and
implementation of public SET and
innovation policies.
2. Contribute towards the renewal of SET
and innovation systems through youth
interventions.
3. Celebrate, recognise and reward excellence within the SET and innovation
sector.
The NSTF comprises the following
sectors:
QQ Science councils and statutory bodies
QQ Small, medium and large business, associations and state-owned enterprises
QQ Civil society and labour
QQ Higher education sector
QQ Government sector
QQ Professional bodies and learned societies; the sector is represented by proSET
(Professionals in Science, Engineering
and Technology). proSET represents
40 organisations, institutes and associations who themselves represent
professionals in various specialised SET
and innovation fields. Notable amongst
the membership are professionals in
various branches of engineering, as well
as education specialists in science, technology, engineering and mathematics
(STEM) education and research.
proSET focuses especially on the following:
QQ Facilitating cooperation among professional organisations regarding SET
and education
QQ Facilitating and contributing to improved SET education
QQ Promoting the image of all SET
practitioners.
Further proSET activities include:
QQ Virtual exploration – the STEMulator:
An online platform is now live
(www.stemulator.org). It is a virtual
exploratorium of animated STEM educational exhibitions, designed to ignite
a spark of curiosity in young minds.

In the STEMulator one can explore
how things work, and the science and
engineering behind them, including
STEM careers.
QQ Member booklet: The booklet is a
proSET guide to the South African
professional SET landscape. It is meant
to assist with understanding the SET
environment and the roles of the various
SET professions active in these fields.
NSTF
PO Box 9823, Pretoria, 0001
T: +27 12 841 3987
E: enquiries@nstf.org.za, awards@nstf.org.za
W: www.nstf.org.za
Room S-140, Building 33, CSIR Campus,
Meiring Naude Road, Brummeria, Pretoria

PROTEC (Programme for
Technological Careers)
PROTEC is a national, independent, nonprofit educational service provider that was
started in 1982, in Soweto, in order to help
school learners from disadvantaged communities to prepare for and successfully
embark on careers in science, engineering
and technology. The early success of the
project soon led to its expansion into a
national programme, and by 1990 there
were PROTEC programmes running in 26
disadvantaged communities throughout
South Africa, providing supplementary
education for Grades 10, 11 and 12 learners,
as well as teacher training and curriculum
support in the targeted subjects of
Mathematics, Physical Sciences, English
and World of Work (life orientation).
This model is unique in that it is made
up of both learner and teacher development
components, and also entails developing
material for teaching and learning that
is additional to what learners receive as
textbooks at their schools. Through these
efforts, more and more disadvantaged
students are being adequately equipped to
enter technological careers, thereby potentially easing the country’s skills shortage.
PROTEC is an active member of the
National Science and Technology Forum
(NSTF), and is also recognised as a
UNESCO cooperating organisation.
PROTEC
PO Box 619, Randburg, 2125
T: +27 11 339 1451
E: info@protec.org.za, W: www.protec.org.za
364 Pretoria Road, Unit 4 & 5 The Ferns,
Ferndale, Randburg
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ASOCSA (Association of Schools of
Construction of Southern Africa)
ASOCSA is not the first attempt to form a
body that addresses, inter alia, matters of
construction education and training. In the
days of the Building Industries Federation
South Africa and the National Development
Fund there were regular annual meetings of
the Heads of Departments that offered construction-related programmes. Recognising
the two-tiered higher education sector in
South Africa, there were separate meetings
for universities and the former technikons.
In the more recent past, the Chartered
Institute of Building (Africa) initially
convened annual educators’ forums that
did not quite fulfil the same function as the
previous forums. However, during 2005 the
very first meeting of Heads of Departments
from all higher education institutions in
South Africa met for the very first time since
the re-landscaping of the sector to discuss
matters affecting construction, and particularly construction education. This meeting
was repeated in 2006 where the need was
expressed for the establishment of a formal
forum/association of universities to engage
in discussion, debate, collaboration and
promotion of matters of mutual interest.
ASOCSA therefore aims to be the
professional association for the development
and advancement of construction education
in southern Africa, where the sharing
of ideas and knowledge inspires, guides
and promotes excellence in curriculums,
teaching, research and service. To achieve
this aim ASOCSA is partnering with
the construction industry to find ways
to effectively represent the interests of
both construction academic and industry
practitioners. ASOCSA will offer a variety of
programmes and services designed to help
its members serve their customers more
effectively to succeed in the increasingly
challenging environment of construction
information management and technology.
To this end ASOCSA provides a forum for
the debate and discussion of issues of mutual
interest to all industry stakeholders. For
example, one of the tasks of ASOCSA will be
supporting the development of curriculums
that address the needs of the construction
sector in the southern African region.
ASOCSA convenes an annual conference
that is one of only two construction-related
conferences accredited by the Department
of Higher Education and Training (DHET)
where construction academics and
practitioners can interact relative to practical
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experience and the findings of relevant
research. This conference series is endorsed
and underwritten by the International
Council for Research and Innovation in
Building and Construction (CIB) as well as
several major industry stakeholders.
The Journal of Construction, which
is accredited by the Department of
Higher Education – currently published
electronically four times per year – is
the official journal of ASOCSA, and in
the past more than 5 000 complimentary
copies were distributed to all industry
stakeholders in the southern African
region. The production and distribution
of practice notes and technical papers is a
further endeavour to grow the partnership
between academia and industry.
With respect to the southern African
region, ASOCSA is committed to the
following:

Vision
To drive innovative construction-related
higher education.

Mission statement
To promote, facilitate, develop and monitor
the relevance and quality of constructionrelated curricula, research and graduates in
conjunction with higher education institutions, industry and government.

Strategic objectives
The objectives of the Association are:
QQ To promote and facilitate the development of curricula for constructionrelated programmes.
QQ To assist with the accreditation of
construction-related programmes.
QQ To hold an annual conference that
acts as a forum for multi-disciplinary
interaction between academics and
practitioners.
QQ To publish an accredited, researchbased journal and contribute to the
built environment body of knowledge.
QQ To disseminate information dealing
with construction education and
related matters.
QQ To develop and maintain closer links
with industry and government.
QQ To represent the collective views of its
members.
QQ To liaise with other organisations and
persons to promote the interests of its
members.
QQ To promote and support relevant
postgraduate research.

QQ To provide bursaries to postgraduate

students in accordance with set
criteria.

Heads Forum meetings
ASOCSA believes that meetings of the
Heads Forum comprising Heads of School
and Departments of Construction is a
vital component of its functions, and
therefore holds Heads meetings during
each conference.

International affiliation
ASOCSA has commenced discussions
about closer collaboration with
similar institutions, such as the Associated
Schools of Construction (ASC) in the
United States, the Royal Institute of
Chartered Surveyors (RICS), the Chartered
Institute of Building (CIOB), Australian
Institute of Building (AIB), and the Council
of the Heads of the Built Environment
(CHOBE) in the United Kingdom.
ASOCSA has entered into a Memorandum
of Understanding with the International
Council for Research and Innovation in
Building and Construction (CIB).

Summary
In summary, benefits of membership of
ASOCSA include participation in meetings
of the Heads Forum throughout the region,
access to the Journal of Construction, reduced rates at all ASOCSA, MBA and CIB
events, involvement at regional level with
industry-academia forums, interaction and
networking opportunities relative to e.g.
collaborative research, curriculum development, external moderation of courses,
and external examination.
ASOCSA
W: www.asocsa.org

ASAQS (Association of South
African Quantity Surveyors)
The ASAQS was inaugurated in 1908
and was formed to achieve and maintain
the following goals and ambitions for the
profession:
QQ To advance and promote the science
and practice of quantity surveying and
cognate matters.
QQ To uphold the dignity of the quantity
surveying profession.
QQ To watch over, promote and protect
the interest of its members.
QQ To afford opportunity for the interchange and recording of the body of
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knowledge and experience of quantity
surveying.
QQ To promote high standards of
professional competence and integrity in
the quantity surveying profession.
Membership of the ASAQS provides
guidance and resources to succeed in
quantity surveying and to stay abreast of
developments in the built environment.
Mandated by the South African Council
for the Quantity Surveying Profession,
the ASAQS provides events that members
can attend to keep their CPD portfolio
up to date. It provides an environment in
which professionals may learn, grow and
work together to advance the techniques
and science of quantity surveying. From
its earliest beginnings, the ASAQS has
grown to include quantity surveying
professionals from every area of the
construction industry – from private
practice, government and parastatals, to
construction companies.
ASAQS
PO Box 3527, Halfway House, 1685
T: +27 11 315 4140, F: +27 86 601 7087
E: info@asaqs.co.za, W: www.asaqs.co.za
Suite G6, Building 27, Thornhill Office Park,
Bekker Road, Vorna Valley Ext 21, Midrand

SAIW (South African Institute of Welding)
SAIW is a non-profit technical organisation dedicated to furthering standards in
welding fabrication and related technologies. Established in 1948, it is a founder
member of the International Institute of
Welding (IIW).
SAIW provides training programmes,
consultancy and industry support services.
Based in Johannesburg, with branches
in Cape Town and Durban, it is active
throughout southern Africa and also has
experience further afield, predominantly
in central Africa, the Indian Ocean Islands
and the United Arab Emirates.
An Authorised National Body (ANB)
of IIW since 2003, SAIW offers the full
range of IIW qualifications – engineer,
technologist, specialist, practitioner, welder
and inspector. It also has strong affiliations
with leading training organisations such
as the universities of the Witwatersrand
and Pretoria. An SAIW qualification
has long been regarded as the industry
standard in South Africa and also enjoys
international recognition.
In 2008 SAIW became an IIW
Authorised National Body for Company
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Certification (the first outside Europe),
enabling implementation of the IIW
Manufacturer Certification Scheme. In
terms of the Scheme, welding and fabrication companies are certified for compliance to ISO 3834 (Quality Requirements
for Welding).
SAIW also administers personnel
certification programmes for a number
of inspection activities, including
non-destructive testing (NDT), and for
South African regulatory categories of
pressure vessel inspectors. Certification
programmes are based on the ISO 17024
standard (General Requirements for
Bodies Operating Certification of Persons)
and is accredited for these activities by
SANAS, a South African member of the
International Accreditation Forum.
In 2005, SAIW formed SAIW
Certification, a separate Section 21
not-for-profit company, to administer
examinations and certification
programmes. The separation of these
activities is in line with international best
practice.
Appointed a Regional Designated
Centre for NDT by AFRA, the African
Regional Cooperation Agreement affiliate
of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA), SAIW also conducts
training for IAEA-funded fellows
and takes a lead in regional scientific
cooperation to promote self-sufficiency
in the field of nuclear science and
technology.
Other SAIW activities include hosting
workshops, seminars and conferences, the
latter including IIW regional assemblies.

Johannesburg, 2092

the broad fields of precision agricultural
production systems – e fficient use of water
in agricultural production (e.g. irrigation),
sustainable catchment management (e.g.
soil and water conservation structures),
agricultural water resource systems (e.g.
canals and pipe networks), intensive production-controlled environment structures
(e.g. greenhouses), animal handling facilities (e.g. poultry houses). They also develop
technology to grow and utilise sustainable
sources of energy (e.g. biofuels, solar, wind),
and limit post-harvest losses by processing
and adding value to agricultural products
and the design of storage systems.
The aims of the SAIAE are:
QQ The promotion and development
of the science and technology of
Agricultural Engineering
QQ The promotion of the Agricultural
Engineering profession
QQ The promotion and encouragement of
research and training in Agricultural
Engineering
QQ The dissemination of knowledge,
information and ideas in the field of
Agricultural Engineering through
meetings and publications
QQ The creation of mutual meeting opportunities for Agricultural Engineers
and related technologists and technicians in South Africa
QQ The establishment of a body that can
speak with authority on Agricultural
Engineering issues in South Africa
and that may also stipulate standards,
norms and codes or make recommendations in this regard
QQ The protection and promotion of the
interests of members of the profession,
and mutual support for each other in
technical and other areas.

T: +27 11 298 2100

SAIAE

E: info@saiw.co.za, W: www.saiw.co.za

PO Box 912719, Silverton, 0127

SAIW
52 Western Boulevard, City West,

Business Manager: Chikondi Gurira

SAIAE (South African Institute
of Agricultural Engineers)
SAIAE was established in 1964 to represent
the discipline of Agricultural Engineering
in South Africa. Life on earth needs a sustainable supply of food, water and energy
in order to feed and sustain a growing
population under a variable and changing
climate. Agricultural engineers utilise
technology to connect the living world of
plants, soil, water and animals with the
technology of engineering, i.e. systems,
structures and machines. They operate in

T: +27 78 889 8925
E: admin@saiae.co.za, W: www.saiae.co.za
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International bodies
INTRODUCTION
SAICE’s networking on an international
level took off in 1994 during the ASCE
(American Society of Civil Engineers)
convention in Atlanta when a SAICE
delegation was invited to attend the annual ASCE International Round Table.
During that visit SAICE’s President and
Executive Director at the time, Brian
Bruce and Dawie Botha respectively, not
only had the opportunity to network with
engineering institutions from across the
world, but for the first time ever they met
African colleagues.
They returned inspired and eager to
start an African Round Table, similar
to the ASCE model. From this idea
sprung the Africa Engineers Forum,
which was eventually incorporated into
the Federation of African Engineering
Organisations (see p 57). Relationships
with other international engineering
bodies followed, to the extent that
SAICE is today not only contributing
meaningfully to the world engineering
scene, but receiving international visitors
on a regular basis, all to the benefit of
SAICE’s members.

WFEO (World Federation of
Engineering Organisations)
This multi-disciplinary engineering
organisation was established in 1968 and
was formed under the auspices of the
United Nations Educational, Scientific
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and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO). A
close relationship still exists. It represents
engineering organisations from approximately 100 nations, and as such around
30 million engineers. Over the past
20 years or so the WFEO has gained considerable acceptance and status, thereby
facilitating a strong and united voice for
engineering. It promotes communication
and cooperation, develops internationally
agreed policies, and promotes interaction
with the United Nations. It plays a major
role in issues concerning sustainability
and anti-corruption, and a series of committees have been addressing issues such
as education and training, the environment, information technology, energy,
capacity building and technology.
The WFEO membership includes
National Members, in terms of which
ECSA (Engineering Council of South
Africa) represents the South African engineering profession, International Members
(like the Federation of African Engineering
Organisations) that represent regional engineering groups, and Associate Members,
who have no voting rights. SAICE is an
Associate Member of WFEO.
WFEO
Maison de l’UNESCO, 1 rue Miollis,
75015 Paris, France
T: +33 1 45 68 48 46/47, F: +33 1 45 68 48 65
E: e xecutivedirector@wfeo.net /
secretariat@wfeo.org, W: www.wfeo.org

UNESCO (United Nations Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organisation)
UNESCO was founded on 16 November
1945 and, in addition to dealing with the
issues described in its name, sees itself
as striving towards a higher purpose,
namely “building peace in the minds of
men”. After World War II this goal was
obviously of great importance. UNESCO
promotes cooperation among its 190-odd
member nations by mainly focusing on
respect, values and the dignity of each
civilisation and culture. The organisation
is actively pursuing the Millennium
Development Goals by means of its strategic activities.
SAICE has been contracted a
number of times by UNESCO to execute
programmes in the form of workshops
aimed at issues like “Engineers and
the Alleviation of Poverty”. A further
initiative concerns a feasibility study to
ascertain whether a mini ‘Numbers and
Needs’ study would be appropriate for
selected African countries, following
the example of the SAICE Numbers and
Needs publications by Allyson Lawless
and her team.
The UNESCO Engineering Initiative
was established to promote engineering
education at secondary and tertiary
education levels, and to highlight
the roles and accomplishments of
women and the youth in engineering.
It also emphasises the importance of
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renewable and alternative energies for
sustainable engineering practices. By
showcasing how the youth are taking on
contemporary engineering challenges
and how professional engineers are
shattering gender-based stereotypes,
the UNESCO Engineering Initiative
hopes to inspire the next generation
of engineers. As one of the oldest
professions in the world, engineering is
vital in addressing basic human needs,
in alleviating poverty, in promoting
secure and sustainable development, in
responding to emergency situations, in
reconstructing infrastructure, in bridging
the knowledge divide and in promoting
intercultural cooperation. Despite the
social and economic importance of
engineers, there is increasing concern
that declining enrolment in engineering
studies will have consequences for
future development. The UNESCO
Engineering Initiative is addressing this
concern through its partnerships with
various professional engineering (and
engineering education) bodies, as well as
with industry.

ICE and SAICE have been cooperating on
many issues.
The most important of these to date
for SAICE has been that ICE facilitated
international reciprocity agreements
between itself, ECSA and SAICE, in terms
of which South African civil engineering
qualifications and professional status
are recognised. ICE also facilitated the
entry of ECSA into various international
accords, including the Washington
Accord and the Engineers Mobility
Forum. Learned society activities between
ICE and SAICE are currently managed by
means of an agreement of cooperation.
Regular meetings between the two
institutions, facilitated by the ICE-SA
Division (Joint SAICE-ICE Division), form
part of their annual activities, and on
several occasions the Brunel Lecture has
been presented in South Africa.
Alain Jacquet is the current ICE representative for South Africa.

UNESCO

W: www.ice.org.uk

ICE
One Great George Street, Westminster, London,
SW1P 3AA, United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7222 7722

7 place de Fontenoy, 75007 Paris, France
T: +33 1 4568 1000, W: www.unesco.org

FIDIC (International Federation
of Consulting Engineers)
The members of FIDIC comprise
consulting engineering organisations
from various countries. FIDIC plays
a leading role in addressing sustainability, o
 rganising anti-corruption
campaigns, setting standards in
consulting engineering, and interacting
with the World Bank and other funding
organisations and structures regarding
procurement issues.

IStructE (Institution of Structural Engineers)
IStructE was originally established in
1908 as the Concrete Institute. Its focus is
primarily on structural engineering and
public safety within the built environment. It has more than 27 000 members
in various countries around the world.
SAICE and IStructE cooperate via the
IStructE Southern African Regional
Group (IStructE-SA). Courtesy visits to
the IStructE management in London by
the SAICE Executive also take place from
time to time.
IstructE

FIDIC

47–58 Bastwick Street, EC1V 3PS London,

Box 311, CH-1215 Geneva 15, Switzerland

United Kingdom

T: +41 22 799 4900, F: +41 22 799 4901

T: +44 20 7235 4535

E: fidic@fidic.org, W: www.fidic.org

E: mail@istructe.org, W: www.istructe.org

World Trade Center 2, Geneva Airport,
29 Route de Prés-Bois, Cointrin,
CH-1215 Geneva, Switzerland

ICE (Institution of Civil Engineers)
ICE, the UK-based equivalent of SAICE,
was established in 1818, thereby setting
the norm for learned societies in engineering. It has more than 95 000 members
around the world. Since the early nineties
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ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers)
ASCE was founded in 1852 and currently
has a membership of more than 150 000
worldwide. It is a typical learned society
for civil engineering professionals. In
1994 ASCE was the first international
organisation to offer SAICE an agreement of cooperation. Its International
Round Table (IRT) on a number of

occasions provided SAICE with a valuable platform for communication and
networking, where SAICE participated
in several initiatives, including the ASCE
Vision 2025 strategic planning exercise,
where SAICE’s input was mainly in
terms of sustainability and providing a
developing-world perspective.
ASCE
1801 Alexander Bell Drive, Reston,
Virginia, VA 20191, USA
T: +1 703 295 6300 / 800 548 2723 (toll free)
W: www.asce.org

FAEO (Federation of African Engineering
Organisations) and SAFEO (Southern African
Federation of Engineering Organisations)
In order to achieve engineering excellence
and to create a better quality of life for
all in Africa, leaders and representatives
of engineering institutions in Africa held
a General Assembly on 8 May 2012 at
the Kenyatta International Conference
Centre, Nairobi, Kenya, and unanimously
agreed to establish a central united home
for African engineering organisations
in solidarity under the name Federation
of African Engineering Organisations
(FAEO). The organisational model of
FAEO comprises:
QQ Central African Federation of
Engineering Organisations (CAFEO)
QQ Eastern African Federation of
Engineering Organisations (EAFEO)
QQ North African Federation of
Engineering Organisations (NAFEO)
QQ Southern African Federation of
Engineering Organisations (SAFEO)
QQ West African Federation of
Engineering Organisations (WAFEO).
These various regional groups work
under the FAEO, which represents
Africa at the WFEO, AU (African Union)
and any other relevant international
organisations. SAFEO represents
southern Africa in COMESA (Common
Market for Eastern and Southern Africa),
SADC (Southern African Development
Community), NEPAD (New Partnership
for Africa’s Development) and other
regional bodies with engineering and
sustainable development interests in
southern Africa.
The SAFEO arm of FAEO strives
to promote and extend the exchange
of technical, scientific and professional
knowledge to better service the interests
and welfare of engineering practitioners
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in member countries, as well as to encourage and support members to uphold
and advance the integrity, honour and
dignity of engineering in order to achieve
the following outcomes:
QQ Excellence in engineering technology
in Africa.
QQ Informed and intelligent decisionmaking about built environment infrastructure by all government structures
and private sector entities, by utilising
human capacity building orientation
programmes and projects.
QQ A sufficient pool of competent professionals by and through:
QQ offering and pursuing awareness
and orientation programmes, projects and activities regarding the
role of engineering and technology
QQ promotion of interest in mathematics and science at higher grades
in primary and secondary schools
QQ offering career guidance programmes and activities
QQ promoting consistent investment
mechanisms for infrastructure,
and promoting fair and reasonable
remuneration for all engineering
practitioners
QQ facilitating mentorship
QQ offering continued professional
development opportunities.
QQ Sustainable professional frameworks
and organisational structures in Africa
by creating permanent facilities and
administrative mechanisms to support
the built environment professions’
activities and programmes.
QQ An awareness relating to SAFEO activities in order to prepare the countries,
their people and their decision-makers
for the challenges of the future by
utilising the opportunities offered to
enhance the image and raise the public
awareness about the role and value of
engineering and industry in particular,
and engineering and the built environment in general.
QQ Support the development of entre
preneurship in the engineering
environment.
The FAEO, which is a relatively young
organisation, has now been firmly
established and is fully functional in
sub‑Saharan Africa. The FAEO has
become visible as an active organisation
and is accepted as the organisation
representing the engineering profession
in Africa.
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The FAEO Executive has ongoing
discussions with the AU Commission
for Human Resources, Science and
Technology. For the first time the engineering practitioners in Africa now have a
direct voice at the African Union.
The FAEO is recognised by UNESCO
as the representative body for engineering practitioners in Africa, and has
become part of the African Engineering
Initiative.
FAEO

South Africa
Engineering Council of South Africa (ECSA)
Private Bag X691, Bruma, 2026, South Africa
T: +27 11 607 9500
E: ceo@ecsa.co.za, W: www.ecsa.co.za
Swaziland
Swaziland Association of Architects,
Engineers & Surveyors (SAAES)
PO Box A387, Swazi Plaza, Mbabane, Swaziland
T: +268 2416 9205
E: Mcebo.Sigudla@swsc.co.sz

Suite 205, NEC Building,

Zambia

National Engineering Centre,

Engineering Institution of Zambia (EIZ)

Labour House Road, Abuja, Nigeria

PO Box 51084, Lusaka, Zambia

T: +234 803 719 6213 / +234 806 381 2689

T: +260 211 256 205 / +260 211 255 161

E: info@faeo.org, W: www.faeo.org

E: eiz@eiz.org.zm, W: www.eiz.org.zm

SAFEO Member Countries

Zimbabwe

Botswana

Engineering Council of Zimbabwe (ECZ)

Botswana Institution of Engineers (BIE)

PO Box 660, Harare, Zimbabwe

PO Box 40535, Gaberone, Botswana

T: +263 772 437 647 / +263 712 803 605

T: +267 395 7665

E: engineering@ecz.co.zw /

E: bie@botsnet.bw W: www.bie.org.bw
Lesotho
Lesotho Association of Engineers (LAE)

brafemoyo@ecz.co.zw

EAP (Engineers Against Poverty)

PO Box 1193, Blantyre, Malawi

EAP is a specialist NGO working in the
field of engineering and development.
SAICE signed a cooperation agreement
with the EAP. Interaction therefore takes
place between SAICE and EAP, and EAP
takes part in a number of joint ventures
where SAICE is represented.

T: +265 1 871 615

EAP

T: +266 2232 5975
E: lesothoengineers@gmail.com
W: www.lae.co.ls/index.html
Malawi
Malawi Institution of Engineers (MIE)

E: mwengineers@gmail.com
W: www.miemw.com
Mauritius
Institution of Engineers Mauritius (IEM)
PO Box 28, Port Louis, Mauritius

Woolgate Exchange, 25 Basinghall Street,
London EC2V 5HA, United Kingdom
T: +44 20 3206 0488, F: +44 20 3206 0401
E: info @ engineersagainstpoverty.org,
W: www.engineersagainstpoverty.org

IEM House, Corner of Ollier and Hitchcock
Avenues, Quatre Bornes, Port Louis
T: +230 454 3065
E: iem@intnet.mu, W: www.iemauritius.com
Mozambique
Ordem dos Engenheiros de Mocambique (OrdEM)
Praço dos Trabalhadores, 101 Esquerdo,
Maputo, Moçambique

RedR International
RedR was established in the UK in 1980
and its name refers to its mission, which
essentially is to maintain a Register of
Engineers for Disaster Relief and to provide training in this field.
RedR International

T: +258 21 310 453

250a Kennington Lane, London, SE11 5RD

E: eumavoa@gmail.com, W: www.ordeng.org.mz

United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7840 6000

Namibia

E: info@redr.org.uk, W: www.redr.org

Engineering Professions Association
of Namibia (EPA)
PO Box 21885, Windhoek, Namibia
T: +264 61 223 009, E: epa@iafricaonline.com.na
W: www.engineers-namibia.org

RAE (Royal Academy of Engineering)
The Royal Academy of Engineering was
established in 1976. As Britain’s national
academy for engineering, the body brings
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together the country’s most eminent
engineers from all disciplines to promote
excellence in the science, art and practice
of engineering. Strategic priorities are to
enhance the UK’s engineering capabilities, to celebrate excellence and inspire
the next generation, and to lead debate
by guiding informed thinking and influencing public policy.
The RAE has strong links with the
organised professions, including ICE and
SAICE. Its links with SAICE enhance the
RAE’s initiatives to facilitate the growth
of professional engineering societies in
Africa. SAICE’s president of 2000, Allyson
Lawless, is an International Fellow of
the RAE.
RAE
3 Carlton House Terrace, London SW1Y 5DG,
United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7766 0600
W: www.raeng.org.uk

IEI (Institution of Engineers India)
The IEI offers Life Institutional
Membership to engineering-related
organisations and individuals throughout
India. Any public or local body,
registered company or individual may
therefore become a member of the IEI.
In September 2012, while attending the
congress of the World Federation of
Engineering Organisations in Slovenia,
SAICE and the IEI signed a Memorandum
of Understanding, whereby both institutions confirmed their willingness to work
together on international issues whenever
deemed appropriate.
IEI
No 19, Chepauk 5 Swami, Sivananda Salai,
Triplicane, Chennai, India
T: +91 33 2223 8335
E: da@ieindia.org, W: www.ieindia.org

CIB (International Council for Research and
Innovation in Building and Construction)
The CIB was established in 1953 with
the support of the United Nations
as an association to stimulate and
facilitate international cooperation
and information exchange between
governmental research institutes in the
building and construction industries,
with an emphasis on those institutes
engaged in technical fields of research.
The CIB has since developed into a
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global network of around 3 000 experts
in more than 55 countries.‑
CIB members are universities,
institutes, companies and organisations
involved in building and construction
research or in the transfer or application
of the results of research. Member
organisations usually appoint experts
from their ranks to participate in
CIB Commissions and Task Groups.
An individual may also be a member
and participate in a Commission or
Task Group.
Members have immediate access to
the world’s leading experts and expertise,
and are facilitated to present and validate
their own knowledge and technology.
They are also offered opportunities for
collaboration in international projects.
In these, leading experts bring state-ofthe-art technologies together in support of
ongoing improvements of building and
construction systems, processes and
technologies all over the world.
Currently, CIB member organisations include most of the major national
building research institutes in the world,
as well as many other types of organisations in the building and construction
industry. While considerable attention is
still given to technical topics, there are
now also activities focused on topics such
as organisation and management, economics of building, legal and procurement
practices, architecture, urban planning
and human aspects.
CIB
De Bouwcampus, Van der Burghweg 1,
2628 CS Delft, The Netherlands
E: secretariat@cibworld.nl (CIB General Secretariat)
T: +31 15 303 0630, W: www.cibworld.nl

ISSMGE (International Society for Soil
Mechanics and Geotechnical Engineering)
The ISSMGE is the pre-eminent
professional body representing the
interests and activities of engineers,
academics and contractors all over
the world who actively participate in
geotechnical engineering. The aim of the
ISSMGE is the promotion of international
cooperation amongst engineers and
scientists for the advancement and
dissemination of knowledge in the field
of geotechnics, and its engineering and
environmental applications.
The ISSMGE has some 90 member
societies worldwide representing

approximately 20 000 individual members. These include practising engineers,
teachers, researchers, and equipment
designers and manufacturers. The Society
also has around 30 corporate associates
from industry.
The International Society is an affiliated member of the International Union
of Geological Sciences (IUGS), which
is itself a member of the International
Council for Science.
Close relationships are maintained
with ISSMGE sister societies, the
International Society for Rock Mechanics
(ISRM) and the International Association
for Engineering Geology and the
Environment (IAEG), via the Federation
of International Geo-engineering
Societies (FedIGS).
ISSMGE
City University London, Northampton Square,
London EC1V 0HB, United Kingdom
T: +44 20 7040 8154
E: secretariat@issmge.org, W: www.issmge.org

CIOB (Chartered Institute of Building)
The CIOB is the world’s largest professional body for construction management
and leadership. It has a Royal Charter
to promote the science and practice
of building and construction for the
benefit of society, and has been doing that
since 1834.
The CIOB accredits university degrees, educational courses and training,
providing professional and vocational
qualifications that are a mark of the
highest levels of competence and professionalism, providing assurance to clients
and other professionals who procure built
environment assets.
CIOB members work worldwide in the
development, conservation and improvement of the built environment.
CIOB
1 Arlington Square, Downshire Way, Bracknell,
RG12 1WA, United Kingdom
W: www.ciob.org

CREDITS
We acknowledge with appreciation that
some of the information in this article
was taken from the websites of the various
bodies discussed. Please see the contact
details underneath each body for the
relevant website address.
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Tertiary institutions where
civil engineering can be studied
Check latest accreditation status on ECSA's website: www.ecsa.co.za
Name of department

Qualifications offered

Head of department and
contact details

Gauteng
University of Pretoria |

Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology

Department of Civil
Engineering

 BEng (Civil)
 BEng (Hons) and MEng in:
 Geotechnical, Structural, Transportation, Water Resource Engineering,
Construction Materials
 
PhD



Tshwane University of Technology
Department of Civil
Engineering
Pretoria Campus

| Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment

 Higher Certificate in Construction Engineering:
 Option 1: Higher Certificate in Construction Engineering:
Construction Material Testing
 Option 2: Higher Certificate in Construction Engineering: Water and
Wastewater Engineering Infrastructural Operations and Maintenance
 
BEng Tech in Civil Engineering
 
MEng: Civil Engineering
 
DEng: Civil Engineering


University of South Africa (UNISA) |
Department of Civil and
Chemical Engineering




University of the Witwatersrand
School of Civil and
Environmental Engineering

Prof Nomcebo Mthombeni
T: 011 471 3251
E: mthomnh@unisa.ac.za
P: Private Bag X6, Florida, 1710

Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment

 BSc Engineering (Civil)
 MSc (Research) and MSc (Course work/Research) in the fields of:
 Geotechnical and Materials Engineering
 Water Engineering
 Structural Engineering
 Infrastructure Engineering and Management
 Environmental Engineering
 
MEng (Professional) (Civil Engineering)
 
PhD


Prof Akpofure Taigbenu
T: 011 717 7136
E: akpofure.taigbenu@wits.ac.za
P: Private Bag 3, Wits, 2050

Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment

Department of Civil
Engineering Science
Auckland Park Kingsway
Campus (APK)



Department of Civil
Engineering Technology
Doornfontein Campus
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 National Diploma in Civil Engineering
 BTech Degree in:
 Urban Engineering
 Environmental Engineering
 Water Engineering
 Structural Engineering
|

Prof Jacques Snyman
T: 012 382 5225
E: snymanj@tut.ac.za
P: Private Bag X680, Pretoria, 0001

College of Science, Engineering and Technology



University of Johannesburg |

Prof Wynand Steyn
T: 012 420 2171
E: wynand.steyn@up.ac.za
P: Private Bag X20, Hatfield, 0028

 BEng (Civil Engineering)

 BTech Degree in (2020):
 Transportation Engineering
 Water Engineering
 Structural Engineering
 Construction Management
 
BEng Tech in Civil Engineering (2020 and 2021)
 BEng Tech Honours in Civil Engineering (2021)
 
MTech in Civil Engineering Technology – full research (2020 and 2021)

Prof Megersa Olumana Dinka
T: 011 559 2149, F: 011 559 2343
E: mdinka@uj.ac.za
P: PO Box 524, Auckland Park, 2006
Dr German K Nkhonjera
T: 011 559 6854, F: 011 559 6057
E: germann@uj.ac.za
P: PO Box 17011, Doornfontein, 2028
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Name of department
Vaal University of Technology
Department of Civil
Engineering and Building
Vanderbijlpark Campus

Head of department and
contact details

Qualifications offered
|

Faculty of Engineering and Technology

 National Diploma in Civil Engineering (phasing out)
 Diploma in Engineering Technology in Civil Engineering – 360
credits (HEQsF aligned)
 
Advanced Diploma in Civil Engineering
 
BTech Degree in:
 Transportation Engineering
 Water Engineering
 Structural Engineering
 Urban Engineering
 
MEng in Civil Engineering
 
DEng in Civil Engineering



Prof George Ochieng
T: 016 950 9420, F: 016 950 9701
E: georgeo@vut.ac.za
P: P
 rivate Bag X021, Vanderbijlpark, 1911

Free State
Central University of Technology
Department of
Civil Engineering
Bloemfontein Campus

|

Faculty of Engineering, Built Environment and Information Technology

 Diploma in Engineering Technology in Civil Engineering (Dip Eng Tech)
 Bachelor of Engineering Technology in Civil Engineering (B Eng Tech)
 
Bachelor of Engineering Technology Honours in Civil Engineering
(B Eng Tech Hons)
 
B Tech Eng in Water, Urban, Transportation Engineering (phasing
out; last registration of first-time entering students was in July 2019)
 
Master of Engineering in Civil Engineering (M Eng)
 
Doctor of Engineering in Civil Engineering (D Eng)
 
Non-engineering programmes relevant to the civil engineering
industry:
 BSc in Hydrology and Water Resources Management
 Advanced Diploma in Logistics and Transportation Management



Prof OJ (Jaco) Gericke Pr Eng
T: 051 507 3516, F: 051 507 3254
E: jgericke@cut.ac.za
P: Department of Civil Engineering
Private Bag X20539, Bloemfontein, 9300

Eastern Cape
Nelson Mandela University | Faculty of Engineering, the Built Environment and Information Technology
Department of Civil
Engineering
North Campus

Walter Sisulu University |

 National Diploma in Civil Engineering (phasing out)
 BTech Degree in: (phasing out)
 Transportation Engineering
 Urban Engineering
 
BEng Tech in Civil Engineering
 MEng in Civil Engineering
 DEng in Civil Engineering



Mrs Chenda Accone (acting)
T: 041 504 3551, F: 041 504 3297
E: chenda.accone@mandela.ac.za
P: PO Box 77000, Port Elizabeth, 6031

Faculty of Science, Engineering and Technology

Department of Civil
Engineering
Buffalo City Campus,
East London



Department of Civil
Engineering
Ibika Campus, Butterworth



 National Diploma in Civil Engineering (phasing out)
 BTech Degree in (phasing out):
 Transportation Engineering
 Water Engineering
 
Diploma in Civil Engineering
 
Advanced Diploma in Civil Engineering




 National Diploma in Civil Engineering (phasing out)
 Diploma in Civil Engineering

Dr Akinola Ikudayisi
T: 043 702 9258
E: aikudayisi@wsu.ac.za
P: PO Box 19857, Tecoma, 5214

Dr Rose Mbugua
T: 047 401 6322
E: rmbugua@wsu.ac.za
P: Private Bag X3182, Butterworth, 4960

Western Cape
Cape Peninsula University of Technology | Faculty of Engineering and Built Environment
Department of Civil
Engineering and Surveying
Bellville Campus
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 Diploma in Civil Engineering
 Advanced Diploma in Civil Engineering
 
Diploma in Geomatics (Surveying & Cartography GiSc)
 
Bachelor of Engineering Technology in Civil Engineering
 
Bachelor of Geomatics (Surveying and Cartography GiSc)
 
BTech in: (phasing out)
 Transportation Engineering
 Water Engineering
 Urban Engineering
 Construction Management
 
MEng in Civil Engineering
 
DEng in Civil Engineering



Ms Ashaadia Kamalie
T: 021 959 6650
E: kamaliea@cput.ac.za
P: PO Box 1906, Bellville, 7535
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Name of department
Stellenbosch University |

Faculty of Engineering

Department of Civil
Engineering

University of Cape Town

Head of department and
contact details

Qualifications offered

 BEng (Civil)
MEng (Research) (Civil) and MEng (Structured) (Civil) in:
 Transportation, Geotechnical, Structural, Fire, Construction
Engineering and Management, Ports and Coastal
 PhD (Civil Engineering)
 PDE (Post Graduate Diploma in Engineering)



Prof Gideon van Zijl
T: 021 808 4436
E: gvanzijl@sun.ac.za
P: Private Bag X1, Matieland, 7602

| Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment

Department of Civil
Engineering

 Bachelor of Science in Engineering in Civil Engineering
 Master of Engineering (Civil Engineering, Civil Infrastructure
Management and Maintenance, Structural Engineering and Materials,
Transport Studies, Geotechnical Engineering, Water Quality)
 
Master of Science in Engineering (Civil Engineering, Civil Infrastructure
Management and Maintenance, Structural Engineering and Materials,
Transport Studies, Geotechnical Engineering, Water Quality)
 
Master of Philosophy (Transport Studies, Engineering Education)
 
Master of Geotechnical Engineering (Professional)
 
Master of Transport Studies (Professional)
 
Master of Structural Engineering and Materials (Professional)
 
Master of Engineering in Civil Infrastructure Management and
Maintenance (Professional)
 
Doctor of Philosophy



Prof Pilate Moyo
T: 021 650 2592, F: 021 650 1455
E: pilate.moyo@uct.ac.za
P: Department of Civil Engineering,
New Engineering Building,
University of Cape Town,
Private Bag X3, Rondebosch, 7701

KwaZulu-Natal
University of KwaZulu-Natal
Civil Engineering
Programme

|

College of Agriculture, Science and Engineering | School of Engineering
 BSc Engineering (Civil)
 MSc Engineering (Civil)
 
MSc Engineering (Waste and Resources Management)
 
PhD Engineering (Civil)



Dr Christina McLeod
Civil Engineering Programme Coordinator
T: 031 260 1059, F: 031 260 1411
E: mcleodc@ukzn.ac.za
Prof Mohamed Mostafa
Cluster Head
T: 031 260 3709, F: 031 260 1411
E: mostafam@ukzn.ac.za
P: School of Engineering, Howard College
Campus, University of KwaZulu-Natal,
Durban, 4001

Mangosuthu University of Technology
Department of Civil
Engineering and Surveying




 National Diploma in Civil Engineering
 National Diploma in Surveying

Durban University of Technology
Department of Civil
Engineering and Geomatics
Steve Biko Campus, Durban



Department of Civil
Engineering
Indumiso Campus,
Pietermaritzburg
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| Faculty of Engineering

|

Mr Jan van der Westhuizen
T: 031 907 7223, F: 031 907 7208
E: jan@mut.ac.za
P: PO Box 12363, Jacobs, 4026

Faculty of Engineering and the Built Environment

 Bachelor of Engineering Technology in Civil Engineering
 Bachelor of Built Environment in Geomatics
 
BTech Degree in (phasing out):
 Transportation Engineering
 Water Engineering
 Structural Engineering
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6 – T h e wor l d accor d i n g to S A I C E

Additional acronyms and
abbreviations relevant to the
engineering environment
ACSA

Airports Company South Africa

IndWMP

Industry Waste Management Plan

AsgiSA

Accelerated and shared growth initiative for South Africa

JIPSA

Joint Initiative on Priority Skills Acquisition

B-BBEE

Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment

JRA

Johannesburg Roads Agency

BCEA

Basic Conditions of Employment Act

LGSETA

Local Government Sector Education and Training Authority

BEE

Black Economic Empowerment

LHWP

Lesotho Highlands Water Project

CAASA

Commercial Aviation Association of Southern Africa

MDG

Millenium Development Goals

CAD

Computer-Aided Design

MIG

Municipal Infrastructure Grant

CHE

Council on Higher Education

MIIU

Municipal Infrastructure Investment Unit

CIETS

Construction Industry Education and Training Services

MTEF

Medium-Term Expenditure Framework

CMIP

Consolidated Municipal Infrastructure Programme

NABCAT

National Black Contractors and Allied Trades Forum

COGTA

Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs

NEPAD

New Partnership for Africa’s Development

CPD

Continuing Professional Development

NGO

Non-Governmental Organisation

DEA

Department of Environmental Affairs

NIMS

National Infrastructure Maintenance Strategy

DoE

Department of Education

NPA

National Ports Authority

DoT

Department of Transport

NQF

National Qualifications Framework

DST

Department of Science and Technology

NRW

Non-Revenue Water

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

NSFAS

National Student Financial Aid Scheme

DWS

Department of Water and Sanitation

NWMS

National Waste Management Strategy

O&M

Operations and Maintenance

EMF

Engineers Mobility Forum

OHS

Occupational Health and Safety

ENERGYS

Engineers Now Ensuring Rollout by Growing Young Skills

OHTE

Overhead Track Equipment

EPWP

Expanded Public Works Programme

PMSA

Project Management South Africa

ESKOM

Electricity Supply Commission

PPP

Public-Private Partnership

ETQA

Education and Training Quality Assurance

PRASA

Passenger Rail Agency of South Africa

FET

Further Education and Training

R&D

Research and Development

GCC

Government Certificate of Competency

RDP

Reconstruction and Development Programme

GIS

Geographic Information System

SALGA

South African Local Government Association

HEQC

Higher Education Quality Committee

SARTSM

South African Road Traffic Signs Manual

HSRC

Human Sciences Research Council

SAWIC

South African Women in Construction

IAM

Infrastructure Asset Management

SET

Science, Engineering and Technology

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

SETA

Sector Education and Training Authority

IDoEW

Identification of Engineering Work

SMMEs

Small, Medium and Micro Enterprises

IDP

Integrated Development Plan

TVET

Technical and Vocational Education and Training (College)

IDZ

Industrial Development Zone

VIP

Ventilated Improved Pit

ITS

Intelligent Transportation Systems

VRESAP

Vaal River Eastern Subsystem Augmentation Project
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I n B rief

TUNNELLING OF THE POLIHALI DIVERSION TUNNELS PROGRESSING WELL

Diversion tunnels’ inlet portals with
ventilation duct; note shotcrete support

Underground tunnelling works inside the
two Polihali Diversion Tunnels is progressing well, with excavations advancing
from the outlets at about six m a day per
tunnel. This despite a slow start in May
due to extended Covid-19 restrictions
which affected shift work and reduced
the number of workers to enable social
distancing. Continued border restrictions
between Lesotho and South Africa also
pose travel challenges for South Africanbased technicians and the movement of
equipment and supplies.
Excavation of the intake and outlet
portals has been completed. Work on the
tunnels’ concrete lining is under way, with
concrete casting and reinforcement having
been started on Tunnel One. Both tunnels’
intake and outlet portal drives have been
supported with sprayed concrete and rock
bolts. Preparatory works for the concrete
inlet structure are also ongoing.
“As construction picks up on the
diversion tunnels, the teams continue
to observe the Lesotho Highlands
Development Authority’s (LHDA) strict
health and safety protocols to ensure that
the work environment remains safe for
crews. These protocols include airborne
contaminant monitoring, monitoring of
the excavation works, rock support, and
work area temperature and monitoring air
flow, among other measures. The project
invests heavily in safety measures, hence
the installation of ventilation fans inside
the tunnels in August,” states Tente Tente,
LHDA’s Chief Executive.
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The tunnels, one 7 m in diameter and
almost a km long, and the second 9 m in
diameter and also almost a km long, run
parallel to each other from the intake
point to the outlet downstream of the
dam. The tunnels are being excavated by
drill-and-blast method and are supported
by rock bolts and shotcrete as required.
They are being excavated in advance of
the construction of the Polihali Dam
to reduce the dam construction period.
Impoundment of the Polihali Reservoir
is expected to commence in 2024, with
water delivery planned to start in 2027.
The SCLC Polihali Diversion
Tunnel Joint Venture, comprising Salini
Impregilo S.p.A (South African branch),
Cooperativa Muratori Cementistri CMC
di Ravenna (South African branch), LSP
Construction (Pty) Ltd (Lesotho) and
CMI Infrastructure Ltd (South Africa),
is constructing the tunnels while the
Metsi a Senqu-Khubelu Consultants Joint
Venture (MSKC) designed the diversion
tunnels and is supervising construction.
It includes South African and Lesothobased firms Zutari (SA), Knight Piesold
(SA), Hatch Goba (SA), SMEC (SA) and
FM Associates (Lesotho).
The Lesotho Highlands Water Project
(LHWP) is a multi-phased, multi-billion
maloti/rand project between the governments of the Kingdom of Lesotho and the
Republic of South Africa. It comprises
water transfer and hydropower generation
components with associated ancillary
developments. The water transfer

component entails the construction of
dams and tunnels in Lesotho, enhancing
the use of water from the Senqu (Orange)
River and its tributaries by storing,
regulating, diverting and controlling the
flow to effect the delivery of specified
quantities of water to South Africa, and
utilising the delivery system to generate
hydro-electric power in Lesotho.
The major works of Phase I included
the construction of the Katse Dam,
the transfer and delivery tunnels, the
Matsoku weir, the Muela Hydropower
Plant and the Mohale Dam. The Phase II
water transfer component comprises a
dam at Polihali and a gravity tunnel that
will connect the reservoir at Polihali with
the Katse reservoir. The further feasibility
studies for the hydropower component of
Phase II have concluded that conventional
hydropower is the more feasible option to
meet Lesotho’s energy needs.
The Lesotho Highlands Development
Authority (LHDA) is the implementing
and management authority of the Lesotho
Highlands Water Project, on behalf of the
government of Lesotho.
Info
Malakeng Hloma
Lesotho Highlands Development Authority
+266 2224 6000
hlomam@lhda.org.ls

REHABILITATION OF DURBAN
HEIGHTS RESERVOIR 3
Durban Heights Reservoir 3 is a 350 Mℓ
reservoir situated in the suburb of
Reservoir Hills in Durban, KwaZuluNatal. Constructed in 1971, it is one of the
biggest concrete reservoirs in southern
Africa. It supplies potable water to over
500 000 people in Durban and the surrounding area. The reservoir design is
unique in that it has a single support in
the middle and the roof is shaped like
a circus tent. The roof is made up of
120 steel post-stressed cables that radiate
from the centre roof support to the outer
base support.
In 2003 a full diagnostic survey of the
concrete roof panels was done. Various
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The Durban Heights Reservoir 3 design is unique in that it has a single
support in the middle and the roof is shaped like a circus tent

issues were identified, but of particular interest was the existence of a micro-climate
within the reservoir. This micro-climate,
with wet–dry cycles, creates a favourable
environment for contaminants to be absorbed into the reinforced concrete panels,
causing corrosion of the reinforcing.
Based on the original diagnostic
survey, rehabilitation proposals and
subsequent product trials, Sika solutions
and innovative products were deemed the
best performing repair system for this
project. Umgeni Water appointed Royal
HaskoningDHV to take on this rehabilitation project as the project engineer, Sika
products were specified on the tender, and
Smart Civils Construction (Pty) Ltd was
the specialised civil contractor.
As the work was being done in an
operational reservoir the product choice
was paramount to health and safety in
ensuring no risk of water contamination. The project’s next challenge was
identifying alternative methods of
gaining access to the roof structure and
shortening the repair time. Smart Civils
Construction developed an inventive idea
where access to the roof was provided by a
design innovation. This involved erecting
550 tonnes of scaffolding, in a bird-cage
configuration, from the floor to just under
the soffit. The scaffolding would give the
contractor access to a quarter of the roof
at any given time, before being dismantled
and re-erected as the works progressed.
To fulfil the intended task a decision
was made to use SikaTop® Armatec®-110
EpoCem® as the primary rebar protective
coating to protect the steel reinforcing
and inhibit corrosion. Due to the difficult conditions, Sika MonoTop®-610
was used as a primer to the concrete
substrate, while Sika MonoTop®-412 NFG
was used as a repair mortar because
Civil Engineering November 2020

of its unique properties as an excellent
wet-spray mortar.
This application method improved the
compaction of repair mortar and increased
the application rate of the product. Sika
MonoTop®-412 NFG also differentiates
itself as a 1-component, polymer-modified,
fibre-reinforced, low-shrinkage structural
repair mortar with Sika’s world-renowned
Sika® FerroGard®-903 Plus corrosion
inhibitor. This is a 3-in-1 advanced
product solution.
In addition, the Sika® FerroGard®-903
Plus innovative technology delays the
start of corrosion and reduces the corrosion rate when it occurs. It also increases
the service life of a reinforced concrete
structure. Sika’s carbon fibre fabric impregnated with a structural epoxy resin,
SikaWrap®-230C, was furthermore used
due to the age of the structure and its
minimal concrete cover.
The perfect product for refilling the
ducts proved to be Sika® Injection-307,
which is a low-viscosity elastic polyacrylic
injection resin that can be adjusted to set
at a predetermined time, forming a passivating permanently elastic matrix.

Two protective coating systems were
applied to the panels:
QQ Sika® FerroGard®-903 Plus – this
corrosion inhibitor penetrates down
to rebar level over time and forms a
protective monomolecular layer on the
surface of the reinforcing steel.
QQ The final protective coating
Sikagard®-705 L – this is a singlecomponent, low-viscosity, solvent-free
and reactive-impregnation product for
concrete and cementitious substrates
based on silane. Its unique properties
allow moisture vapour to escape from
the concrete panels, ensuring that they
stay dry and thus preventing further
ingress of contaminants.
Other Sika systems used on the site were
Sika® Primer-3 N, Sikaflex® PRO-3 i-cure
(a one-part, moisture-curing elastic joint
sealant with high mechanical resistance
to seal the expansion joints of the soffit)
and Sikadur®-43 ZA (a solvent-free, threecomponent, repair-and-filling mortar used
to do roof repairs next to the cable ducts).
Smart Civils Construction generated 100 local jobs for the duration of
14 months in the Reservoir Hills community. The use of highly durable and
high-performing Sika products in the
refurbishment of this reservoir will lessen
the future refurbishment cycles, thereby
saving on material consumption and time
throughout the structure’s lifespan.
The project won Construction World’s
Best Projects Awards in the Specialist
Contractors and Suppliers category.
Info
Romaine Cloete
Sika South Africa
+27 31 792 6500
cloete.romaine@za.sika.com

Access to the roof was provided by erecting 550 tonnes of
scaffolding in a bird-cage configuration from the floor to just
under the soffit, giving access to a quarter of the roof at a time
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GROUNDWATER BRINGS RELIEF TO KAROO TOWN

process, and then supervised the construction work to the required standards.
Info
Leon Groenewald
Principal Hydrogeologist
lgroenewald@srk.co.za

COEGA DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION BOARD
APPOINTS NEW CEO

Drilling at one of three boreholes at
Leeu Gamka, with a blow yield of 5 ℓ/s

Groundwater specialists from SRK
Consulting have assisted Prince Albert
Local Municipality in the Karoo to
ensure a reliable and sustainable supply of
groundwater to local communities at Leeu
Gamka.
According to Ashley America,
manager infrastructure services at Prince
Albert Local Municipality, the addition of
three boreholes was able to resolve supply
issues arising from the low yield from
existing boreholes, and the poor water
quality that strained the municipality’s
reverse osmosis (RO) treatment system.
America says that Leeu Gamka had three
communities requiring a more stable
water supply – Bitterwater with 606
households, Newton Park with 26 households and the Transnet housing scheme
with 40 households.
Leon Groenewald, principal hydro
geologist at SRK Consulting, says the
most productive of the existing boreholes
in the area was able to deliver an hourly
yield of between 15 000 and 18 000 l itres,
supplying a maximum volume of
432 000 litres per day. “This fell considerably short of the peak daily demand for
Leeu Gamka during the summer season
between November and January, which
reaches 610 000 litres.”
To supplement the shortfall, the
municipality was forced to use two
other production boreholes which were
unsustainable and low-yielding. Their
poor water quality also meant the water
required extensive treatment by the
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RO treatment plant before it could be
rendered potable.
SRK began work with the municipality
during the drought in 2017, when initial
geohydrological work started, followed
by drilling and testing of potential boreholes. This was funded by the Drought
Relief Fund through the Western Cape
Department of Local Government.
The first phase of the project involved
an extensive geophysical survey and
geological mapping. Boreholes were sited
and a drilling contractor selected and supervised by SRK. Based on what the client
required, the yields were tested and interpreted to ensure that the pumping regime
could meet the communities’ water needs
while remaining sustainable.
“Our drilling and testing programme
produced three boreholes that could
be used by the municipality, with a
combined yield of 518 000 litres per day,”
Groenewald says.
Phase 2 of the project – which was
completed earlier this year – involved
the equipping and commissioning of the
boreholes. SRK was again engaged by the
municipality for Phase 2, for a range of
services. These included borehole pump
design and installation, pipeline design to
connect boreholes to existing infrastructure, as well as project and contractor
management.
Drawing on the range of engineering
and scientific disciplines in its South
African network of offices, SRK also
provided technical advice for the tender

The Board of the Coega Development
Corporation (CDC) has appointed Khwezi
Tiya as Chief Executive Officer (CEO),
effective January 2021.
Following the departure of Pepi Silinga
as CEO of the CDC, a position which he
had executed with distinction and unrelenting commitment, the CDC Board undertook a recruitment process to source a
suitable candidate to lead the CDC in its
quest to remain the most successful SEZ
(Special Economic Zone) in the country.
Khwezi Tiya holds a BSc Civil
Engineering degree from the University
of Natal (now UKZN), an MBA from
Nyenrode Business University (the
Netherlands) and an MSc Financial
Management qualification from SOAS,
University of London. As part of his senior
executive development he completed
the Advanced Management Program
at the Wharton School, University of
Pennsylvania, USA, and attended the
Harvard Business School’s 2014 Global
Energy Seminar, which has helped shape
his thinking and understanding of energy

Khwezi Tiya, incoming CEO of the Coega
Development Corporation
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transitions. He is also a certified Project
Management Professional (PMP).
He worked for the CDC from 1999
in various senior and executive roles in
strategy, operations and business development before joining Standard Bank
Corporate & Investment Banking in 2010,
where he is currently Head of the Oil &
Gas and Public Sectors (South Africa) in
their Client Coverage Division.
He was intimately involved in the
business and political negotiations that
were necessary for the advancement of the
Coega Special Economic Zone (SEZ) (formerly the Coega Industrial Development
Zone) project, and gained particular
experience in the execution of projects
from a public sector perspective. He was
also involved in the early decisions on the
diversification of the CDC’s business to
look at broader infrastructure and services,
including an ICT platform, as well as enabling other economic projects, such as the
Nelson Mandela Bay Logistics Park which
is still under the management of the CDC.
The combination of his knowledge
of the public policy environment
(leading cross-functional teams), his
understanding of global financing and
investment with an African focus, the
project environment and the intricacies
of relating that to the specific challenges
for companies (including knowledge of
the related nexus of infrastructure, energy
and industrialisation) will be a critical
enabler for the CDC as it seeks to realise
its vision.
This is particularly critical given the
broader national role the CDC is expected
to play in the delivery of infrastructure as
part of the economic recovery plan.
Info
Simlindele Manqina
Corporate Communications &
Stakeholder Manager
+27 41 403 0487
simlindele.manqina@coega.co.za

WEG’s direct-drive gearless wind turbine
solution promotes higher energy efficiency

“The development of a direct-drive,
gearless wind turbine by its parent company
WEG is a key factor in Zest WEG’s plan to
grow a client base among wind farm developers,” says Alastair Gerrard, integrated
solutions executive at Zest WEG.
“With WEG’s latest 4.2 MW wind
turbine solution, which augments its initial
offering of a 2.1 MW unit, we see considerable scope for broadening our technology
offering locally and into the rest of Africa.”
With four decades as a local supplier,
manufacturer and service provider in
South Africa, Zest WEG has extensive
market presence and knowledge upon
which to build. In particular, the company
is well placed to meet the local content
requirements for participating in the wind
energy segment.
“We have prepared the ground for developing local skills and supply chains in
our contribution to wind energy projects,”
Gerrard says. “Given our experience in
South Africa, our products and solutions
also meet the necessary regulations and
standards, including grid code compliance, which is vital for projects that will
feed power to the national utility.”
The positive take-up of the WEG wind
turbine – mainly in South America – is

reflected by the 647 MW of capacity that
it has contributed to the market in recent
years, with a further 181 MW in the
pipeline. Gerrard highlights that having
no gearbox in the turbine offers a number
of benefits, which include increased efficiency, less noise, less weight and, with
one less component, less maintenance.
“The whole design is focused on efficiency
and reliability, for maximum output and
uptime.”
The WEG turbine includes the
transformer in the nacelle, rather than at
the tower base. This transformer steps up
the 925 volts generated by the alternator
to 33 kV, reducing losses through more
efficient energy transmission. There is also
then no need for a separate transformer and
its associated infrastructure at ground level.
“We are looking forward to leveraging
WEG’s tried-and-tested turbine technology from Brazil,” Gerrard concludes.
Info
Zest WEG Group
www.zestweg.com
Coral Fraser-Campbell
on behalf of the Zest WEG Group
communicate@coralynne.co.za

Reduced energy loss and balance of plant costs are possible
through installation of a transformer in the nacelle

SA’S WIND ENERGY MARKET
OPENS UP FOR ZEST WEG
Zest WEG has entered South Africa’s
wind energy industry, combining exciting
turbine technology with its established
footprint in the local economy.
Civil Engineering November 2020
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SA I C E A N D PR O FE SS I O N A L N E W S

Obituary
Pieter van Rooyen (1965 – 2020)
Pieter van Rooyen has been a friend and
colleague for over 30 years and his passing
on 23 September this year is not only a
great shock but a huge loss to everyone
who knew him or who had the privilege
to work with him. He has had an immense influence on the water sector in
southern Africa and was instrumental in
the development and ongoing support of
the sophisticated computer-based water
resource models used to manage some
of the most complicated water supply
systems in the world.
I first worked with Pieter in the late
1980s when he joined a team of engineers
at the locally based Bruinette Kruger
Stoffberg, tasked with developing a new
computer model for the South African
Department of Water Affairs. The team
comprised numerous specialists from
South Africa, Canada, England and the
United States of America who worked
together for many years to develop a new
computer model to manage the Vaal River
System. The model would later be applied
to virtually every water resource system in
southern Africa and Pieter came in near
the start of a process that has continued for
over 30 years. While all of the other programmers have either retired or moved on
to new challenges, Pieter remained a pillar
of stability and continued to provide the
innovation and lateral thinking needed to
take the models to new levels for over three
decades, in the process becoming one of
South Africa’s best hydrological modellers.

In 1997 Pieter and I left what had
become known as BKS, together with
another colleague, Willie Potgieter, to
form WRP which was known to some as
“Water Resource Planning” and to others
as “Willie Ronnie and Pieter”. Over the
past 24 years in WRP, Pieter has continued working in the water resource field,
running the water resource assessment
section, while all the time improving the
system models that he had helped develop
a decade earlier.
Pieter was a reserved and hardworking engineer who had no aspirations
of being in the limelight or of academic
recognition for his work, despite having

Pieter was a reserved and hard-working engineer who had no
aspirations of being in the limelight or of academic recognition for his
work, despite having pushed the models well beyond their original
capabilities. He was always first in and last out at the office and
no-one ever had to worry about switching off the lights when he was
around. He provided his clients with dedicated and loyal support and
always worked with complete integrity, which is evident from the many
tributes that have been pouring in from consultants and clients alike.
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pushed the models well beyond their
original capabilities (work which would
have earned him several Doctorates at any
university in the world). He was always
first in and last out at the office and noone ever had to worry about switching off
the lights when he was around. He provided his clients with dedicated and loyal
support and always worked with complete
integrity, which is evident from the many
tributes that have been pouring in from
consultants and clients alike.
Pieter’s passion and skill in developing
software for water resource planning
was nothing short of exceptional, and it
was clear from the first day that he was a
natural in this specialist field. He gravitated from pupil to teacher at a rapid pace,
so when WRP was formed ten years later
there was little debate on who should lead
the Water Resource Management component of the company – a role in which he
continued until his passing.
He was always a very private person
with strong Christian values who never
burdened any of his colleagues with his
own personal issues. It was this approach
that kept the company together and
growing for much of the last 24 years. It
is often not easy to work on equal terms
with someone for 24 years, but working
with Pieter has always been a positive and
rewarding experience for me personally,
and I will greatly miss his wisdom and
ability to look beyond the “noise” and see
what is really important.
Pieter leaves behind a loving family –
his wife Zelmarie and his two sons Wian
and Marnis. His dedication to his work
was only eclipsed by his dedication to his
family and his love of nature. He will be
sorely missed by all who knew him, and
his legacy to the water resource fraternity
throughout southern Africa will always be
remembered and appreciated.
Dr Ronnie Mckenzie Pr Eng, FSAICE
ronniem@wrp.co.za
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SAICE Training Calendar 2021
Course Name
Adjudication and Arbitration: How to
deal with Challenges to Jurisdiction

General Conditions of Contract for
Construction Works (Simplified Form)
– First Edition (2018) SGCC (2018)

General Conditions of Subcontract
for Construction Works – First Edition
(2018) – GCSC 2018

SAICE Suite of General Conditions of
Contract: GCC 2015, SGCC 2018 and
GCCSF 2018

Introduction to the SAICE General
Conditions of Contract for
Construction Works Third Edition
(2015)

Project Management of Construction
Projects

Structural Steel Design to SANS
10162-1-2005

Reinforced Concrete Design to SANS
10100-1-2000

Practical Geometric Design
Leadership and Project Management
in Engineering
Water Law of South Africa

Course Dates

Location

CPD Accreditation No

12 October 2021

Midrand

SAICEcon18/02268/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

19 October 2021

Cape Town

SACPCMP/CPD/18/009
Credits: 5 hours SACPCMP

12 March 2021

Durban

SAICEcon18/02270/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

16 April 2021

Midrand

14 May 2021

Port Elizabeth

11 June 2021

Cape Town

10 May 2021

Midrand

06 July 2021

Durban

26 July 2021

Cape Town

18–19 February 2021

Pietermaritzburg

4–5 March 2021

Midrand

5–6 April 2021

Cape Town

22–23 April 2021

Durban

6–7 May 2021

Bloemfontein

20–21 May 2021

Port Elizabeth

3–4 June 2021

East London

26 February 2021

Bloemfontein

01 April 2021

Polokwane

19 April 2021

Cape Town

28 May 2021

Midrand

16 July 2021

Port Elizabeth

06 October 2021

Midrand

05 November 2021

Pietermaritzburg

30–31 March 2021

Midrand

14–15 April 2021

Durban

27–28 May 2021

Cape Town

10–11 June 2021

Bloemfontein

29–30 July 2021

Midrand

16–17 August 2021

Port Elizabeth

21 April 2021

Midrand

12 May 2021

Cape Town

24 August 2021

Midrand

13 September 2021

Durban

22 April 2021

Midrand

13 May 2021

Cape Town

25 August 2021

Midrand

14 September 2021

Durban

31 May – 4 June 2021

Cape Town

22–26 November 2021

Midrand

TBC

TBC

8–9 June 2021

Midrand

22–23 June 2021

Cape Town

Course Presenter

Contact

Hubert Thompson

dawn@saice.org.za

Benti Czanik

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Benti Czanik

dawn@saice.org.za

Benti Czanik

dawn@saice.org.za

Benti Czanik

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEcon18/02375/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Neville Gurry

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEstr18/02396/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEstr18/02395/21
Credits: 1 ECSA

Greg Parrott

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEtr19/02561/22
Credits: 5 ECSA

Tom Mckune

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEbus19/02507/22
Credfits: 2 ECSA

David Ramsay

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEwat19/02516/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Hubert Thompson

dawn@saice.org.za

SACPCMP/CPD/18/030
Credits: 6 hours SACPCMP
SAICEcon18/02254/21
Credits: 1 ECSA
SACPCMP/CPD/18/032
Credits: 6 hours SACPCMP
SAICEcon19/02451/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

SACPCMP/CPD/19/016
Credits: 12 hours
SACPCMP

SAICEcon19/02450/22
Credits: 1 ECSA

SACPCMP/CPD/19/017
Credits: 6 hours SACPCMP

Register online: www.saice.org.za
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SAICE Training Calendar 2021
Course Name

Course Dates

Location

9–10 March 2021

Midrand

16–17 March 2021

Durban

7–8 September 2021

Cape Town

14–15 September 2021

Bloemfontein

21–22 September 2021

East London

2–3 November 2021

Midrand

6–8 October 2021

Midrand

08 March 2021

Midrand

12 April 2021

Durban

03 May 2021

Cape Town

07 June 2021

Port Elizabeth

05 July 2021

Midrand

02 August 2021

Bloemfontein

13 September 2021

East London

04 October 2021

Polokwane

9–10 March 2021

Midrand

13–14 April 2021

Durban

4–5 May 2021

Cape Town

8–9 June 2021

Port Elizabeth

6–7 July 2021

Midrand

3–4 August 2021

Bloemfontein

14–15 September 2021

East London

5–6 October 2020

Polokwane

11–12 March 2021

Midrand

15–16 April 2021

Durban

6–7 May 2021

Cape Town

10–11 June 2021

Port Elizabeth

8–9 July 2021

Midrand

5–6 August 2021

Bloemfontein

16–17 September 2021

East London

7–8 October 2021

Polokwane

Report Writing for Individuals and
Teams

TBC

Water Security and Governance
NEC3 Project Manager Accreditation
Programme

The Legal Process dealing with
Construction Disputes

Earthmoving Equipment,
Technology and Management for
Civil Engineering and Infrastructure
Projects

Legal Liability Occupational Health
and Safety Act (OHSA)

Construction Regulations from a
Legal Perspective

Legal Liability Mine Health and Safety
Act (MHSA), Act 29 of 1996

Introduction to the NEC3 Family
and the NEC3 Engineering and
Construction Contract (ECC3)

Introduction to the NEC 3
Professional Services Contracts (PSC3
and PSSC3)

Introduction to the NEC4 and the ECC4

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

SAICEcon19/02517/22
Credits: 2 ECSA
Hubert Thompson

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02447/22
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon20/02617/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon20/02618/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICEcon18/02359/21
Credits: 2 ECSA

Cecil Townsend Naude

dawn@saice.org.za

TBC

SAICEbus19/02456/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Elaine Matchett

dawn@saice.org.za

TBC

TBC

SAICEwat19/02412/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Dr Martin van Veelen

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

23–26 February 2021

Midrand
Midrand

Mile Sofijanic / Andrew
Baird / Mahdi Goodarzi

mile.s@ecs.co.za

5–8 October 2021

SAICEcon19/02464/22
Credits: 4 ECSA

18–19 February 2021

Midrand

12–13 May 2021

Port Elizabeth

23–24 June 2021

Cape Town

Mile Sofijanic

dawn@saice.org.za

21–22 July 2021

Durban

SAICEcon19/02557/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

1–2 September 2021

Midrand

14 May 2021

Port Elizabeth

25 June 2021

Cape Town

23 July 2021

Durban

SAICEcon17/02301/20
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICEcon19/02505/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

03 September 2021

Midrand

19–20 May 2021

Cape Town

28–29 July 2021

Durban

13–14 September 2021

Midrand

SACPCMP/CPD/15/010/RV
Credits: 12 hours
SACPCMP

helen@saice.org.za

Register online: www.saice.org.za
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Course Name

Course Dates

Introduction to the NEC4 PSC4

Location

21 May 2021

Cape Town

30 July 2021

Durban

CPD Accreditation No

Course Presenter

Contact

SAICEcon19/02522/22
Credits: 1 ECSA

Mile Sofijanic

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

15 September 2021

Midrand

Specification, Inspection and
Restoration of Reinforced Concrete
Structures

TBC

TBC

CESA-1436-05/2021
Credits: 2 ECSA

Bruce Raath

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Specification and Construction of
Surfacebeds (Concrete Floors and
Pavements)

TBC

TBC

CESA-1435-05/2021
Credits: 2 ECSA

Bruce Raath

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Basic Design of Reinforced and
Prestressed Concrete

TBC

TBC

CESA-1505-09/2021
Credits: 2 ECSA

Bruce Raath

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Specification for Structural Concrete
(Concrete for Contractors and
Consultants)

TBC

TBC

CESA-1434-05/2021
Credits: 2 ECSA

Bruce Raath

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Strategies for Surviving and Growing
in Uncertain Times

TBC

TBC

SAICEbus19/02559/22
Credits: 3 ECSA

Dr Raj Raina

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Project Presentation Skills

TBC

TBC

SAICEbus19/02457/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

Elaine Matchett

dawn@saice.org.za

Emotional Intelligence in Practice

TBC

Online

SAICEcom20/02697/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Christopher
Sigmond/Cedric
Gorinas

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

SAICE Suite of General Conditions
of Contract for Construction Works:
GCC, SGCC and GCCSF 2015-2018

8–10 February 2021

Online

28–30 April 2021

Online

Benti Czanik

dawn@saice.org.za

7–9 June 2021

Online

SAICEEL20/02694/23
Credits: 2.5 ECSA

Wetlands Systems and Sustainable
Water Resources

TBC

Online

SAICEEL20/02715/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

Prof Miklas Scholtz

cheryl-lee@saice.org.za

Earthmoving Equipment,
Technology and Management for
Civil Engineering and Infrastructure
Projects - Online

TBC

Online

SAICEEL20/02719/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Prof Zvi Borowitsh

dawn@saice.org.za

SAICE / SOUTH AFRICAN ROAD FEDERATION (SARF)
Asphalt: An Overview of Best Practice

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr19/02471/22
Credits: 2 ECSA

J Onraet

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Assessment and Analysis of Test Data

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02606/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

R Berkers

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Concrete Road Design and
Construction

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr19/02472/22
Credits: 1 ECSA

B Perrie, Dr P Strauss

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Successful G1 Crushed Stone
Construction

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02609/23
Credits: 1 ECSA

D Rossmann

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Stormwater Drainage

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02608/23
Credits: 4.5 ECSA

C Brooker, Dingaan
Mahlangu Alaster
Goyns

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Traffic Signals Design and Intesection
Optimisation

TBC

TBC

SAICEtr20/02607/23
Credits: 2 ECSA

Dr John Sampson

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Non-Motorised Transport
Practitioner’s Course

TBC

TBC

Dr Hubrecht Ribbens /
Andrew Wheeldon

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Traffic Impact Studies: A Complete
Step by Step Training Course on how
to prepare Traffic Impact Studies

TBC

TBC

Ravash Dookhi

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

HDM4 (The Highway Development
and Management)

TBC

TBC

Prof Alex Visser

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Perspective on Traffic Impact
Assessment

TBC

TBC

SARF17/TIA01/20

Steven Sutcliffe, Prof
Mark Zuidgeest

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

Understanding and Investigation of
Road Traffic Accidents

TBC

TBC

SARF20/TIA02/23
Credits: 3 ECSA

Craig Proctor-Parker

sybul@sarf.org.za /
tshidi@sarf.org.za

In-house courses are available. To arrange, please contact:
Cheryl-Lee Williams (cheryl-lee@saice.org.za) or Dawn Hermanus (dawn@saice.org.za) on 011 805 5947.
Register online: www.saice.org.za
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Our Fourth Know Your Sector Competition Winner!
Magdeleen Rabé is the September
winner of our monthly Know Your Sector
Competition, and says she was “beyond
thrilled” when she received the news of
her win (R10 000). “I did a happy dance for
the rest of the afternoon! I can’t recall ever
having won anything before, so this all
feels a bit unreal.”
Magdeleen says the prize money will
go towards turning their first house
(recently bought) into a cosy home with
some much-needed items.
About her hobbies and interests
she says: “I am a nerd at heart. I enjoy
reading fantasy novels and taking part in
role-playing games such as Dungeons &
Dragons, as well as massively multiplayer
online games. Pre-lockdown, I was a
Parkrun enthusiast, and since lockdown
my interest in gardening has increased

exponentially. I became the designated
carer of all office pot plants that I took
home over the lockdown period!” She also
loves cooking and baking and seeing how
different ingredients come together to
make something delicious that is enjoyed
with friends and family.

Workwise her focus is on all aspects
of water conservation and water demand
management. She works for SMEC South
Africa (Johannesburg) as a civil engineer
in their Management Services section,
and says: “It is critical to ensure sustainable water supply in our water-scarce
country, and it is very fulfilling to contribute to solutions that reduce water
losses and ensure provision of a reliable
supply of water to communities.”
Magdeleen feels that the quiz competition is a great initiative. “It certainly
assists in promoting knowledge about the
service providers in the industry. You have
to do some digging to answer the questions, and by doing that you uncover really
interesting information about different
companies and the solutions they offer or
provide in the engineering sector.”

Know Your Sector Competition

Stand a chance to win R10 000 in cash!
In this month’s edition of Civil Engineering we are continuing our Fun Quiz to promote knowledge of our industry service providers. Simply click
on the adverts (or the logos) of the participating companies to access their websites, and then search for the answers to the following questions:

Q1: Franki – a Keller company
Which year did KELLER, the largest independent
geotechnical contractor in the world, acquire
Franki Africa?

business and consumer solutions, your fleet and
assets are … what?

Q6: MS Mabuya Civil Laboratory

Q2: ASPASA

What scientist would perform a Geotechnical
Investigation / Centre Line Investigation?

Which sector of the mining industry does
ASPASA represent?

Q7: Egis Operations South Africa

Q3: Sika
Sika is based in ___ countries. Choose the correct
number of subsidiaries Sika has around the world.

Egis’ areas of specialisation are … what?

Q8: Rocbolt Technologies

For how many years have Allyson Lawless and
Associates been developing and supplying
structural engineering software solutions?

GEWI® and DYWIDAG® are registered trademarks
of Rocbolt Technologies and a joint venture
between DSI Underground and Jennmar. What
is the difference in the Min.Ultimate Load of a
32 mm DYWIDAG 950 bar to that of a GEWI 500
25 mm bar?

Q5: Ctrack

Q9: Technocad

With the Ctrack industry solutions such as Mining
and Yellow Equipment, Mobile asset tracking
and fixed plants, Airports, Agri solutions, small

RebarMate is the reinforced concrete and
detailing software module of the Technocad
Civil Engineering software suite, which runs

Q4: Allyson Lawless & Associates

TO ENTER: Scan or click on the QR code to submit
your answers (submissions, one per reader, will
be collected until 31 December, where after the
winner will be announced from a random draw).
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inside AutoCAD. For which specifications does
RebarMate allow you to produce automated bar
bending schedules?

Q10: AfriSam
When you choose AfriSam Readymix you
get … what?

Q11: Reinforced Earth
What 80 km rail project comprised more than 20
Reinforced Earth® structures to facilitate travel in
the Johannesburg–Pretoria corridor in South Africa?

Q12: Standard Bank
Which one of the following services does
Standard Bank offer to construction businesses
specifically?

Q13: Stefanutti Stocks Geotechnical
(click on the logo on the front cover)
What are the benefits of partnering with
Stefanutti Stocks Geotechnical?

PS: Advertisers who wish to capitalise on the reader
attention here by including their marketing messages into
our monthly Fun Quiz should please contact Barbara Spence
(barbara@avenue.co.za / 011 463 7940 / 082 881 3454).
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Civillain by Jonah Ptak:
We’ve lost our marbles but gained a friend
For more engineering humour, please visit “Unreal Bridges” on Facebook and “@TheUnrealBridge” on Twitter.
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13730/E

READYMIX.
SET.
GO.
When builders choose AfriSam Readymix,
they’re choosing a head start. Our concrete
mixes are perfectly formulated to meet your
every spec and every deadline, no matter the
size of your project. Now you can focus on
the most important thing – executing.

0860 141 141 | www.afrisam.com

Creating Concrete Possibilities

